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Summary

Adaptive Modulation Techniques for Passive Optical Networks

Fiber-based access networks, and Fiber-to-the-Home (FTTH) networks in partic-
ular, are a future-proof solution that can facilitate the projected increase in data
rate by end-users in a reliable and cost-efficient manner. Passive optical networks
(PON) are a type of FTTH network employing point-to-multipoint technology,
using a simple passive power splitter to connect the various nodes. The most
common standardized PONs deploy a time division multiplexed (TDM) architec-
ture with aggregated data rates up to 10 Gbps with 2-level on-off keying (OOK)
modulation. Current PONs use a single modulation format throughout the net-
work: link adaptation, matching the signal parameters to the channel properties,
is not commonly used in a PON. Possible parameters that can be adapted include
modulation, clock rate, and coding rate. Link adaptation has seen widespread use
in wireless and copper-based communication, and has been specified in various
standards. Due to the dynamically varying conditions of the channel, adapting
modulation and coding to this channel state provides increased capacity in the
wireless network. The fiber-based access networks are less dynamic and have a
larger available bandwidth, therefore adaptive modulation has yet seen far less
development in these networks. This work focuses on adaptive modulation in
PONs to increase the throughput.

Adaptive modulation enables significant increases in the capacity in PONs,
without drastically changing the deployed fiber architecture or active equipment.
With adaptive modulation the worst-case link quality no longer determines the
performance of the entire PON. Operating conditions within a PON are not uni-
form, as explicitly formulated in the applicable standards, which allow for 15 dB
(a factor of 31) difference in attenuation among the lines to the users’ nodes in the
optical distribution network. Thus, some parts of the network will have better
operating conditions than others do. A more comprehensive modulation format
may be used for these parts of the network, yielding a higher data throughput
while keeping the symbol rate uniform across the whole PON.

In this work, multi-level pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) is chosen for
the parts of the network with better operating conditions, due to the simplicity
of PAM and its compatibility with OOK. In a field-installed network initially
examined, the flexible use of 4-level PAM together with OOK provided a signif-
icant achievable increase in aggregated bit rate. Further work continued in this
direction, by increasing the flexible modulation format to 8-level PAM and using
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equalization at the receiver side. Furthermore, the fair allocation of capacity due
to the PONs’ dynamic bandwidth allocation process has been investigated. Using
more comprehensive modulation formats for the parts of the PON with low losses
enables allocating longer time slots to the high-loss parts of the PON, thereby
redistributing the available capacity to these users. Finally, upstream performance
of OOK and PAM-4 has been investigated, showing that flexible modulation is
feasible for both the downstream and upstream direction.

Next, the work has been extended towards non-uniform PAM. Non-uniform
PAM has an unequally spaced constellation diagram. In the downstream direction,
the use of multi-level PAM allows multi-level multiplexing: assigning the multiple
bits in a PAM symbol to different users. The concepts of multi-level multiplexing
and adaptive modulation are combined in non-uniform PAM. With standard PAM,
each optical network unit (ONU), which encompasses the users’ modem, needs
to have a sufficiently high channel quality in order to decode the multi-level
format. With non-uniform PAM, some ONUs can function with a lower channel
quality, provided that other ONUs actually have additional channel quality. This
shows advantages in a PON that has a wide spread in received powers. More
ONUs will be able to decode their allocated bit with the required bit error rate
in a non-uniform PAM signal than in a standard PAM signal, thereby increasing
the aggregated throughput of the network. Further work has been done on a
system having signal-dependent noise as the predominant noise source in the
received signal. Signal-dependent noise can originate from optical amplification
and the use of avalanche photodiodes. Here, the transmitted constellation has to
be adapted accordingly, as this has a stronger influence on non-uniform PAM than
on regular PAM.

Finally, a different family of modulation formats has been examined.
Duobinary-PAM-3 (DB-PAM-3) is part of the partial response family of modu-
lation formats. Similar to standard duobinary, low-pass filtering a multi-level
PAM format introduces a controlled amount of intersymbol interference (ISI).
This allows transmission of a higher data rate through a smaller bandwidth, and
forms additional signal levels in the received signal. The use of duobinary-like
modulation formats is of interest in PONs due to the limited receiver bandwidth
of the avalanche photodiode receivers used. Compared to the use of PAM-8,
DB-PAM-3 can provide the same data rate, with multiple dB improved receiver
sensitivity, and less strict linearity requirements. DB-PAM formats can be
deployed in a multi-rate, multi-wavelength PON. Operating each wavelength
with a different symbol rate increases the efficiency of adaptive modulation
further.

This work is part of the research programme NWO-TTW Perspectief MEMPHIS
II (Merging Electronics and Micro and nano-Photonics in Integrated Systems)
with project number 13530 (Flexible Broadband Communication), which is (partly)
financed by the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO). This
work has been conducted in close cooperation with Genexis B.V.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Contents
1.1 Fiber access networks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
1.2 Flexible broadband communication . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
1.3 Link adaptation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
1.4 Overview & contributions of the thesis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

ELECTRONIC communication has become indispensable to everyday life. The
number of devices connected to the Internet is expected to rise to 27.1 billion

in 2021, 3.5 times more than that there will be people on the planet [1]. This increase
in the number of interconnected devices is also called the Internet of Things (IoT).
Figure 1.1 shows the predictions of Cisco from June 2017 for the growth of total
Internet traffic. According to Cisco, the compound annual growth rate (CAGR)
will be 24% between 2016 and 2022. The average household connected to the
Internet is predicted to consume 155 Gigabytes of Internet traffic per month in
2021. To put things into perspective, in 1997 the global Internet traffic per day was
100 GB; by 2016, this had increased to 26,600 GB per second, an increase of almost
23 million times [1]. The way we consume media is also changing. With the rise of
video on-demand services, a trend of cord-cutting is becoming apparent. Cord-
cutting households cancel their subscription to cable-based broadcast television
services and rely instead on Internet-based media services. Households relying
on on-demand services consume almost twice as much data as households with
broadcast subscriptions, where a limited set of video streams are shared by all
households [1]. Figure 1.2 shows the results of a survey of bandwidth consumption
by popular applications conducted by Sandvine in March 2016 [2]. According to
this survey, the combination of on-demand video services Netflix and YouTube
accounted for 53% of the downstream fixed access peak period traffic in North
America.

New revenue models based on software as a service and gaming as a service
will further increase the demand for high quality connections. Software as a
service, also called cloud computing or on-demand software, can provide the
user with an up-to-date, scalable software package without having to install any
software or updates by himself. The actual software is installed and running from
a server located in a data center (the cloud), and users can access it through a
web browser or in a so-called thin-client node. For the developer, software as a
service provides a predictable and constant revenue flow. As an extension to the
home entertainment market, gaming as a service provides customers access to
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Figure 1.1: Projected increase in global IP traffic by Cisco dated June 2017, source: [1]

entertainment without installing software or buying the actual gaming hardware
required for rendering these games. Instead, calculations are executed in the cloud
and streamed to the user as a video-like service. This requires high bandwidth
and low latency connections.

Furthermore, mobile and wireless communication is becoming more dominant.
Developments in 5G, the 5th generation of mobile networks, are fast paced. For
example, the next generation mobile networks (NGMN) alliance, an alliance
of leading mobile network operators targets 5G traffic densities ranging from
750 Gbps/km2 for broadband access in dense areas, to an incredible 7.5 Tbps/km2

for broadband access in a crowd, e.g. stadiums [3]. In order to make these data
densities feasible, the antenna cell sizes will have to decrease, and as a result, the
number of antenna sites will increase. Fiber-based access networks will typically
be needed to connect to all these antennas.

1.1 Fiber access networks

Fiber-based access networks are a future-proof solution that can facilitate the
projected increase in data rate by end-users. The various forms of fiber-based
access are grouped under Fiber-to-the-x (FTTx) terminology. In Fiber-to-the-Home
(FTTH) and Fiber-to-the-Building (FTTB), the fiber goes all the way to the home,
or building in the case of a multi-dwelling unit. For FTTB, various users are
connected to the fiber termination point by, for example, copper or coax cables
inside the building. FTTH and FTTB can be considered the most future-proof
technology, as the user is connected as close as possible to the fiber network. Fiber-
to-the-Curb (FTTC) has fiber from the central office to a point typically < 300 m
from the user. Copper twisted pair wires or coax cables cover the last part. Fiber-
to-the-Node (FTTN) is similar in this respect, but typically with a distance beyond
1 km to be covered without fiber networks.
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Figure 1.2: Bandwidth usage in fixed access by the top 10 applications in North America;
survey by Sandvine. Source: [2]

power
splitter

OLT

ONUs

CO

optical distribution network

Figure 1.3: Example of a topology of a TDM-based PON, different ONUs connect to the
same OLT with one ODN.

Fiber-based access networks play an important role in connecting the end-
users to the possibilities mentioned in last section. Especially in Asia, FTTH is the
leading technology for access networks. In Europe and the U.S., copper networks
have historically been installed more extensively. As network operators can be
reluctant to depreciate their high investments in these copper networks, they are
more inclined to support these copper networks for a longer time through FTTC/N
instead of switching to FTTH/B. Still, according to predictions by Ovum, global
investments in FTTH equipment will comprise around 65% of total investments
in broadband wired access equipment in 2021 [4]. Copper digital subscriber line
(DSL) and coax technologies share the other 35%.

In Europe, fiber-based access networks have historically been Point-to-Point
(PtP). Here, the fiber connects the user to the first active component in the network
by a dedicated fiber. Worldwide, the type of fiber-based access network that has
seen most deployments is the passive optical network (PON), of which an example
is shown in Fig. 1.3. In a PON, the optical line terminal (OLT) is the interface of the
access network to the metropolitan (metro) or core networks, and is located in the
central office (CO). The optical network unit (ONU) is the equipment connected
at the user side. In between the two is the optical distribution network (ODN)
consisting of fibers and a passive power splitter at the remote node (RN).
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As multiple users are connected to the same ODN in a PON, the communication
channel needs to be shared by these users. The most commonly deployed PON
type shares the medium by time-division multiplexing (TDM). The medium access
control (MAC) layer schedules which ONU has the right to use the physical layer at
a given moment. A dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) algorithm managed by
the OLT determines how much bandwidth is assigned to each ONU. Downstream
data is interleaved and broadcasted to all the ONUs in a continuous stream. The
ONUs select and decode the data that is transmitted in a time slot allocated to them.
In the upstream direction, the various ONUs need to take turns in transmitting
their data through time division multiple access (TDMA). The OLT queries the
ONU for data to be transmitted and assigns the ONUs a certain time slot in which
they transmit their data such that no collisions occur at the OLT [5, 6].

1.2 Flexible broadband communication

The work in this thesis is conducted in the NWO Flexible Broadband Commu-
nication (FlexCom) project. The FlexCom project focusses on two application
areas: Fiber-in-the-Home (FITH) and FTTH. For FITH the goal is to implement
a cost-efficient home network solution utilizing a fiber which is suitable for easy
installation in the home. The chosen fiber is a 1 mm core plastic optical fiber (POF).
Due to its large core diameter and do-it-yourself technology, POF networks can
be installed in home premises by home owners. The FITH part of the project
focusses on delivering multi-standard services over the same POF, e.g. baseband
Ethernet traffic combined with WiFi, mobile cellular networks, and wireless sensor
networks [7]. The FITH part is not part of this thesis, and is not addressed further
in this thesis.

The activities detailed in this thesis comprehend the efficient and flexible uti-
lization of fiber-based access networks. The fiber medium is shared among the
ONUs connected to the same network, and the DBA algorithm ensures that all
ONUs are provided with the appropriate network performance. An efficient shar-
ing method is necessary when demands from the users on the network increase.
Current medium sharing techniques are not as efficient as they could be. Current
PONs use a single modulation format throughout the network. The standardized
PONs utilize simple OOK modulation at the same data rate, regardless of the
channel conditions. The performance of the network can increase when the link is
adapted to the actual channel conditions.

1.3 Link adaptation

Link adaptation is the matching of the signal properties such as modulation, clock
rate, or coding, to the actual channel conditions. To do this, the transmitter re-
quires information on the channel conditions and the requirements from the users.
Although PONs do not use any form of link adaptation, other fields of communi-
cation, such as coaxial cable, DSL, or wireless networks, do see widespread use
of link adaptation. Optical communication in the metro networks has also seen
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recent developments towards link adaptation. The reasons for link adaptation in
PONs include the following.

Network performance – With the increase in video on-demand, cloud com-
puting, and other communication-based services, it is plausible that data rates
in optical access networks will keep increasing. This trend is combined with
the request from network operators for increased fiber distances between the
central offices and the customer premises. This will lead to cost reductions due
to consolidation of central offices. These two factors put increasingly stringent
demands on the communication channel. These requirements can be met by FTTH
networks, since the single-mode fiber used for FTTH applications is similar to the
fiber used for long-haul connections. The available capacity in the fiber is orders
of magnitude higher than the data rate required for FTTH applications. However,
the performance that can be achieved economically and in a backward compatible
manner is more limited. Disclosing the total capacity of the fiber requires invest-
ments in more expensive components. Whereas in a long-haul connection these
investment costs are shared among many subscribers, this cost-sharing factor is
much lower in access networks, making FTTH connections highly cost sensitive.
Furthermore, the fiber spectrum is occupied with several legacy standardized
frequency bands, for which continued support is important for network opera-
tors. The performance of the network can be increased more efficiently with link
adaptation than without it.

Network over-dimensioning – Coax, copper, and wireless networks have
lower channel qualities compared to the fiber channel. To cope with these lower
channel properties, these networks have successfully deployed link adaptation
techniques. Link adaptation changes the method of transmission, depending
on the actual quality of the channel. Up to now, in contrast, a single method of
transmission serves all users of FTTx networks. Therefore, the worst-case scenario
has to be taken into account when these networks are designed. Figure 1.4 shows
the distribution of measured additional received optical power in a PON beyond
what is required to provide a successful connection. Although received powers
in parts of this network are over-dimensioned by 15 dB, the same data rate is
transmitted to all users. Because meeting the high power budget requirements
becomes more challenging at higher data rates, it makes sense to deploy link
adaptation in FTTH networks as well.

Efficient utilization of optical components – The optics account for more than
one third of the cost-price of the modem located at the users home. With the advent
of multi-wavelength communication in FTTH, the number of optical components
is likely to increase, and so are the associated costs [8]. Photonic integration can
significantly reduce these costs by providing many functions on a single chip,
thereby making multi-wavelength communication feasible in cost-constrained
PONs. Still, the costs of the optics will not be negligible, and utilizing the optics
fully brings significant benefits. The deployment of link adaptation will make the
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Figure 1.4: Distribution of additional optical power received beyond the required power
for a successful connection for a field-installed FTTH network. More details are discussed
in Chapter 2.

electronics more complex, and is therefore likely to increase their costs. When
preference is given to simple methods, similar to techniques used in other high-
volume areas, such as data centers, the expectation is that these costs will be
small in comparison to the gain in performance. Using techniques close to current
standardized techniques also helps reduce development and deployment risks.

Power efficient communication – Communication networks take up a non-
negligible part of total worldwide energy consumption. Besides environmental
issues, this also leads to higher operational expenditures. FTTH networks are, by
themselves, one of the most energy-efficient access networks [9]. With the trend
towards switching to multi-wavelength communication, an increase in energy
consumption is expected, as multiple transceivers need to be powered [10]. An
adaptive system with variable modulation format, variable code rate, and variable
number of active optical channels can optimize its power efficiency and hence
operational expenditures. The code rate is the ratio of bits containing useful data
compared to the total number of transmitted bits.

Thus with increasing performance requirements on FTTx networks, optical
power budget requirements in the optical channel becoming more stringent, the
importance of making full use of the optics, and the possible power and costs
savings in multi-wavelength systems, this dissertation will explore the options for
link adaptation in FTTH networks.

1.4 Overview & contributions of the thesis

The rest of this dissertation is formatted as follows: Chapter 2 gives an overview
of optical access networks, including the history, various topologies, multiplexing
techniques, and standardizations. Next, we show the applicability of adaptive
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modulation in these networks in order to accommodate a range of channel condi-
tions. Finally, an overview of link adaptation techniques in other fields is given.

In Chapter 3, performance of multi-level modulation in PONs is discussed.
General techniques are explained and derived, such that they can be referenced in
later chapters. Performance in passive optical networks is mainly limited by the
level of received optical power. Therefore, the various noise sources in a PON and
their behavior in a multi-level modulated system are discussed. In addition, the
influence of signal-dependent noise sources is included. Next, a general, closed-
form, multi-level BER expression is derived that considers all decision thresholds.
Finally, the influence of intersymbol interference on higher-order pulse amplitude
modulation (PAM) is discussed.

In Chapter 4, a flexible modulation scheme is discussed, where in parts of the
PON OOK modulation is used, but in the better parts a more comprehensive pulse
amplitude modulation is used, in particular 4- and 8-level PAM. This enables the
network operator to access various benefits. First, doubling, or tripling, the data
rate for the better-positioned PAM-capable ONUs, while maintaining the data rate
for those ONUs that only support OOK. Second, keeping the same data rate for
PAM-capable ONUs, but using shorter time slots, thereby allowing longer time
slots for the OOK ONUs and thus reducing the congestion probability. Flexible
modulation is suited for both burst-mode upstream, and continuous downstream
transmission.

Flexible modulation by itself enables the benefits of link adaptation, but has
a coarse step size between OOK, PAM-4, and PAM-8. In Chapter 5, non-uniform
PAM constellations are introduced to transmit data through a constellation with
unequal distances between the constellation levels. In a multi-level PAM symbol,
multiple bits are encoded. Due to the unequal level distances of non-uniform PAM,
some bits can be decoded successfully below the FEC limit with a lower received
optical power than others can. This is well suited for practical PON deployments
where different ONUs typically receive widely differing optical power levels.
Non-uniform PAM is mainly focused on downstream communication.

An alternative solution to reduce the step size between adaptation levels can
be realized by deploying a time and wavelength multiplexed PON with each
wavelength operating at its own clock rate. In Chapter 6, duobinary formats
are investigated, and duobinary-PAM-3 in particular. Duobinary formats have a
better receiver sensitivity than higher-order PAM formats at the same bit rate, but
require adaptation of the clock rate. First steps towards a time and wavelength
multiplexed PON at different clock rates are investigated.

Finally, in Chapter 7, conclusions are drawn and recommendations for future
work are given.
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This thesis comprises a number of studies to improve the capabilities of PONs:

• Proposal of up- and downstream flexible modulation in PONs, compris-
ing OOK and PAM-4, optionally extended with PAM-8, to cost-effectively
increase the flexibility and performance of the network.

• Implementation of a zero-overhead data-aided equalizer that trains on lower-
order modulation formats. Therefore no training overhead in downstream
power splitter-based PONs is required, while still guaranteeing convergence.

• Proposal of non-uniform PAM PONs in the downstream direction. Non-
uniform PAM has unequal level spacings. With standard PAM each ONU
needs to have a sufficiently high channel quality in order to decode the
multi-level format. With non-uniform PAM, some ONUs are allowed a
lower channel quality, provided that other ONUs actually have additional
channel quality.

• Proposal of an algorithm for the creation of a non-uniform PAM constellation
optimized for signal-dependent noise characteristics at multiple received
power levels.

• Derivation of a closed-form BER calculation for a non-uniform PAM constel-
lation with each level having an unequal noise level.

• Investigation of duobinary PAM formats, and duobinary-PAM-3 in particu-
lar, for link adaptive systems. Duobinary PAM formats are combined in first
steps towards a multi-wavelength multi-rate system. Combined control of
modulation format and clock rate enables finer control of the throughput to
the channel quality.
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THIS chapter gives an overview of access networks. First, the history and market
penetration of fiber-based access networks are discussed, followed by the

various topologies of fiber-based access networks. As most of these topologies
involve communication with multiple users over the same channel, multiplexing
techniques are required. For the same reason, inter-operability of components is
required, which can only be achieved by standardization.

Having discussed the environment of access networks, the applicability of link
adaptation in PONS is shown, by presenting statistics on the range of channel
qualities in a PON. Finally, an overview of link adaptation techniques in other
fields is given.
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Figure 2.1: Fixed broadband subscriptions per 100 inhabitants in OECD countries. In the
United Kingdom FTTH, FTTP, FTTB, and FTTC are grouped under DSL, as the breakdown
between the technologies is not available. Source: [19]

2.1 Fiber-based access deployments

The first experiments for fiber-based solutions for access networks were conducted
more than 40 years ago [11]. The first field trial with end-users was installed near
Nara, Japan in 1977 [12]. In the years that followed, multiple other trials were
conducted in various countries, including England [13], Germany [14], France [15],
the US [16], and Canada [17]. The trials were technically a success, but especially
high installation costs caused a large delay before fiber technology became main-
stream in access networks. As optical components were a new technology and had
low volumes, costs per subscriber were very high. Where competing technologies
targeted installation costs around USD 1,000 per subscriber, these first trials had
installation costs ranging from a few thousand dollar up to even USD 100,000
per subscriber [11]. Whereas in metro and long-haul networks these costs could
be shared over many subscribers, in FTTH networks they had to be covered by
revenues raised from a limited number, or even a single subscriber. Operators
were hesitant to switch to fiber-based access networks given the high investments
they had already made in their current copper networks [18]. Further delaying
the adoption of fiber was the uncertainty in increased revenue. As the Internet
was still in its very early stages of development, television and telephony were
the main applications, and limited applications were foreseen that would require
the increased symmetric bandwidth provided by fiber networks. Even with this
slow start for FTTH deployments, FTTH is now a major player, especially in Asia
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Figure 2.2: Terminology and various forms of fiber-based access networks.

and the Pacific region. 77% of the worldwide FTTH/B subscribers is located in
Asia/Pacific, 15% in Europe and North America accounts for 5% [20]. It is the
dominant access medium in e.g., China [21], Japan, and South Korea [22]. In
Europe, FTTH has a coverage of 45% of the households, of which 30% actually
subscribe, and both percentages are growing [23]. Figure. 2.1 shows the broad-
band subscription types per 100 inhabitants for the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries. The percentage of DSL, cable,
and fiber broadband subscriptions relative to the total broadband subscriptions in
the OECD countries are 43, 33, and 21%, respectively [19]. Total worldwide rev-
enue for PON equipment was around USD 5 billion in 2015, with Gigabit-capable
PONs expected to account for the vast majority in 2021 [24].

2.2 Fiber-based access networks

Fiber-based access networks can be broadly categorized in three types of architec-
tures [25]. PtP networks connect each user with an individual fiber. Active optical
networks (AONs) connect multiple users by means of a single feeder fiber, and
require active components deployed in the field. Finally, PONs also connect mul-
tiple users with a single fiber, but do not require any outside active components.
The terminology of the various parts of a PON is shown in Fig. 2.2a.

2.2.1 Point-to-point networks

Point-to-point networks are, architecture-wise, the simplest networks. A dedicated
fiber connects the OLT to every ONU. No additional components are inserted
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in the ODN, as is shown in Fig. 2.2c. Typically, the downstream (from OLT to
ONU) and upstream (from ONU to OLT) traffic use two different wavelengths
on the same fiber. Sometimes two separate fibers are used for upstream and
downstream communication. The advantage of PtP networks is that each link is
independent, so connections can be altered or taken down without interfering
with neighboring users. Upgrades to components can be done on a per-user basis.
A further advantage lies in data security; as each user has its dedicated fiber,
eavesdropping by neighboring users is not possible. An often-quoted benefit of
PtP networks is the dedicated bandwidth available to each user between the OLT
and the ONU, although one has to consider that data going from the OLT upwards
to the metro and core networks is still multiplexed with other data streams, largely
negating this quoted advantage in a well-managed network.

Disadvantages are the high number of fibers required and, even more impor-
tant, the high number of transceivers in the OLT. Up to thousands of users can be
connected in a single CO, requiring a same amount of transceivers, with associated
space and power consumption. Furthermore, if a fiber duct close to the CO is
destroyed by e.g. construction work, thousands of fibers have to be identified and
repaired [25]. Nevertheless, PtP has historically, and up to today, seen significant
deployments, especially in Europe, and the Netherlands in particular.

2.2.2 Active optical networks

In active optical networks, a single feeder fiber connects the OLT to an active
switch located in the RN closer to the users. This active switch further connects
the various distribution fibers to the feeder fiber. Costs are reduced, as only
a single feeder fiber and multiple short distribution fibers are required. This
structure allows more efficient utilization of the feeder fiber and transceivers by
statistical aggregation of traffic requirements of the users. On the other hand, it
requires electrical power at the RN. As the RN often consists of a street cabinet,
electrical power might not be readily available. Furthermore, the RN is typically
not temperature controlled, stressing any components deployed there. Compared
to FTTC, the fiber termination is in the end-user’s residence, not in the remote
node.

The difference between AON and PtP networks is not always sharply delimited;
many practical deployments can be grouped in either. A network can consist of
multiple points of presence (PoP) with active switches installed. The last switch
can be considered the remote node, qualifying the network as an AON, or the last
switch can be considered to be in the CO, qualifying the network as a PtP network.

2.2.3 Passive optical networks

Finally, passive optical networks replace the active switch in the RN with a pas-
sive component. An additional protocol is required to facilitate multiplexing
data streams from multiple users on the feeder fiber. PONs can be subdivided
depending on the way this multiplexing is performed. The three most com-
mon methods, TDM, wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM), and time and
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wavelength-division-multiplexing (TWDM), are discussed in the next section.
Furthermore, a short description of upcoming multiplexing techniques is given.

2.2.3.1 TDM-PON

The component enabling the time division multiplexed PON is the passive power
splitter in the RN, shown in Fig. 2.2b. The power splitter distributes the optical
power equally over the various ONUs. As already briefly described in Chapter 1,
this all-pass nature of the power splitter requires the ONUs to share the commu-
nication channel. The MAC layer assigns time slots to the various ONUs, and
the ONUs decode the data in their assigned time slot. Similarly, for the upstream
direction, the ONUs are assigned a specific time slot in which they are allowed to
transmit. In this process, the MAC layer has to map the propagation delays from
the different ONUs to the OLT to prevent collisions at the OLT due to the different
fiber lengths in a ranging process. The ranging process measures the round trip
delay between the OLT and the different ONUs [25]. To this end, the OLT emits
a ranging grant to each ONU; upon receipt the ONU responds with a ranging
cell to the OLT. This process is schematically shown in Fig. 2.3. Subsequently,
the OLT adjusts the timing of the grants to the ONUs, such that all the ONUs
are synchronized with the maximum supported distance. This process prevents
collisions, but has a limited accuracy. It can not exactly synchronize the clocks
and arrival of symbols at a sub-symbol level. More details on the MAC layer are
discussed in Section 2.3 for two particular TDM-PON standards.

The requirement of burst-mode operation applies specifically to the upstream
direction [26]. Ideally, none of the ONUs should transmit any power when no time
slot is assigned to it, to prevent distortion to the other users. Only when a time slot
is assigned is the ONU’s laser enabled, and this puts stringent requirements on
the transient effects of the ONU transmitters. For example, the ONU transmitters
need to power-up and down within 13 ns in the GPON standard. This standard is
described further in Section 2.3.2. Due to the different optical path losses in the
network and transmission powers, the bursts from the ONUs are received with
different power levels at the OLT receiver. The OLT receiver has to adapt to these
packets with different power levels, clock frequency, and phase. This means that a
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large dynamic range and rapid converging clock-data recovery (CDR) is required.
To facilitate this, each packet begins with a preamble to alleviate transmitter
transients and to serve as a training sequence for the receiver. Furthermore, a
guard time is inserted between bursts from different ONUs. This preamble and
guard time lower the efficiency as no user data can be transmitted during this
time.

A disadvantage of TDM-PONs is the high loss of the power splitter. With typi-
cal splitting ratios up to 1:64, each ONU only receives a fraction of the transmitted
power; this puts stringent requirements on the power budget of the link. Addi-
tionally, the transceivers operate on the aggregated data rate, which is typically
much higher than the data rate required by a single user. Therefore, the power
consumption and required bandwidth of the ONU transceiver is increased. Some
research has been done to alleviate this increase, e.g., by bit interleaving, allowing
the electronics after the front-end to operate at a lower clock frequency [27, 28].

These disadvantages are countered by major advantages. The DBA algorithm
enables great flexibility in allocation of the available bandwidth, depending on
amount of data requested by the ONUs, Quality of Services (QoS), and service level
agreements. This enables efficient statistical multiplexing. Especially for bursty
traffic, such as web browsing and video content that can be buffered, the efficiency
of the network can be greatly improved. Therefore, TDM-PONs typically have
the lowest operating and capital expenditures [25]. Furthermore, the ODN is fully
transparent to the wavelengths or modulation formats, ensuring upgradability to
new standards. TDM PONs are by far the most common type of PONs deployed.
The first PON, proposed by British Telecom in 1987 [29], was a TDM-PON called
Telephony over PON (TPON). Their proposal comprised a TDM/TDMA scheme
capable of 20.48 Mbps, with a field trial a few years later at Bishop’s Stortford [30].
Thirty years, later the vast majority of deployed PONs is still based on a TDM
scheme.

The decision for deployment between AON/PtP networks and TDM-PON
depends on the scenario. With e.g., different geographies, cable installation costs,
space availability for additional fibers, and population densities, the optimal
solution can be either option. Generally speaking, when more subscribers are
present, the costs per user are lower for PON-based technologies [25]. More
advances in PON-based network technologies are made.

An interesting approach is the combination of TDM-PON equipment together
with a PtP fiber topology [31]. In this case, the PON power splitter is located
at the CO, effectively transforming the PON topology to a PtP topology. This
hybrid approach offers full flexibility for any future deployments, as each user
has a dedicated fiber towards the CO. Single users can be offered higher bitrates
through technology upgrades. The OLTs are utilized more efficiently, as only
actual subscribers are connected to the OLT with a patch cord. The additional
costs compared to a pure PON will vary for different scenarios, but are estimated
to be low in [32].
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2.2.3.2 WDM-PON

In wavelength division multiplexed PONs, the users communicate on different
wavelengths. Typically, an arrayed waveguide grating (AWGr) is placed in the
RN, as shown in Fig. 2.2d. As each wavelength is directed only to a single ONU,
independent, virtual PtP connections are created. This means that each ONU has
its own dedicated bandwidth available. The supported data rate of the transceiver
only has to provide for the required data rate by the user, not for the aggregated
data rate of the network. Power budget and split ratio are less strict, as the
power loss in the AWGr is much lower, and nearly independent to the number of
connected ONUs. The fixed allocation of a wavelength to the user does mean that
each ONU has to operate on a different wavelength. This can be achieved either
by wavelength-specific components at the ONU, which can lead to inventory
issues for the operator, as it will then have to arrange multiple ONU versions
and provide the logistics to support them. Pluggable wavelength-selective patch
cords can lower these costs [33]. Alternatively, a colorless solution can be sought
in e.g., tunable transceivers [34], externally seeded transceivers [35], reflective
transceivers [36, 37], and self-seeded transceivers [38], although these colorless
solutions tend to require expensive components.

Due to the dedicated bandwidth available to each user, statistical multiplexing
is not possible. Furthermore, WDM-PONs require a single transceiver for each
ONU at the OLT side, although photonic integration can provide a solution here,
by integrating multiple transceivers. At the moment, no AWGr-based WDM-
PON has been standardized, although some field trials have been conducted,
most notably in South Korea [39, 40] and Taiwan [41]. Future PONs for mobile
fronthaul applications could benefit from WDM technology. These networks
are more inclined towards WDM networks, as they face strict jitter and delay
constraints, typically requiring a higher bandwidth per connected ONU, and
statistical multiplexing is already performed in the wireless cell [42].

2.2.3.3 TWDM-PON

The two techniques just discussed are combined in a time and wavelength division
multiplexed PON. A first implementation is by stacking various TDM networks
through a fixed WDM. This can be more economical than operating on different
ODNs [43]. An example is presented by British Telecom [44]. The total proposed
long-reach PON can have a length of 135 km and 40 WDM channels, with each
channel having a 64-way power split. This results in a total number of 2560
supported users. In the RN or CO, an optical-electrical-optical conversion takes
place. Google Fiber presented a commercial PON trial with a WDM stack of
12 TDM PONs, without requiring this optical-electrical-optical conversion. The
resulting network has 768 users on a single PON with a maximum reach of
50 km [45]. Due to the use of optical amplification at the OLT and the increased
reach, fewer CO locations have to be deployed, reducing costs.

A second implementation is by a wavelength flexible TWDM network, where
the power splitter-based ODN stays transparent for the wavelengths and the
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selection is made at the ONU [46]. For example, in the TOBASCO project, a hybrid
fiber-CATV network was presented with wavelength switching at the ONU [47].
Compared to an AWGr-based (T)WDM-PON, the power budget and range is
lower and, similar to WDM-PONs with colorless ONUs, the costs of transceivers
can be an issue. However, the flexible nature of these networks allows statistical
multiplexing in both the time and wavelength domain [48, 49]. In addition, the
use of a power splitter ensures that the ODN is compatible with old TDM-PONs,
and remains transparent for any future technologies. Therefore, TWDM-PONs are
the preferred architecture for new standards [50, 51], as is discussed in Section 2.3.

Several hybrid projects have been proposed, e.g., in [52] a TWDM-PON has
been proposed based on a cyclic AWGr and colorless reflective ONUs enabling
a large user base to provide statistical multiplexing while not requiring a power
splitter. In [53] an assessment is made on the level of flexibility that is required
within a PON in terms of performance and economic factors.

2.2.3.4 Other multiplexing technologies

Other notable options do also exist, and have seen substantial research interests.
Code-division multiplexing/multiple access (CDM / CDMA) has seen widespread
use in wireless communication, e.g., in 3G UMTS [54]. In CDMA each user encodes
its data with a unique code, orthogonal to the code of the other users, thereby
allowing decoding at the receiver. CDMA-PONs typically operate on a power
splitter-based PON, similar to TDM-PONs. Generally, the bandwidth required
is much higher than the data rate. The number or orthogonal codes is limited,
making scalability to higher numbers of users an issue.

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing/multiple access (OFDM/
OFDMA) achieves a high aggregated throughput by combining multiple orthog-
onal subcarriers that can be individually modulated by their own modulation
format [55]. Due to the orthogonality of the subcarriers, they can overlap without
interference, and a high spectral efficiency can be achieved. OFDM-PONs are
typically power splitter-based. The main drawback of OFDMA are the complex
transceivers due to the heavy reliance on digital signal processing. OFDM is
widely used in channels with varying characteristics such as DSL, IEEE 802.11
(WiFi), and 4G LTE [56].

Ultra-dense WDM PON is based on coherent reception [57]. Coherent reception
offers significant improvements in receiver sensitivity compared to the traditional
intensity modulation and direct detection (IM/DD) techniques used in access
networks. The narrow tunable filtering inherent in coherent reception enables
dense spacing of wavelengths, and thus large-scale combination of users on a
single PON. However, the technique tends to be complex and expensive, partly
because a low-linewidth stabilized light source is required at the receiver as a
local oscillator, possibly doubling as the regular transmission laser. In long-haul
networks coherent reception is the predominant technique, but the cost of the com-
ponents do not scale well towards access networks. Due to its potential, several
field trials have been conducted [58–60], but no standardization or commercial
deployment has taken place. However, with increasing pressure on the power
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budgets for higher data rates, the step towards coherent reception [61, 62], and
subsequently UDWDM-PONs, may be a possibility.

2.3 Standardization

Early on in efforts to deploy FTTH networks, it became apparent that access net-
works could only succeed through collaboration and standardization. Standardiza-
tion enables a common design from multiple suppliers, and leads to high-volume
production of components, and hence lower costs. Vendor interoperability reduces
the risks in deployment of the networks. Therefore, in June 1995, seven major
telecom providers from Europe and Japan met with ten international manufactur-
ers to agree on a common platform [11]. Eventually this led to the Full Service
Access Network (FSAN) Group [63], working together with the International
Telecommunication Union - Telecommunications (ITU-T), to form standards.

Similarly, IEEE remarked that the majority of the data on the Internet originates
from an Ethernet source, and it makes sense to also support Ethernet traffic in
access networks. Therefore, the Ethernet in the first mile group met in November
2000, and subsequently became a task force of the Ethernet IEEE 802.3 standardiza-
tion committee with the goal of drafting Ethernet-based standards for fiber access
networks.

This has led to the situation in which, currently, both FSAN/ITU-T and IEEE
formulate standards for optical access networks. Efforts are made to streamline
and combine the efforts of the two bodies [64]. This section provides a brief
overview of standards as defined by these two standardization bodies. A summary
of various properties of the physical layer of the various standards is provided in
Table 2.1.

2.3.1 First PONs

ATM PON had been promoted by FSAN since 1995 [25] and, later, this was
standardized, with minor adjustments and a new name, BPON, by the (ITU-T)
in recommendation G.983 in 1998 [65]. ATM stands for Asynchronous Transfer
Mode, and is characterized by the transmission of small fixed-size cells. The
BPON standard has been updated several times, most recently in 2005. BPON
is a TDM-PON with a downstream bit rate of 155, 622, or 1244 Mbps (622 Mbps
typically), upstream bit rate is 155, or 622 Mbps (155 Mbps typically). Downstream
traffic is transmitted in the 1.5 µm band and upstream at 1.3 µm. The choice for
the 1.5 µm band allows amplification by erbium doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs),
and standard single-mode fiber (SSMF) experiences the lowest attenuation at
these wavelengths. Upstream communication at 1.3 µm is in the zero-dispersion
window of SSMF, thereby enabling the use of low-cost uncooled lasers with a
broad spectrum. The typical split ratio is 1:16 or 1:32.

This early PON version was intended to be used with fixed-size ATM cells.
This structure is shown in Fig. 2.4. At the basic speed of 155 Mbps, a downstream
frame consists of 56 time slots, 54 of which contain 53-byte-long ATM cells [25].
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Table 2.1: Summary of physical layer properties for several PON standards.
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Figure 2.4: BPON up- and downstream frame structure.

Every 28 time slots a physical layer operation, administration, and maintenance
(PLOAM) cell is inserted. Within the PLOAM cell are 53 upstream grants for the
ONUs. At the higher data rates of 622 and 1244 Mbps, the number of cells per
frame increase by 4 and 8 times, respectively. Each upstream cell contains 53 data
bytes and 3 overhead bytes to support the burst mode reception.

2.3.2 Gigabit capable PON

An upgrade to Gigabit range speeds was developed by both ITU-T and IEEE.
ITU-T standardized GPON by G.984 in 2003 [66]. The typical down-/upstream
data rates are 2.5/1.25 Gbps. Similar to BPON, three power budgets (A, B, and
C) are defined to facilitate deployment scenarios with different distances and
splitting ratios with different investment needs. In a later revision, in response to
industry requests, two additional power budgets (B+ and C+) were defined. The
power budgets and accompanying transmit and receive power ranges are shown
in Table 2.1 and Fig. 2.5. The maximum optical path penalty, including dispersion,
is 1.0 dB in the downstream direction. In the upstream direction, a larger optical
path penalty is allowed if the transmitter has an equivalent increased transmission
power.

The GPON downstream frame structure is shown in Fig. 2.6. GPON intro-
duced the GPON encapsulation method (GEM) as an alternative to ATM-based
transmission [5, 25]. Devices can work on ATM or GEM-based transmission; in
practice most of the GPON systems only support GEM-based transmission [26,67].
Within a GEM payload, multiple package types are supported, including ATM and
Ethernet. In contrast to native Ethernet, GEM allows fragmentation of Ethernet
packets. The GPON transmission convergence (GTC) layer G.984.3 [68] defines
frames of 125 µs in length. A downstream frame begins with a physical control
block for frames going downstream (PCBd) containing i.a. synchronization fea-
tures, the PLOAM message, and the upstream bandwidth allocation map. The
payload can contain an ATM or a GEM segment. The GEM segment contains the
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Figure 2.5: Transmit and receive power range for the different power budget classes of
GPON (2.5/1.25 Gbps down/up) and XGSPON (10/10 Gbps down/up).

125 µs 

PCBd Payload: ATM or GEM

GEM: GEM Header GEM Payload

Ethernet

ATM

Figure 2.6: GPON downstream frame structure.

Figure 2.7: GPON upstream frame structure.

GEM header and GEM payload. These different headers are shown in Fig. 2.6
for the downstream direction. To clarify, there is a difference between the ATM
packages contained in the GTC payload and those contained in the GEM payload.

The upstream GTC frame is also 125 µs and follows the same principle as the
downstream frames, it is shown in Fig. 2.7. Each frame can contain bursts from
multiple ONUs. The burst starts with the various physical layer headers. The
physical layer overhead upstream (PLOu) message contains the preamble for the
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MAC
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SPD reserved LLID FCS

1 3 2 2 bytes

6 6 2 46-1500 bytes4

Figure 2.8: EPON frame format, adapted from [67].

CDR. The physical layer operation, administration, and management upstream
(PLOAMu) message arranges the basic management functions. The power leveling
sequence upstream (PLSu) contains information about the ONU laser transmit
power. Finally, the dynamic bandwidth report upstream (DBRu) indicates the
queue length at the ONU. The payload section can be either ATM or GEM-based.
The GEM payload is most common and contains its own GEM header and GEM
payload.

A DBA algorithm allocates the available throughput among the users. Gen-
erally speaking a DBA algorithm needs to have fairness, a low delay, and a high
efficiency. Bandwidth is assigned according to the QoS conditions. There can be
three types of bandwidth profile. First, dedicated bandwidth, which is assigned
to an ONU whether the ONU requires it or not. Second, assured bandwidth is
guaranteed to be available to the ONU when the ONU requests it, otherwise it is
assigned to another ONU or stream. Third, in a best-effort approach, the maximum
bandwidth is assigned, but if other ONUs also require bandwidth, congestion can
occur. An ONU can have a bandwidth profile which is a combination of one or
more types. Latency-critical applications can also be taken into account.

IEEE drafted their first standard based on the Ethernet protocol in 2004. EPON
provides a data rate of 1.25 Gbps in both down- and upstream directions, first
specified in IEEE Std 802.3ah [69] and later merged with the main IEEE Std
802.3 [70]. IEEE adopted many aspects from the previous standard of ITU-T to
achieve a similar fiber topology. The major difference from B/GPON, apart from
the data rate, is on the protocol layer. Ethernet is built for variable length IP
packets, whereas B/GPON originally was intended for fixed-length ATM packets,
as is common in synchronous optical networking/ synchronous digital hierarchy
(SONET/SDH), although GEM partly resolves this discrepancy.

The EPON frame structure is shown in Fig. 2.8. The frame structure is similar to
standard Ethernet packages, with changes to the preamble section. The following
sections are contained in the EPON frame. First, the start-of-packet delimiter (SPD)
synchronizes the ONUs and OLT. The logical link identifier (LLID) contains the
packet destination within the PON itself. The frame check sequences (FCS) contain
error detection capabilities. As Ethernet packages have variable length, the length
field can specify the length of the variable Ethernet payload package, which is
typically allowed to be between 46 and 1500 bytes. Alternatively, the length field
can specify a special type of Ethernet payload. If the actual data to be transmitted
is too short, this is padded to the typical minimum length of 46 bytes. EPON does
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not define the DBA strategy, but allows vendors to design their own.

2.3.3 10 Gigabit capable PON

IEEE defined their 10G-EPON standard in 2009, first specified in IEEE Std 802.3av
[71] and now part of IEEE Std 802.3 [70]. Since its beginning, 10G-EPON has
supported down-/upstream data rates of both 10/10 and 10/1 Gbps. Backward
compatibility with EPON is ensured by the use of different wavelength bands.

ITU-T standardized 10 Gigabit-capable PON as XG-PON in G.987 in 2010 [72].
Simultaneous use with GPON was foreseen, therefore a co-existence module
(WDM1r) is to be used at the OLT, splitting the wavelength bands. Insertion loss
in the existing GPON band is kept at a minimum, and it will be higher in the
XG-PON band. To account for the higher loss, a new set of power budgets was
defined. N1 is comparable to the popular B+ Class for GPON, accounting for the
higher WDM1r splitter loss. As can be seen in Fig. 2.5, the decision was made to
have constant transmission power and receiver sensitivity at the ONU for all the
N1, N2, and E1 power budgets, only the OLT optics differ. The maximum optical
path penalty, including dispersion, is 1.0 dB in the downstream, and 0.5 dB in the
upstream direction. With the higher data rates, the use of forward error correction
(FEC) became more dominant. FEC can detect and correct a limited number of
errors by transmitting additional redundant bits.

Due to popular demand for a symmetric 10 Gbps rate in the ITU-T family,
ITU-T ratified XGS-PON in G.9807 in 2016 [73]. XGS-PON is largely a combination
of the XG-PON, 10G-EPON, and NG-PON2 standards, as discussed in the next
section, and could therefore be finalized in a short time frame. XGS-PON adds
support for symmetric 10 Gbps operation, and defines a second wavelength set
at the previous GPON wavelength bands (Down: 1480–1500, Up: 1300–1320)
alongside the basic wavelength set on the XG-PON band (Down: 1575–1580, Up:
1260–1280). Both bands can be operated simultaneously, allowing for 20 Gbps
symmetric operation. In the XG-PON band, backward compatibility of XGS-PON
with XG-PON is ensured by a dual rate receiver in the OLT. Backward compatibility
in the GPON band is not available. To converge the ITU-T and IEEE standards,
and to prevent development costs for new transceivers, 10G-EPON transceivers
might be used for XGS-PONs, although the slightly different line rate and line
coding have to be considered.

2.3.4 NG-PON2

Next Generation PON2 (NG-PON2) is standardized by ITU-T in G.989 in 2015 [50].
It is the first departure from a pure TDM-based standard. After consideration of
several technologies [74], most of which were discussed in section 2.2.3, TWDM
was elected as the technique for NG-PON2 [75]. Main considerations were the
compatibility with already deployed ODNs, the perceived limited complexity
of required components, and support from major industrial players. NG-PON2
consists of 4 to 8 wavelengths of 10 Gbps downstream and 2.5 Gbps upstream
each. Thus, an aggregated downstream data rate of 40–80 Gbps is available. Both
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wavelengths and time slots can be dynamically allocated to the users. The OLT
consists of an array of fixed wavelength transmitters and receivers. In the power
splitter-based ODN, all the ONUs receive all downstream traffic. A tunable opti-
cal filter selects the wavelength at the ONU. For upstream, the ONUs contain a
tunable burst-mode transmitter. Such tunable lasers, the associated control, and
filters are complex to be manufactured in a cost-effective manner, and will require
high volumes to do so. Initial agreement on the physical layer was achieved in
2014 [76], but NG-PON2 deployments are still limited as of this writing. Verizon
conducted field trials in 2015 [77], and is planning to start commercial deploy-
ments in 2018 [78, 79]. A small-scale deployment offers a 10 G subscriber rate in
Chattanooga, Tennessee (U.S.A.) [80]. Northpower Fibre and Calix conducted a
live demonstration in New Zealand early 2017 [81].

Additional to the TWDM technology, NG-PON2 defines a virtual PtP WDM
overlay in the 1524–1625 nm band. This PtP overlay enables a dedicated wave-
length channel for high demand business and backhaul scenarios where TDM
sharing is not desirable. Also in this case, tunable transceivers are required.

2.3.5 100G-EPON

IEEE started drafting a future 100G-EPON standard IEEE 802.3ca in December
2015; the current timeline aims to have the standard approved in 2020 [82]. As the
standard is still being drafted, some care has to be taken, but as of this writing
there seems to be consensus on the following. Similar to NG-PON2, 100G-EPON
will use 4 wavelengths of 25 Gbps each on a power splitter-based ODN with
time division multiplexing. In contrast to NG-PON2, there will be no tunable
transceivers, instead, fixed wavelength transceivers will be used. The standard
aims to deliver three speeds: 25, 50, and 100 Gbps. The base data rate of 25 Gbps
will be available to all users on the same wavelength, and cost-efficient components
are emphasized for this speed. Contrary to NG-PON2, there will be no dynamic
wavelength assignment. For users requiring a higher data rate, an array of 2 or 4
transceivers can be used at the ONU. A single user will be able to utilize the full
100 Gbps on all 4 wavelengths by using channel bonding [83], in contrast to the
original NG-PON2 proposal, where the maximum data rate for a single user is
limited to 10 Gbps on a single wavelength. The power budgets are expected to be
compatible with the previous defined power budgets in 10G-EPON.

As the line rate will increase to 25 Gbps, some challenges still have to be over-
come to provide these rates at the appropriate power budget. Access technologies
are based on similar technologies in the long-haul and data center networks. Tech-
nologies are introduced in these fields first. The high-volumes of these fields
enable reduction of the costs and maturation of the technique to adapt them to
the higher power budgets and burst-mode operation required in PONs [84]. High-
speed transmitters are expected to be available at the time of deployment, as they
can benefit from these high-volume data center applications. 25 Gbps capable
APD receivers might not be available at high volumes, as data center applications
rely mostly on PIN receivers [85]. Therefore, a universal transmission structure has
been proposed, in which transmission occurs as OOK-like modulation and three
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possible receiver structures can be deployed [86]. Either a 25 Gbps rated OOK
receiver, a 10 Gbps rated OOK receiver with strong equalization techniques, or an
electrical duobinary system can be used. Electrical duobinary is discussed in more
detail in Chapter 6. Even so, there are difficulties achieving the power budget,
which is why optical amplification at the OLT for both up- and downstream [87]
and the increase of the FEC complexity are being considered [88–90]. Even with
the challenging power budget at 25 Gbps, concerns have been raised that the
step from 10 to 25 Gbps is too small to justify the required investments, which
is why 50 Gbps on a single wavelength is also being investigated, requiring an
approximate additional 3–5 dB of received power [91, 92]. Whether the supported
speed will be 25 Gbps, 50 Gbps, or both, and whether 50 Gbps will be on a single
or two wavelengths is currently being discussed within the Task Force. One could
also argue that there will be no large commercial market for 50 Gbps PON before
2025 as there are no devices available in a in-home that support a bit rate above
10 Gbps [84].

An interesting movement is the proposal of flexible multi-rate 25/50G PONs
by Huawei for 100G-EPON [93, 94]. Similar to the work in this dissertation, they
raise the point that component performance and PON losses have a statistical
distribution, while power budgets are always designed for the worst-case scenario.
Their proposal encompasses a 25/50 Gbps coexistence on the same wavelength by
TDM. The majority of the ONUs that have enough margin use 50 Gbps, while the
others use 25 Gbps. The actual data rate experienced by the user is determined by
the DBA algorithm. A further contribution by the same authors proposes a DSP-
based 25/37.5/50 Gbps PON over 10 Gbps rated optics [95]. By transmission of
25 Gbaud OOK/PAM-3/PAM-4 different data rates are supported over different
power budgets. At the low-density parity-check (LDPC) FEC threshold at a BER
level of 10−2 an increase of 3.6 and 2.8 dB received optical power enables support
of 37.5 Gbps PAM-3 and 50 Gbps PAM-4, respectively, over 25 Gbps OOK.

2.3.6 Future PONs

The future steps for IEEE-based PONs seem to be relatively clear with the continu-
ing development of 100G-EPON. For FSAN / ITU-T based PONs it is somewhat
less clear what the next steps will be after NG-PON2 [24]. The roadmap of FSAN
/ ITU-T is shown in Fig. 2.9. A study group has been formed to investigate
25 Gbps based networks as an extension of XGS-PON and NG-PON2 [97]. Future
mobile front- and backhaul services are expected to be major driving force for
future PONs. Apart from high data rates, these systems require very low latencies.
NG-PON3 may therefore focus on mobile applications [24].

2.4 PON channel conditions

In Section 2.3, the PON standards have been discussed. In this section, the implica-
tions of these standards in terms of variance in channel quality experienced by the
users are detailed. Afterwards, measurements on a commercially deployed PON
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Figure 2.9: The FSAN roadmap released November 2016. Source: [96].

are used to verify whether the variance allowed in the standard is also experienced
in the field.

2.4.1 Standardization

In a PON, the difference in channel characteristics between links can reach sub-
stantial values.

Communication links have unallocated margins, design margins and system
margins, together making the link margin. Unallocated margins originate from the
diversity of the links in terms of reach and required throughput. Design margins
are the result of assuming a worst-case design approach, where the exact penalties
of each component are not known during the design phase. System margins are
intentional margins to account for component ageing during the lifetime of the
link.

The unallocated margins encompass the differential path loss, as defined in the
PON standards. Table 2.1 shows that the maximum differential path loss allowed
is 15 dB for the ITU-T standards. For the IEEE standards, the loss is either 14 or
15 dB, depending on the power budget. The differential optical path loss is defined
as the absolute difference between the optical losses, expressed in decibel units,
of any two given paths between the OLT and ONU reference points in the same
optical distribution network [73].

The design and system margins are defined in combination through a permis-
sible range in mean optical launched power. These ranges are shown in Table 2.2
for different standards. In the upstream direction, a larger difference is permit-
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Table 2.2: Permissible spread among transmitters in PON standards. For some standards
the spread is different for different power budgets.

Standard Downstream Upstream
(dB) (dB)

GPON 3.5 · · · 4 5
XG(S)-PON 3 5
NG-PON2 2 · · · 4 2 · · · 4
G-EPON 4 · · · 6 5
10G-EPON 3 · · · 4 3 · · · 5

Table 2.3: Characteristics of the two datasets of the INEA GPON deployments.

Set A Set B

Number of ONUs 20,000 45,000
Mean ONUs / OLT port 20.2 18.6
Mean distance (km) 10.8 10.9
Mean downstream power (dBm) −19.8 −19.5
Mean upstream power (dBm) −22.6 −22.7
Std. dev. all downstream power (dB) 2.4 2.7
Std. dev. all upstream power (dB) 2.8 3.2
Mean of std. dev. per OLT port, downstream (dB) 1.4 1.5
Mean of std. dev. per OLT port, upstream (dB) 1.3 1.4

ted. Some standards define a different range for different power budgets. The
range of allowed transmit powers goes from 2 to 6 dB, with most standards and
power budgets allowing between 3 and 5 dB. Furthermore, a difference in receiver
performance can be expected, where some receivers outperform their minimum
guaranteed performance level more than others do. This receiver performance
difference is not defined in the standard, but one could expect an improvement
as production technologies mature. The combination of these three factors — dif-
ferential optical path loss, transmitted power, and receiver performance — can
result in a large link margin between the OLT and ONU. In this case, there is a
large surplus in received optical power relative to the minimum required power
to sustain a working link below the FEC limit.

2.4.2 Deployed network statistics

As shown in the previous section, the PON standards allow for a spread in received
optical powers among the various connections. Therefore, it is of interest whether
network operators indeed let this maximum spread occur in their network. From
INEA [98], a network operator in Poland, we obtained two datasets showing parts
of their GPON deployments. Figures 2.10 to 2.15 show statistics of these datasets.
These datasets have been termed Dataset A and Dataset B. A summary of the
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Figure 2.10: Statistics of Dataset B of the GPON deployments of INEA. (a) Histogram of
ONU received optical downstream power. (b) Histogram of OLT received optical upstream
power.

properties of Datasets A and B can be found in Table 2.3. Dataset A is mostly a
subset of Dataset B and is obtained at an earlier point in time; therefore, earlier
published work is based on Dataset A, whereas later published works is based on
Dataset B. The more comprehensive of the two, Dataset B, is shown in Fig. 2.10 to
Fig. 2.12. Figure 2.10a shows a normalized histogram of received optical powers
in the downstream direction, measured at the ONUs. The maximum number
of received optical powers in a histogram bin is normalized to 1. The mean
received optical power (ROP) is −19.5 dBm, with a standard deviation of 2.7 dB.
Figure 2.10b shows a similar histogram for upstream ROPs, in this case the mean
ROP is −22.7 dBm, with a standard deviation of 3.2 dB. Figure 2.11a shows the
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Figure 2.11: Statistics of Dataset B of the GPON deployments of INEA. (a) Histogram of
fiber length between the various ONUs and their respective OLTs. (b) OLT received optical
upstream power for different position of the ONU with respect to the OLT.

histogram of fiber lengths, and Fig. 2.11b shows a scatter plot of ONU received
downstream power versus the fiber length. As expected, a trend of decreasing
power for longer fiber lengths is visible, but a spread within these powers at each
length is also observed. Therefore, approximating the received optical power of a
link based solely on the fiber length is of limited value.

The network represented in the statistics is mainly a Class B+ GPON network.
All the ONUs located at the users are Class B+ ONUs. However, the OLTs for
the longer links lengths are Class C+. As the ONUs all have the same receiver
sensitivity, this mix of OLT classes has no effect on the receiver performance. It does
hinder accurate predictions on receiver performance in the upstream direction, as
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Figure 2.12: Statistics of Dataset B of the GPON deployments of INEA. Histogram of the
standard deviation in ONU received optical downstream power for the various OLT ports
in the network.

the Class C+ OLTs have a 4 dB better receiver sensitivity. Furthermore, it has to be
considered that the GPON standard supports upstream power levelling control.
The OLT can instruct the ONUs to decrease their transmit power in increments
of 3 dB, to control the dynamic range of received powers at the OLT. This power
leveling technique is not typically implemented as it puts increased requirements
on the ONU’s transmitter, while the dynamic range of the OLT’s receiver is wide
enough. Although it is unlikely, the possibility that the network in this dataset has
transmit power leveling enabled cannot be excluded. As transmit power control is
only applicable to upstream communication, it does not influence the downstream
statistics.

It is evident that the ONUs in the network are not all connected to the same
OLT port. A histogram of standard deviations of the downstream received optical
powers connected to a single OLT port is shown in Fig. 2.12. The average standard
deviation over the OLT ports is 1.5 dB for downstream powers and 1.4 dB for
upstream powers. This average is not weighted for the number of ONUs connected
to the OLT port. Therefore, the standard deviation of ROPs within an OLT port is
smaller than the standard deviation of ROPs over the network as a whole. This
can be expected, as the probability is higher that ONUs connected to the same
OLT port experience the same split loss and have the same feeder fiber length.

A small number of ONUs in Fig. 2.10a report a received power below−27 dBm,
the sensitivity limit of the Class B+ ONUs in this network. Strictly speaking, this
suggests that communication is not possible for these users. This is highly unlikely,
as these powers are self-reported by these ONUs and communicated back to the
OLT. It is likely that the power meter at the ONU has a deviation, or that the ONU
receiver is outperforming its minimum specification.

Similar statistics are shown in Fig. 2.13a to Fig. 2.14b for the smaller Dataset A,
used for earlier publications.
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Figure 2.13: Statistics of Dataset A of the GPON deployments of INEA. (a) Histogram of
ONU received optical downstream power. (b) Histogram of OLT received optical upstream
power.

An alternative visualization for the smaller Dataset A is shown in Fig. 2.15.
This figure shows the range of ONU received powers per OLT port, sorted on the
median of received power per OLT port. To improve the visibility of the figure the
second-most to second-least optical received power range for ONUs at a certain
OLT port are shown, thereby filtering out outliers. Additionally, the number of
ONUs at a certain OLT port is shown.

We only have obtained the full statistics from a single network operator. There-
fore, care has to be taken when extrapolating the statistics obtained from this
single data source, especially because the received optical powers are an engi-
neered quantity. Each network operator can decide for itself, which split factor
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Figure 2.14: Statistics of Dataset A of the GPON deployments of INEA. (a) Histogram of
fiber length between the various ONUs and their respective OLTs. (b) OLT received optical
upstream power for different position of the ONU with respect to the OLT.

it will use, what the maximum distance it will use for a connection is, and what
margin it targets. However, limited statistics available in [99] from 50,000 users
from the networks of Orange show a similar loss distribution. The authors present
statistics of the loss for a Class B+ GPON network. The GPON B+ standard [100]
limits the link loss between 13 and 28 dB. The mean observed loss in the reported
Orange network is 22 dB with a standard deviation of 1.5 dB. The thus observed
margin of 6 dB between the mean loss and the maximum loss in the Orange
network is about 1 dB lower than the margin in the INEA statistics, which is
7.2–7.5 dB.

The presented statistics comprise the optical powers measured at the receiver.
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Figure 2.15: Statistics of Dataset A on a per OLT port basis, showing: The power range,
consisting of the second-most to second-least of ONU optical received power per OLT port;
the median received optical power; the number of ONUs per OLT port.

Therefore, these statistics show the unallocated margins and the transmitter part of
the design and system margins. The design and system margins from the receiver
are not included. Some receivers will be able to successfully decode a signal
with a lower received optical power than the minimum guaranteed performance.
Therefore, the complete link margin can be even higher than that these statistics
show.

Generalization to Gaussian distribution – If the distribution of received opti-
cal powers is approximated as a Gaussian distribution with mean received optical
power µ and variance σ2, the fraction of ONUs F that receive more optical power
than Plim is

F =
1
2

erfc
(

Plim − µ√
2σ

)
, (2.1)

where the complementary error function is defined as

erfc (x) =
2√
π

∫ ∞

x
e−t2

dt . (2.2)

Figure 2.16 shows such a Gaussian fit on the downstream optical powers (in
dBm scale) of Dataset B. The mean and standard deviation of the Gaussian fit are
-19.5 dBm and 2.7 dB, respectively.

Overall, it can be concluded that the applicable standards allow network op-
erators to have a certain spread in received optical powers among the various
connections. More importantly, in practical deployments, this variance is actually
observed. Furthermore, many of the ONUs will have connection with a sub-
stantially larger received optical power than required by the standard to meet
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Figure 2.16: Histogram and Gaussian fit of downstream powers of Dataset B.

the minimum sensitivity requirement. Therefore, many of the ONUs actually do
have a better quality connection, although this does not show in the performance
experienced by the users in terms of maximum throughput or reduced congestion
probability.

2.5 Link adaptation

Current PONs use a single modulation format throughout the network. The stan-
dardized PONs utilize simple OOK modulation at the same symbol and data rate
for every ONU, regardless of the channel conditions. Other fields of communica-
tion, such as coaxial cable, DSL or wireless networks do see a widespread use of
link adaptation. First, a brief overview of adaptive techniques in other fields is
given. Next, research on adaptive modulation in optical networks is reviewed.

2.5.1 Non-optical communication networks

DOCSIS – The Data-Over-Cable System Interface Specification (DOCSIS) is the
standard for digital communication over coaxial cables [101]. The latest version,
DOCSIS 3.1, standardized in 2013, uses OFDM with subcarriers spaced 25 or
50 kHz apart. The supported modulation formats range from BPSK to 4096QAM/
1024QAM in downstream/upstream, with support up to 16384QAM/4096QAM
optional. Frequencies up to 1.2 GHz are used, with optional support up to 1.8 GHz.
The supported maximum downstream aggregated data rate is 10 Gbps, although
practical system speed can be lower. The recent release of DOCSIS 3.1 Full Duplex
in 2017 enables support for symmetrical 10 Gbps rates [102]. Channel bonding, the
use of multiple channels for a single user, is supported since DOCSIS 3.0. A typical
bond of 8 downstream and 4 upstream channels allows for 320 Mbps downstream
and 120 Mbps upstream. Upstream and downstream data is separated by different
frequency bands. Within the upstream and downstream band, a combination of
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frequency division multiplexing, by means of OFDM subcarrier selection, and
TDM(A) is deployed to share the channel. Channel distortions such as wideband
burst noise and interfering carriers are averaged out over the users by time and
frequency interleaving, respectively. Each user is frequently assigned a different
time and frequency slot

Link adaptation is present in DOCSIS by means of profile management [103].
Cable systems have relatively slowly changing channel properties. The user
modems send the channel quality information periodically to the central cable
modem termination system (CMTS), somewhat comparable to the OLT in PON
terminology. To reduce protocol overhead, the CMTS selects one out of four/two
possible profiles for communication in the downstream/upstream direction based
on the channel quality information. Over time, the contents of the profile can
be adapted for future selection. A profile defines a set of possible subcarriers
and associated modulation formats to be used by a user. Profiles are channel
dependent, and can thus be optimized for the signal to interference plus noise
ratio (SINR) at the user. However, as the number of simultaneous supported
profiles is limited, multiple users need to be grouped together to use the same
profile. The exact methodology to form a profile configuration, which profile to
select, and when to switch between profiles is not standardized and is left to the
vendor to implement.

DSL – DSL technology provides connectivity by using the frequencies higher
than 3.4 kHz on twisted pair lines, originally deployed for telephone communi-
cation. Discrete multitone modulation (DMT) with QAM is the most common
type of modulation. The subscriber loop is a point-to-point connection between
the user and the central office. Many legacy twisted pair wires were originally
deployed for voice communication using frequencies below 3.4 kHz. The attenua-
tion at higher frequencies is strongly dependent on the length of the connection.
Therefore, the usable frequency spectrum and attainable data rates depend on the
distance of the end-user to the central office. Vectoring is a technique to cancel
crosstalk from other subscribers on the same bundle of wires and can greatly
increase the supported data rate over a distance [104]. Vectoring cancels the far-
end crosstalk from other transmitters on different wire-pairs of a multi-pair cable
by subtracting the estimated crosstalk from the received signal. Still, supported
distances are typically less than 1-2 km with very-high-bitrate digital subscriber
line (VDSL) [105].

This strong frequency-dependent attenuation makes link adaptation a key
feature of most DSL techniques (e.g., asymmetric digital subscriber line (ADSL),
ADSL2, VDSL, VDSL2). Link adaptation is implemented by various processes that
work together, and can be split into an initialization and a steady-state process.
During link initialization, a spectrum profile is selected first, similar to DOCSIS.
The various profiles that can be selected for a user depend on the channel qual-
ity [106]. These specific profiles are defined in the standard and use predefined
bandwidths of 8.5, 12, 17.7, or 30 MHz for VDSL2. Next, still during link initial-
ization, the receiver measures the channel quality on each DMT subcarrier. The
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Figure 2.17: Theoretical maximum DSL speeds versus length of line from the ex-
change/cabinet to premises, source [107].

optimal number of bits and power is allocated to each tone based on the maximum
allowed bit error rate. During this bit and power loading, a bit allocation table is
defined which is constant during operation of the link.

In steady-state operation, the receiver continuously measures the received
signal quality and periodically reports this to the digital subscriber line access
multiplexer (DSLAM), similar to the OLT in PON terminology. If the channel
experiences a minor change in its characteristics, bit swapping can reallocate the bit
and power assignment among the tones, while keeping the total data rate over all
tones equal. Bit swapping is especially effective against relatively short and minor
changes in the channel’s transfer function or noise levels and is not noticeable to
the end-user. When the distortion is too strong, seamless rate adaptation (SRA)
dynamically changes the data rate without requiring a full re-initialization. SRA
temporarily decreases the total data rate, allowing a lower bit loading. After the
quality improves, SRA increases the data rate again. Thus, SRA is noticeable to
the end-user, but it protects the user from a link drop.

An important difference from adaptive modulation techniques in PONs or
coaxial cable is the point-to-point nature of the connection. Due to this non-shared
medium, no DBA can be deployed to set the data rate assigned to the user. The data
rate experienced is limited by the graph shown in Fig. 2.17, obtained from [107].
Users that happen to live further away from the central office will experience
slower data rates. The data in Fig. 2.17 can only be used as a guideline, as copper
connections show large variation in signal attenuation, noise levels, frequency
characteristics, and crosstalk between the copper pairs.

LTE – Long term evolution (LTE) and LTE-Advanced are standards within the
4th generation of broadband cellular networks (4G). LTE operates on specific
channels, defined by 3GPP [108], covering a range from 450 to 3700 MHz. The
specific available frequencies vary geographically, and typically need to be licensed.
The channels vary in width between 1.4 and 20 MHz. With carrier aggregation
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multiple bands can be combined up to 100 MHz for a single user. The theoretical
peak data rate of a mobile device adhering to User Equipment (UE) category 8 is
3 Gbps, using a 100 MHz aggregated bandwidth with 8x8 multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) antennas [109]. Even under ideal conditions, maximum data rates
obtainable in practice are less by a factor of 10. LTE needs a large bandwidth
to deliver high data rate services to many simultaneous users. Wireless large
bandwidth channels experience time-dispersive and frequency-selective fading
due to multi-path interference. LTE uses OFDM to divide the frequency-selective
fading channel into multiple independent, flat fading channels [110]. Due to the
strongly time-varying nature of these channels, adaptive techniques play a major
role in LTE, and several adaptive techniques are deployed.

First, the spectrum is dynamically allocated to the users. When the channel
changes are slow enough that the channel properties are known at the base station,
frequency bands with favorable fading characteristics are allocated to a user. In
fast-changing channels, where channel information feedback is not possible, a
diverse frequency range is allocated to the user to minimize frequency-selective
influence by averaging out the fluctuations. Adaptive spectrum allocation is also
used to guarantee fairness among the users.

Second, the adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) process selects the modu-
lation and coding scheme based on the channel state information. The supported
modulation formats are QPSK, 16QAM, and 64QAM. The supported code rates
(ratio of useful data to the sum of useful and FEC data) range from a very low
0.08 to 0.93. If a data block is not received correctly, a hybrid automatic repeat
request (HARQ) requests a partial retransmission of the data with an increased
FEC overhead. This prevents the entire data block from having to be retransmitted
every time an error occurs.

Third, transmit power control (TPC) is used to maintain the same SINR at the
receiver. Adaptive TPC can compensate for the link path loss, but this can lead
to severe interference to other users for high-loss cases. Therefore, to guarantee
a data rate for high-loss users, TPC is used together with increased spectrum
allocation to optimize performance.

In summary, the resource allocation and link adaptation in LTE is a complex
system that enables a much more efficient use of the available resources. However,
due to this complexity, the various control signals for LTE take up more than
one third of the available time and frequency resources. It is plausible that these
control mechanisms themselves will also require optimization [110].

2.5.2 Optical communication networks

Link adaptation in optical communication networks is mostly focused on metro
and long-haul networks [111]. Both metro and long-haul can typically be char-
acterized by the mesh structure and switching requirements of the data streams.
In these networks, link adaptation, or elastic networking, is most widely seen in
the form of reconfigurable transceivers. The conditions on a single point-to-point
link are rather constant, but the reach and throughput requirement can vary con-
siderably among various links. As it is not economical to use a different type of
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transceiver for each specific link, reconfigurable transceivers can be a solution and
have interest from, e.g., Orange [112] and British Telecom [113]. Especially with
the onset of software-defined networks, reconfigurable transceivers can provide
efficient utilization of the deployed networks [114].

As previously discussed, the link margin can be divided into system, design,
and unallocated margins. All these three margins add up and can lead to a serious
over-dimensioning of the link. Reconfigurable transceivers can offer a solution for
this issue, by reconfiguring the communication method during deployment and
system life [115].

Flexibility can be built into the transceiver in several ways. The first approach
is by changing the baud rate. However, transceiver, analog-to-digital (ADC),
and digital-to-analog (DAC) costs scale with the highest supported baud rate. A
second option is to change the modulation format. If the considered modulation
formats are limited to the traditional formats like BPSK, QPSK and QAM-22n, this
will provide a relatively coarse step in reach and throughput. Third, the channel
spacing of the various WDM channels in the link can be adapted by techniques
called flexgrid or superchannels. Flexgrid allocates wavelength channels with a
step size as small as 6.25 GHz, instead of the typical 50 or 100 GHz ITU-T grid. In
a superchannel a datastream encompasses multiple optical carriers [116]. A closer
channel spacing will reduce the OSNR due to inter-channel crosstalk, but provides
a larger throughput over the entire link. Fourth, the FEC type and overhead
can be changed. This, in principle, results in a very fine granularity, although in
practice one wants to limit the number of FEC options to reduce implementation
complexity. Finally, launch power can be adapted depending on link length and
nonlinear impairments. Best performance can be achieved if joint optimization is
done in all these degrees of freedom.

In the Microsoft long-haul data center network architecture, the throughput
can be improved by 70% if adaptive QPSK/8QAM/16QAM formats are used. The
throughput can be increased by an additional 16% if a finer granularity in bit rates
is utilized, while the authors leave the implementation open for discussion [117].
In [118], the authors advocate the use of client data rates at multiples of 25 Gbps
instead of the standard 100 Gbps rates, as it makes more efficient use of the
available capacity. In [119], the combined optimization of modulation format and
FEC overhead shows large gains in network throughput, although the information-
theoretical approach used did not consider the implementation complexity of the
FEC codes used.

2.5.2.1 PONs

Also in PONs, the industry sees the need for flexibility in the network [120].
Related to adaptive modulation, PONs differ from metro and long-haul networks
in terms of their point-to-multipoint architecture. This leads to a spread in channel
conditions within a single PON, on top of the spread among PONs. Adaptations
to the transmission method have to be made on a much shorter time scale, and the
ONUs with worse channel conditions still should be able to communicate without
obstruction. A second important difference is the lower share factor among users
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of equipment compared to metro and long-haul networks. Therefore, much more
emphasis has to be placed on the costs of any proposed adaptive modulation
scheme.

In [121], the authors provide an overview and discussion of the various
software-defined transceivers for access networks, mostly focusing on coherent
schemes. Most of the work done on adaptive modulation in PONs is based on
DSP-heavy implementations of e.g., coherent reception and OFDM. In the AC-
CORDANCE project, a combination of TDM, WDM, and OFDM in a PON can
provide a fine granularity for bandwidth assignment to different users [122]. A
different QAM modulation format is put on OFDM subcarriers assigned to ONUs,
depending on their transmission quality. In [123], the authors examine adaptive
modulation in PONs based on coherent transceivers using polarization multi-
plexed BPSK/QPSK/8QAM/16QAM signals at a constant baud rate. Depending
on the simulated distribution of link lengths in the PON, a throughput increase of
more than 100% is found compared to standard PONs.

The authors in [124] take a different approach. Instead of increasing the
throughput, their goal is to minimize the power consumption of the DSP functions
in the IM/DD OFDM-PON. If the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) allows for it, the
calculation precision in the DSP is reduced to decrease the power consumption.
The authors show a 59% reduction in power consumption for ONUs with a high
SNR signal, while maintaining a 10 Gbps throughput. The authors of [125] take
both throughput, energy consumption, and spectral efficiency into consideration
when using customized modulation formats.

The authors in [126] demonstrate a software-defined real-time dual-
polarization coherent transceiver for UDWDM-PONs with support for
QPSK/8PSK/8QAM. The higher-order modulation formats are strongly influ-
enced by nonlinearities through the neighboring UDWDM channels, thus a joint
optimization of the modulation format and channel density would be beneficial.

Limiting oneself to IM/DD PONs with technologies close to current stan-
dardized PONs, Alcatel Lucent has done early work on adaptive multi-level
modulation in PONs [127]. A noteworthy publication from Orange is [99]. The
authors suggest the use of multi-level modulation in a TDM-PON. They also point
to the time-varying required performance for a system which uses a certain PON
standard. In a flexible modulated PON, part of the system margin is utilized by
the higher-order modulation format to achieve higher throughputs. Therefore, the
achievable throughput of the system will degrade over time due to component
ageing taking up a larger part of the system margin. However, as the authors
point out, typically multiple PON standard generations can operate on the same
ODN. As different users have different peak data rate requirements the network
operator will switch them to a system using a new generation PON standard at
different times. This leaves the system with the old PON standard with a surplus
of available throughput. This can provide a remedy for the lowered throughput
due to component ageing.

In addition, Huawei has shown interest in adaptive modulation in PONs [128],
where a trade-off in power consumption and receiver sensitivity can be made.
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Furthermore, recently they have suggested the adoption of adaptive modulation in
the upcoming 100G-EPON standard to enable 50 Gbps communication on the same
power budget as 25 Gbps communication for the majority of the users [93–95].

Thus, link adaptation is a successfully deployed technique in various fields of
communication, and is gaining importance in optical fields of communication.
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IN this chapter, some general techniques for PONs are reviewed and derived.
Performance in current TDM-PONs is mainly limited by the level of received

optical power. Therefore, the various noise sources in a PON and their behavior in
a multi-level amplitude modulated system are discussed. In addition, the influence
of signal-dependent noise sources is included. Next, a general, closed-form, BER
expression for multi-level signaling is derived that takes all decision thresholds
into account. Finally, the influence of intersymbol interference on the performance
of higher-order pulse amplitude modulation is discussed.

3.1 PON receiver performance

This section discusses the components that determine receiver performance in a
PON, the first being three typical receiver structures: PIN, APD, and SOA-PIN-
based receivers. Next, the dominant noise sources limiting the performance of the
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Figure 3.1: (a) Structure of PIN photodiode. (b) Electric field across the PIN regions.
(c) Energy band structure showing the electron-hole pair generation due to an arriving
photon. Adapted from [129].

receiver are discussed: thermal noise, relative intensity noise, shot noise, and am-
plified spontaneous emission-related noise. Finally, expressions are given for the
resulting signal to noise ratio for the receivers attributable to the aforementioned
noise sources.

3.1.1 PIN-based receiver

PIN photodiodes are the most basic form of optical signal detection devices en-
countered in telecommunication networks. They derive their name from the three
regions in the semiconductor material: positive doped, intrinsic (i.e., undoped)
and negatively doped, as seen in Fig. 3.1a [129]. Light entering the photodiode is
mainly absorbed in the intrinsic region. The incoming photon creates an electron-
hole pair. When a voltage, which is typically reverse-biased, is applied across the
device, the electron and hole both drift in opposite directions, creating a current,
as illustrated in Fig. 3.1c. PIN photodiodes have low excess noise values, as is
explained in the following sections, and can be designed for high-speed operations.
However, the resulting photocurrent is rather weak. Therefore, the intensity of
the incoming light has to be relatively high to successfully decode the modulated
signal. Given this, PIN photodiodes typically have limited application in PONs
where the power budget is stringent and no optical amplification is performed in
the ODN.

3.1.2 Avalanche photodiode-based receiver

Avalanche photodiodes (APDs) are the main type of photodiodes deployed in
PONs. APDs mainly differ from PIN photodiodes by an additional layer to the
PIN structure, as seen in Fig. 3.2a [129]. In this layer, where a high electrical
field strength is present, electrons are multiplied by a factor of MAPD through
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Figure 3.2: (a) Structure of APD photodiode. (b) Electric field across the APD regions.
(c) Energy band structure showing the electron-hole pair generation, and subsequent
avalanche process, due to an arriving photon. Adapted from [129] and [130].

impact ionization. This results in a larger photocurrent for a certain light intensity
compared to PIN diodes, but this comes at the expense of excess noise and a lower
bandwidth compared to a PIN photodiode.

The working of an APD can be summarized as follows [130]. The receiving
process starts when a photon hits the depletion region of the APD, where it
generates an electron-hole pair (1 in Fig. 3.2c). Due to the electric field across the
depletion region, the electron and hole move each to an opposite side. Usually,
either the electron or hole reaches the multiplication layer, where a large electric
field strength is present; here, it is assumed that the multiplication layer is present
on the electron side. In this layer, the electron accelerates due to the high field
strength. At the same time, the electron randomly collides with the lattice, reducing
the speed. If the field strength is sufficiently high, the speed, and thus the energy of
the electron, becomes large enough to cause impact ionization to take place at the
next collision. During impact ionization, the electron generates a second electron-
hole pair (2 in Fig.3.2c). This pair in turn starts the same process, together with the
first electron, explaining the name “avalanche photodiode”. This avalanche effect
is stronger with increased electric field strength over the multiplication layer. It
becomes weaker with increased temperature, as this increases the probability of
lattice collisions, thereby reducing the probability that an electron or hole will gain
sufficient energy to create a new electron-hole pair. Note that both electrons and
holes can generate a new electron-hole pair through impact ionization, although
their probability of doing so typically is not equal. The ionization coefficient αe
and αh represent the ionization probability per unit length for electrons and holes,
respectively. The ratio between the two is called the impact ionization factor

kA =
αh
αe

. (3.1)

If the impact ionization ratio becomes larger, holes start to play a larger role
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Figure 3.3: (a) Structure of SOA. (b) Energy band structure showing electrical pumping,
spontaneous emission and stimulated emission.

in the avalanche process, resulting in an increase in the gain of the APD. For
best performance, however, APDs are typically required to have a low impact-
ionization factor. This can be explained as follows: if the holes play a larger role in
the process, the process becomes more random. As holes move in the opposite
direction of electrons, the location of electron-hole pair generation becomes more
random (3 in Fig. 3.2). Some holes that moved in the reverse direction in the
multiplication layer can generate subsequent electron-hole pairs, thus making the
process even more random. This explains the excess noise factor for APDs. If the
field strength is large enough, this can even create an infinite loop of ionization
processes: the avalanche breakdown. As this loop of ionizations is time consuming,
the bandwidth of the APD also decreases as kA increases.

The response of an APD can have non-linear components [131]. Part of the
non-linearity in the APD is caused by thermal heating. When the APD is operated
under high received powers, the temperature increases, and thus the probability
of lattice collisions increases. The avalanche gain of the APD thus decreases. A
second reason is the so-called space-charge effect [131]. If the optical input power
is high, holes may be generated faster than they can be transported away. This
accumulation of holes causes a charge build-up, reducing the electric field strength
in the avalanche region, thus reducing the avalanche gain. APDs can be designed
to reduce the influence of these effects.

3.1.3 SOA-PIN-based receiver

A SOA-PIN-based receiver consists of a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) to
optically pre-amplify the signal before detection by a PIN photodiode. Optionally,
an optical bandpass filter (BPF) can be inserted between the two components to
limit the optically generated noise.

A SOA, see Fig. 3.3a, typically consists of a semiconductor gain section with
very low edge reflectivity to prevent lasing operation [132]. In the gain section,
an externally applied electrical field adds energy to the present electrons. This
elevates the electrons from the valence band to the conduction band, creating a
larger carrier density in this band. When an incoming photon with the appropriate
energy enters the gain section, stimulated emission can occur, see Fig. 3.3b. The
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electron falls back to the valence band and releases a photon with the same energy,
polarization, direction, and phase as the incoming photon. If the number of car-
riers in the conduction band exceeds the number of carriers in the valance band,
population inversion is reached and net optical amplification of the incoming light
can occur. However, apart from the stimulated emission, spontaneous emission
also takes place. In an equilibrium state, after a certain amount of time, the elec-
trons fall back to their base position in the valence band, releasing a photon in the
process. This photon has a broad possible energy level and random polarization,
phase, and direction. These created photons themselves can serve as the seed for
stimulated emissions. The thus generated amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)
limits the performance of an SOA, as it serves as a noise source in the receiver.
The insertion of an optical bandpass filter after the SOA filters the wideband ASE
noise, and therefore increases the sensitivity of the receiver.

The basic design of an SOA is polarization dependent, although adaptations
can be made to make the performance nearly polarization-independent [133].
Compared to EDFAs, widespread in long-haul communication, SOAs exhibit a
larger noise figure, mainly due to the losses in fiber-to-chip coupling. Nevertheless,
SOAs have preference over EDFAs in PONs. EDFAs require a high-power pump
laser. SOAs are more compact than EDFAs and can be integrated into the receiver.
Typically, the cost of a SOA is lower than that of an EDFA, which is essential due to
the cost-sensitive nature of PONs. When required, EDFAs can still be considered
at the OLT, due to the cost-sharing factor.

3.1.4 Thermal noise

Next, the noise sources present in an optical receiver are discussed. The noise
source present in any electrical system is thermal noise. Thermal noise, also named
Johnson noise [134], or Nyquist noise [135], originates from the Brownian motion
of electrons in any conductor at non-zero temperatures. This generates a random
current [136]. In optical transmission systems thermal noise originates mainly at
the load resistor in the receiver. For systems where h f /(kBT)� 1, which is true
for any currently practical receiver in PONs with bandwidth below 100 GHz, the
variance of thermal noise can be expressed as [136]

σ2
T =

4kBT
RL

Fn∆ f , (3.2)

where h is the Planck constant, f the frequency of the signal, kB is the Boltzmann
constant, T the temperature in Kelvin, RL the load resistance of the amplifier in
the receiver, Fn is the noise figure of the receiver, and ∆ f is the effective noise
bandwidth of the receiver. For a given system, with a given receiver, the thermal
noise is thus dependent on the temperature, but is not signal-dependent. σT
represents the RMS value of the thermal noise current.
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3.1.5 Relative intensity noise

Any laser exhibits some fluctuations in the transmitted power; these are referred
to as relative intensity noise. For semiconductor lasers, the dominant source is
spontaneous emission [136]. These fluctuations transfer to the received current.
The variance of the relative intensity noise current is given by [136]

σ2
RIN = (RdPs)

2
f2∫

f1

RIN( f )d f , (3.3)

where Rd is the responsivity of the photodiode, Ps is the power of the received
optical signal, and RIN( f ) represents the relative intensity noise spectrum. If the
noise spectrum is approximated to be flat within the frequency range ∆ f = f2− f1,
the variance simplifies to

σ2
RIN = (RdPs)

2RIN∆ f . (3.4)

As the RMS value of the RIN scales linearly with received optical power, a laser
with excessive RIN will prohibit successful demodulation of a signal, regardless
of the amount of received power. At the same time, most single-mode lasers have
low RIN values, such that RIN can often be ignored with respect to thermal and
shot noise.

3.1.6 Shot noise

Shot noise was first observed by Schottky in electrons emitted in a vacuum
tube [137]. In optics, shot noise originates due to the variance in arrival of discrete
photons that, together, make up the continuous light intensity. Shot noise does
not originate solely in the receiver, but is a property of the photons in light itself.
It has its origin in the quantum nature of photons and Heisenberg’s uncertainty
principle σxσp ≥ }

2 in the quantum electrodynamical description of light [130].
That is, the exact amplitude and exact phase of a photon can never be known at
the same time.

For coherent laser light used in optical communications, the number of pho-
tons that arrive at the photodetector within a certain timeframe is random and
independent, and therefore the distribution follows a Poisson distribution, which
for a large number of photons can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution.
The variance of the shot noise of the generated photocurrent can be expressed
as [138]

σ2
s = 2q(RdPs + Id)∆ f , (3.5)

where q is the magnitude of the electron charge, Id is the dark current of the
photodiode, and ∆ f is the effective noise bandwidth of the receiver.
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Extension to electrical shot noise – For an optical receiver, the shot noise is
governed by the shot noise present in the incoming photons. It should be noted
that electrons themselves, independent from any optical phenomenon, can also
exhibit shot noise. A barrier such as a pn junction (diode) releases electrons
randomly and independently. Therefore, the variation in the discrete number of
electrons in a semiconductor circuit follows a Poisson distribution. Not all currents
exhibit shot noise however. Classically, it has been thought that metallic wires do
not show any shot noise. Recently, metallic wires have also been found to exhibit
shot noise, but that these variations are damped by electron - phonon scatterings.
Phonons are vibrations of atoms in the lattice of the material. Thus to observe shot
noise generation in metallic wires, one must reduce the dimensions of the wire
from a macroscopic to a mesoscopic (intermediate) length. Dimensions vary, but
are typically in the µm and mm range, and measured at very low temperatures
< 1 K [139]. These mesoscopic metallic wires do exhibit shot noise, although at a
lower level than the classical value of the Poisson limit [140, 141].

The subtleties of shot noise go much further than briefly discussed here, and
ongoing research on shot noise on photons and electrons was still being performed
fairly recently [142–144].

3.1.6.1 Excess shot noise in APD receivers

As explained in Section 3.1.2, APDs exhibit excess noise due to the randomness
of the impact ionization process. This can be modelled as an amplification of the
shot noise present in the light. Therefore, the shot noise in a system with an APD
receiver is given by [136]

σ2
s = 2qM2

APDFA(RdPs + Id)∆ f , (3.6)

where MAPD is the multiplication factor of the APD and FA is the excess noise
factor. The excess noise factor in turn is defined as

FA(M) = kA MAPD + (1− kA)(2− 1/MAPD) , (3.7)

where kA is the impact ionization factor, defined by Eq. (3.1). Its value depends on
the technology used in the APD [145]. Note that if MAPD is equal to unity, Eq. (3.6)
simplifies to Eq. (3.5). Due to the excess noise factor, the optimal avalanche
multiplication factor MAPD for the best signal quality is dependent on the received
optical power, as will be discussed in next section.

3.1.6.2 Excess shot noise in SOA-PIN-based receivers

Unlike the APD receiver, the shot noise process in a SOA-PIN-based receiver is
similar to the shot noise received by a PIN receiver, although adjusted for the
higher received optical power level due to the amplification and ASE. The shot
noise thus becomes

σ2
s = 2qRd (GPs + 2SASE∆ν0)∆ f , (3.8)
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where G is the mean amplification of the SOA, SASE is the power spectral density
of the ASE noise, and ∆ν0 is the effective bandwidth of the optical bandpass filter.
A smaller ∆ν0 thus leads to lower noise current, and setting ∆ν0 too low will
complicate ensuring that the laser frequency and optical bandpass range coincide.

3.1.7 Spontaneous emission-related noise

Another disturbance in the SOA-PIN receiver is the noise due to signal-ASE and
ASE-ASE beating. The signal-ASE noise variance can be expressed as [136]

σ2
sig−ASE = 4R2

dGPsSASE∆ f . (3.9)

The ASE-ASE noise variance is expressed as

σ2
ASE−ASE = 4R2

dS2
ASE∆ f (∆ν0 − ∆ f /2) . (3.10)

The ASE-ASE beating noise is not dependent on the power of the incoming signal,
but the signal-ASE noise is.

3.1.8 SNR in PIN, APD, and SOA-PIN-based receivers

The statistics of the thermal noise, shot noise, and relative intensity noise can be
approximated to have a Gaussian distribution. Although the ASE noise itself is
Gaussian shaped, due to the squaring operation of the photodiode, the resulting
variance in the electrical current is strictly speaking no longer Gaussian distributed.
However, a reasonably accurate approximation can still be made by Gaussian
approximation, as such the total noise variance of various noise sources including
ASE related noise can still be calculated by summing the individual variances.

The total signal-to-noise ratio of the electrical signal after reception can be
expressed as

SNR =
I2

σ2 =
I2

σ2
T + σ2

s + σ2
RIN + σ2

sig−ASE + σ2
ASE−ASE

. (3.11)

In PIN and APD receivers, the ASE-related noise terms are not present as there is
no optical amplifier. Neglecting the RIN noise the SNR is expressed as

SNR =
M2

APDR2
dPs

2

2qM2
APDFA(RdPs + Id)∆ f + 4(kBT/RL)Fn∆ f

. (3.12)

Two limit cases can be found for the SNR [136]. In the thermal noise limit, the
input power is low enough that the shot noise can be ignored. In this case, the
noise at each constellation level of a multi-level signal is equal. Furthermore, the
SNR scales by P2

s

SNR ≈
M2

APDR2
dPs

2

4(kBT/RL)Fn∆ f
. (3.13)
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However, if the input power is high enough that the shot noise dominates, the
level of noise is higher for the higher amplitude constellation levels. In this case,
the SNR scales by Ps. Ignoring the dark current, the SNR becomes

SNR ≈ RdPs

2qFA∆ f
. (3.14)

In an APD receiver, it is more likely that the shot noise will dominate, due to the
excess noise factor of the APD.

The multiplication factor MAPD in an APD amplifies the received signal, but
also increases the excess noise in the receiver. Therefore, there exists an optimal
multiplication factor Mopt. This optimal multiplication factor can be found by
solving [136]

kA M3
opt + (1− kA)Mopt =

4kBTFn

qRL(RdPs + Id)
, (3.15)

which is derived from Eq. (3.12). The solution for this equation can be approxi-
mated as

Mopt ≈
[

4kBTFn

kAqRL (RdPs + Id)

] 1
3

. (3.16)

The SNR for the SOA-PIN receiver is typically dominated by the signal-ASE
noise variance. The SNR can be expressed as

SNR =
I2

σ2 =
R2

d(GPs + PASE)
2

σ2
sig−ASE + σ2

ASE−ASE + σ2
s + σ2

T .
. (3.17)

The signal-dependent signal-ASE will often make an important contribution to
the total noise contribution. Neglecting all the other factors, the SNR becomes

SNR ≈ GPs

4SASE∆ f
. (3.18)

The relative contribution of thermal noise, shot noise and relative intensity
noise in a system representative for the experiments carried out with a PIN receiver
is shown in Fig. 3.4a. A similar comparison is made for a system with an APD
receiver in Fig. 3.4b, and an SOA-PIN receiver in Fig. 3.4c. These figures are based
on the details of the receivers depicted in Table 3.1. These figures show that the
PIN receiver performance is limited by the thermal noise for applicable received
powers. In the system with an APD receiver, both thermal and shot noise can have
relevant contributions. For the SOA-PIN receiver, the signal-ASE noise dominates.
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(a) PIN receiver
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(b) APD receiver
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(c) SOA-PIN receiver
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Figure 3.4: Calculated contributions of shot noise, thermal noise, RIN, ASE-ASE and
signal-ASE beating noise for three systems with (a) PIN,(b) APD, or (c) SOA-PIN receiver
with parameters as described in Table 3.1. The markers are for visual guidance only and do
not represent specific evaluated points.
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Table 3.1: Typical values for quantities for various receiver structures for 10 Gbaud signals.

Receiver

Quantity Symbol Unit PIN APD SOA-PIN

Temperature T K 298 298 298
Load resistance RL Ω 500 500 500
Noise figure electrical amp. Fn - 7.25 7.25 7.25
Effective elec. noise BW. ∆ f GHz 11 11 11
Photodiode responsivity Rd K 0.8 0.7 0.8
Relative intensity noise RIN dBc −150 −150 −150
APD multiplication factor MAPD - - 7 -
Excess noise factor FA - - 4.4 -
Impact ionization factor kA K - 0.5 -
SOA Gain G dB - - 18
ASE Power spectral density SASE dBm/nm - - −134
Effective opt. noise BW. ∆νo nm - - 0.3
Theor. BER 10−3 sensitivity dBm −22.7 −30.1 −36.4

3.2 Multi-level bit error rate

A single M-level PAM symbol contains log2 M bits. The mapping between a PAM
symbol level and a bitstream depends on the coding. Two codes that are typically
used are binary and Gray coding. Binary encoding is a straightforward binary
conversion from the symbol level to binary digits. Gray coding is an alternative
coding that ensures that only 1 bit is changed when the PAM signal changes by one
level. This minimizes the probability that a single symbol error will cause multiple
bit errors. The binary and Gray coding are shown in Table 3.2 for PAM-4/8. The
Hamming distance d is the number of non-equal symbols between two strings.
With Gray coding, the Hamming distance between any two adjacent PAM symbol
levels is 1 [146].

As discussed in Chapter 5, the multiple bits in a single multi-level PAM symbol
are not necessarily decoded by the same user [147]. With the decoder structure
shown in Fig. 3.5, one of the two/three bits in a Gray-encoded PAM-4/8 symbol
can be decoded without decoding the other bits. In Chapter 5, this principle is
used to multiplex multiple data streams to multiple users. The decoder structure is
specific for Gray-encoded signals; binary-encoded signals need a different logical
gate combination. The bits in a single Gray-encoded PAM symbol are designated
by bi, for example; the three bits in a single Gray-encoded PAM-8 symbol are
designated b0 to b2, with b0 being the most-significant bit (MSB) and b2 the least-
significant bit (LSB). Thus, when the following sections refer to bit bi, this indicates
one of the hierarchical levels within a PAM symbol, not a specific binary piece of
information received at a specific instant in time.

In this section, the bit error rate (BER) for a multi-level PAM symbol is given for
three levels of detail. Depending on the application, a more generalized expression
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Table 3.2: Binary and Gray coding of PAM-4 and PAM-8 levels. The binary- and Gray-
encoded bits are sorted from MSB to LSB.

PAM-4 Coding PAM-8 Coding

level Bin Gray level Bin Gray
b0b1 b0b1b2

3 11 10 7 111 100
2 10 11 6 110 101
1 01 01 5 101 111
0 00 00 4 100 110

3 011 010
2 010 011
1 001 001
0 000 000

ID1  Q1

ID2 Q2

ID3  Q3

ID4  Q4

ID5 Q5

ID6 Q6

b0

I0σ0
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σ1
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Figure 3.5: Decoder structure to decode the two/three different bits bi from (a) PAM-4
and (b) PAM-8. The received constellation is shown by the constellation levels Ik, decision
thresholds IDk and the Q factors Qk. For visual clarity an equidistant constellation is shown
with all RMS noise currents σk equal.

can be used. First, an expression for the average BER for PAM with equidistant
constellation levels is given, under the assumption of constant noise levels for
each constellation level. Next, a BER expression for each specific bit bi in a PAM
symbol is given for cases where the noise power is different for each constellation
level. Finally, an exact closed-form BER expression is derived for each specific bit
bi, with different noise powers, and accounting for the possibility that the received
constellation level is not adjacent to the transmitted constellation level, due to
noise. For example, PAM-8 level 0 is transmitted, but level 2 is received.
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3.2.1 Equidistant constellation with constant noise

For the first case, only the average BER of all bits bi combined in a PAM symbol is
evaluated. In general, the symbol error rate (SER) of a PAM-M symbol is [148]

SER =
1
M

M−1

∑
n=0

M−1

∑
m=0,n 6=m

Pnm , (3.19)

where Pnm is the probability that symbol n is transmitted, while symbol m is
received. As explained above, the symbol to bit mapping depends on the coding,
and thus the Hamming distance. The BER is [148]

BER =
1
M

M−1

∑
n=0

M−1

∑
m=0,n 6=m

dnm

log2 M
Pnm , (3.20)

where dnm is the Hamming distance between symbols n and m.
For now, it is assumed that only additive white Gaussian noise (e.g. thermal

noise) impairs the transmission, that the noise variance is constant for each constel-
lation level, that the constellation levels are equidistant, and that all the symbols
are equiprobable transmitted. In this case, the SER for a PAM symbol with M
levels is [148]

SER =
M− 1

M
erfc

(
Iavg

(M− 1)σ
√

2

)
, (3.21)

where Iavg is the average current after the receiver and σ is the RMS value of the
noise current at each constellation level. Similarly, the BER is

BER =
M− 1

M
davg

log2 M
erfc

(
Iavg

(M− 1)σ
√

2

)
, (3.22)

where davg is the average Hamming distance between the symbols. If a Gray
code is used, davg equals 1. The above equation does not take any additional
penalties like signal-dependent noise, timing jitter, intersymbol interference (ISI),
or crosstalk effects into account. The equation only takes errors at the nearest
decision thresholds into account. This is a reasonably correct approximation for
BER levels below 10−2.

3.2.2 General constellation with signal-dependent noise

As discussed in Chapter 5, the multiple bits bi in a single multi-level PAM symbol
are not necessarily decoded by the same user. The decoder structure shown in
Fig. 3.5, decodes one of the two/three bits in a Gray-encoded PAM-4/8 symbol
without decoding the other bits. Therefore, it is of interest to calculate the BER
for a specific bit bi instead of the average BER over all bits b, as was done in the
previous section. The decoder structure is specific for Gray-encoded signals. In
this section only Gray-encoded signals are considered.
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For this second case, the assumptions of an equidistant constellation and
constant noise levels around each constellation level are not applied. In addition,
the BER is expressed for each individual bit bi in a received multi-level PAM
symbol. The assumptions that only Gaussian noise impairs the transmission,
that only adjacent signal levels can produce an error, and that all symbols are
equiprobable transmitted remain in place.

The BER for bi is given by

BERbi = ∑
k

p(k)Pbi(k) , (3.23)

where p(k) is the probability that constellation level k is transmitted, and Pbi(k)
is the conditional probability that constellation level k is incorrectly decoded
regarding bit bi. Not every symbol error results in a bit error for every bit bi, e.g.,
referring to Table 3.2 and Fig. 3.5a; when PAM-4 level 1 is transmitted and decoded
as level 2, bit b0 will be erroneous, but bit b1 is still decoded correctly.

For an OOK signal, there is only one bit in a symbol, thus only b0 exists. If the
noise can be approximated as a Gaussian distribution, the probability of incorrectly
decoding a constellation level is

Pb0(k) =
1
2

erfc(
Q√

2
) , (3.24)

where Q is the Q factor. There is an optimal position for decision threshold ID
between two constellation levels that results in the minimum BER if the levels
k are equiprobable. At this optimal position, the conditional error probability
of receiving a “1”, while a “0” is transmitted is equal to the conditional error
probability of receiving a “0”, while a “1” is transmitted [136]. Under this condition

Q =
ID − I0

σ0
=

I1 − ID
σ1

, (3.25)

where I1 and I0 are the mean values of the received “1” and “0” symbols, re-
spectively. Similarly, σ1 and σ0 are the total RMS noise values. Thus the optimal
location of the decision threshold is

ID =
σ0 I1 + σ1 I0

σ0 + σ1
. (3.26)

Filling in Eq. (3.26) in Eq. (3.25) gives the direct formula for the Q factor

Q =
I1 − I0

σ1 + σ0
. (3.27)

Extension to multi-level modulation formats is straightforward if the assumption
is made that only constellation levels closest to a decision threshold produce an
error. That is, the other constellation levels are considered to be located so far
from the decision threshold that the relative contribution of the tail of the erfc
function of these higher-order constellation levels can be ignored compared to the
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closest one. This is true for equidistant constellation levels and low BER levels.
Under this assumption, the definitions for the Q factor and BER can be adapted in
a straightforward manner to multi-level modulation formats as

Qk =
Ik+1 − Ik
σk+1 + σk

, (3.28)

Because only adjacent symbol levels are considered, the Qk’s applicable for a
certain bit bi depend on the coding. The BER for the MSB and LSB for Gray-
encoded PAM-4 is

BERb0 =
1
4

erfc
(

Q1√
2

)
,

BERb1 =
1
4

[
erfc

(
Q0√

2

)
+ erfc

(
Q2√

2

)]
,

(3.29)

while the BER of the three bits of Gray-encoded PAM-8 can be calculated by

BERb0 =
1
8

[
erfc

(
Q3√

2

)]
,

BERb1 =
1
8

[
erfc

(
Q1√

2

)
+ erfc

(
Q5√

2

)]
,

BERb2 =
1
8

[
erfc

(
Q0√

2

)
+ erfc

(
Q2√

2

)
+ erfc

(
Q4√

2

)
+ erfc

(
Q6√

2

)]
.

(3.30)

The use of the specific Qk factors for bits b0,1,2 can be visually derived from Fig. 3.5.

3.2.3 Exact closed-form bit error rate

As shown in the previous section, the accepted method of analytically calculating
the BER for a PAM signal is by taking only the constellation levels that are closest
to a decision threshold into account. For standard PAM constellations, at BER
levels of 10−3 or lower, this method provides accurate results [149]. Generally, the
higher-order neighbors only have to be considered if BER levels around 10−1 have
to be calculated accurately.

However, in Chapter 5, non-uniform, or non-equidistant, PAM constellations
are used to improve the network performance of PONs. As non-uniform PAM
signals have some of their constellation levels closer to each other than others,
the overlap between probability density functions of some constellation levels is
greater than is the case for equidistant PAM, as is seen in Fig. 3.6. Thus, the devia-
tion of the approximated BER from the exact BER can already become significant at
lower BER levels. This makes it necessary to verify whether the nearest-neighbor
approximation in the BER calculation is still valid when non-uniform PAM signals
are received in an environment with signal-dependent noise and over a broad
range of differential received optical powers.
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Figure 3.6: Constellation levels I and decision thresholds ID for a non-uniform PAM-4
signal. The RMS noise currents σk around each point are not equal when signal-dependent
noise sources are not negligible, e.g. shot noise.

In comparison with the previous section, the assumption that only adjacent
signal levels can produce an error is not applied. The assumptions that only
Gaussian noise impairs the transmission and that all symbols are equiprobable
transmitted remain in place.

Cho and Yoon [149] derived an exact BER expression considering all possible
errors, but they only considered equidistant constellation levels. Vitthaladevuni
and Alouini [150, 151] also derived an exact BER expression for certain specific hi-
erarchical, and thus non-uniform, PAM constellations, but like Cho and Yoon, they
did not consider signal-dependent noise. Thus, their constellations are symmetri-
cal, and the decision thresholds between the constellation levels are assumed to be
in the middle. Therefore, these works are extended and generalized by deriving
an exact BER expression for each bit bi in non-equidistant PAM constellations.

Exact closed-form PAM-4 Bit Error Rate – In deriving the PAM-4 BER, the
constellation shown in Fig. 3.5 is used. A Gray-coded mapping of the bits to the
symbols is assumed. The BER for the MSB and LSB are considered separately,
which means that not every symbol that is received outside its correct decision
thresholds will produce a bit error for every bit. Furthermore, multiple decision
thresholds are of importance in the decoding. For example, if constellation level 0
is transmitted but constellation level 3 is received, the LSB is still received correctly,
as can be seen in Fig. 3.5. The MSB does decode with an error in this case.

To decode the MSB, only the middle of the three decision thresholds is of
importance, ID1 in Fig. 3.5. Thus the probability that level k is decoded with an
error is solely dependent on the distance to the decision threshold ID1, and the
RMS noise current σk, the conditional error probability then becomes

Pb0(k) =
1
2

erfc
(
|Ik − ID1|

σk
√

2

)
. (3.31)
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The conditional probabilities Pb1(k) for decoding of the Gray-encoded LSB depend
on the decision thresholds ID0 and ID2 and the constellation level k as follows

Pb1(0) =
1
2

[
erfc

(
|I0 − ID0|

σ0
√

2

)
− erfc

(
|I0 − ID2|

σ0
√

2

)]
,

Pb1(1) =
1
2

[
erfc

(
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σ1
√

2

)
+ erfc

(
|I1 − ID2|

σ1
√

2

)]
,

Pb1(2) =
1
2

[
erfc

(
|I2 − ID0|

σ2
√

2

)
+ erfc

(
|I2 − ID2|

σ2
√

2

)]
,

Pb1(3) =
1
2

[
−erfc

(
|I3 − ID0|

σ3
√

2

)
+ erfc

(
|I3 − ID2|

σ3
√

2

)]
.

(3.32)

Some of these contributions will be negligibly small for PAM-4, but they are still
included to work towards a general expression valid for higher-order PAM formats
at the end of this section. The varying sign of the erfc functions can be expressed
more compactly in a single expression

Pbi(k) =
1
2

[
sgn (ID2 − Ik) · erfc

(
|Ik − ID0|

σk
√

2

)
+ sgn (Ik − ID0) · erfc

(
|Ik − ID2|

σk
√

2

)]
,

(3.33)

where sgn is the sign function

sgn(x) =


−1 if x < 0 ,
0 if x = 0 ,
1 if x > 0 .

(3.34)

Here, it is assumed that the constellation levels have nonnegative values. If
constellation levels with negative values exist, e.g., due to AC coupling in the
receiver, the sgn functions are to be adapted accordingly.

Exact closed-form PAM-8 Bit Error Rate – Similarly, the conditional error prob-
abilities for the various bits of PAM-8 can be expressed as a sum of erfc and sgn
functions.
For bit b0, the decoded results only switch value between levels 3 and 4 in Table 3.2,
thus the conditional error probability is only dependent on the middle decision
threshold ID3

Pb0(k) =
1
2

erfc
(
|Ik − ID3|

σk
√

2

)
. (3.35)

Similar for bit b1, the value changes at decision thresholds ID1 and ID5

Pb1(k) =
1
2

[
sgn (ID5 − Ik) · erfc

(
|Ik − ID1|

σk
√

2

)
+ sgn (Ik − ID1) · erfc

(
|Ik − ID5|

σk
√

2

)]
.

(3.36)
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Figure 3.7: Applicability of a decision threshold IDk for bits bi for (a) PAM-4 (b) PAM-8
(c) PAM-16. A level received in a dark brown region will be decoded as a 1, in a light yellow
decoded region it will be decoded as a 0. Therefore, only the decision threshold at the
yellow-brown border has an influence on the BER. The factor γ summarizes this figure.

And finally for bit b2, the value changes at decision thresholds ID0, ID2, ID4, and
ID6. With the bit taking either a 0 or a 1 value, this means that the tail of the erfc
functions around each decision threshold either increase or decrease the error
probability, depending on the transmitted level k

Pb2(k) =
1
2

[
A · erfc

(
|Ik − ID0|

σk
√

2

)
+ B · erfc

(
|Ik − ID2|

σk
√

2

)
+C · erfc

(
|Ik − ID4|

σk
√

2

)
+ D · erfc

(
|Ik − ID6|

σk
√

2

)]
,

(3.37)

where

A = sgn (ID2 − Ik) · sgn (ID4 − Ik) · sgn (ID6 − Ik) ,
B = sgn (ID0 − Ik) · sgn (ID4 − Ik) · sgn (ID6 − Ik) ,
C = sgn (ID0 − Ik) · sgn (ID2 − Ik) · sgn (ID6 − Ik) ,
D = sgn (ID0 − Ik) · sgn (ID2 − Ik) · sgn (ID4 − Ik) .

(3.38)

Exact closed-form PAM-M Bit Error Rate – It is apparent in the above deriva-
tions of Pbi for Gray-encoded PAM-4/8 that Pbi is a sum of erfc functions with
either a plus or minus sign. It is clear that not all decision thresholds IDk are
relevant for decoding of every bit bi. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.7 for PAM-4/8/16.
Now an expression will be constructed for the general BER for any PAM-M and
bit bi. A level received in a dark brown region will be decoded as a 1; in a light
yellow region it will be decoded as a 0. Therefore, only the decision thresholds IDk
at the yellow-brown border has an influence on the BER. The decision thresholds
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Table 3.3: Sign before the erfc function for PAM-4/8 for calculation of conditional error
probability Pi(k). The signs in the table are expressed by (−1)δ.

PAM-4

b0 b1

Ik ID1 ID0 ID2

0 + + −
1 + + +
2 + + +
3 + − +

PAM-8

b0 b1 b2

Ik ID3 ID1 ID5 ID0 ID2 ID4 ID6

0 + + − + − + −
1 + + − + + − +
2 + + + + + − +
3 + + + − + + −
4 + + + − + + −
5 + + + + − + +
6 + − + + − + +
7 + − + − + − +

that are relevant can be quantified by γ. Decision thresholds IDγ are relevant,
where γ is dependent on M and bi as

γ =
M
2bi

j +
M

2bi+1 − 1, j ∈ Z : j ∈ [0, 2bi − 1] . (3.39)

This shows that for the most-significant bit for any M, only the middle decision
threshold is of interest. For every bit towards the least-significant bit, the separa-
tion between applicable decision thresholds becomes M/2bi . The lowest decision
threshold playing a role is located at M/2bi+1 − 1.

Furthermore, the decision thresholds that do have an influence can either
increase or decrease the error probability, depending on the transmitted level
k and bi. This sign before the erfc function is shown in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 for
PAM-4/8/16. A regularity is apparent, the sign belonging to level Ik and a certain
decision threshold ID switches from + to − every M/2bi levels of Ik. This can be
most easily seen in Table 3.4 for PAM-16, b3. This alternating sequence is centered
and mirrored around the location where Ik = IDk.

This can be expressed as (−1)δ, where

δ =

⌊
2bi

M

∣∣∣∣k−(γ +
1
2

)∣∣∣∣
⌋

, (3.40)

where b·c is the floor function.
The final general, exact, closed-form, expression for Gray-coded PAM constel-

lations then becomes

BER(M, bi) =
1

2M

M−1

∑
k=0

2bi−1

∑
j=0

(−1)δ erfc

(∣∣Ik − IDγ

∣∣
σk
√

2

)
, (3.41)
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Table 3.4: Sign before the erfc function for PAM-16 for calculation of conditional error
probability Pi(k). The signs in the table are expressed by (−1)δ.

PAM-16

b0 b1 b2

Ik ID7 ID3 ID11 ID1 ID5 ID9 ID13

0 + + − + − + −
1 + + − + − + −
2 + + − + + − +
3 + + − + + − +
4 + + + + + − +
5 + + + + + − +
6 + + + − + + −
7 + + + − + + −
8 + + + − + + −
9 + + + − + + −

10 + + + + − + +
11 + + + + − + +
12 + − + + − + +
13 + − + + − + +
14 + − + − + − +
15 + − + − + − +

PAM-16

b3

Ik ID0 ID2 ID4 ID6 ID8 ID10 ID12 ID14

0 + − + − + − + −
1 + + − + − + − +
2 + + − + − + − +
3 − + + − + − + −
4 − + + − + − + −
5 + − + + − + − +
6 + − + + − + − +
7 − + − + + − + −
8 − + − + + − + −
9 + − + − + + − +

10 + − + − + + − +
11 − + − + − + + −
12 − + − + − + + −
13 + − + − + − + +
14 + − + − + − + +
15 − + − + − + − +
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.8: (a) Absolute difference in BER between the exact BER in Eq. (3.41) and the
approximate BER calculation in Eq. (3.29). (b) Relative difference between the two equations.
The relative positions of the constellation levels for standard PAM, with constellation
levels optimized for signal-dependent noise, are [0 0.28 0.60 1.00]. The non-uniform PAM
constellation levels are [0 0.03 0.89 1.00], resulting in a difference of 15 dB in required
received power to decode the MSB and LSB with a BER level 10−3.

This equation can be made specific for PAM-4, by filling in the values of δ and
γ. Filling these in for PAM-4 we get

BERb0 =
1
8
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∑
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(
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√
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b 1
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2 )|c
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(3.42)

And for PAM-8 we get

BERb0 =
1
16
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√
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)
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2
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(3.43)

3.2.3.1 Divergence between approximate BER and exact BER

Fig. 3.8 shows the absolute and relative difference between the exact BER, as
calculated by Eq. (3.41), and the approximate BER, as calculated by Eq. (3.29). For a
regular, equidistant, PAM-4 constellation, the difference is negligible at a BER level
of 10−3, and the approximate BER Eq. (3.29) gives an accurate estimate of the exact
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Figure 3.9: Power penalty, in dB, for (a) PAM-4 and (b) PAM-8 under the assumption of
thermal Gaussian noise only. Note that the BER is calculated according to the exact BER
expression Eq. (3.41).

BER. However, if the constellation is changed to form the optimal constellation to
decode the MSB at 15 dB more power than the LSB, the approximate calculation
of the MSB BER at level 10−3 underestimates the exact BER by 21%. Therefore,
the conclusion for the exact BER expression for non-uniform PAM constellations
is twofold. In contrast to an equidistant PAM constellation, a non-uniform PAM
constellation does experience several errors over more than one constellation
level. Therefore, the exact BER expression in Eq. (3.41) gives a more accurate BER
expression. At the same time, from an engineering point of view, the deviations
between most practical systems and the system discussed here — impaired only
by Gaussian noise, without any bandwidth limitations, nonlinearities, or other
imperfections — can reach much higher values. Thus, the use of the approximate
BER in Eq. (3.29) is still considered a useful method for approximating the BER.

3.3 Higher-order PAM penalty

From the approximated BER expression in Eq. (3.22), it is clear that a higher-order
PAM format will require more received optical power to achieve the same BER
level at the same symbol rate. The power penalty, expressed in dB, between OOK
and PAM-4/8 is numerically evaluated with Eq. (3.41) in Fig. 3.9 for equal values
of the BER. For small BER values, this asymptotically approaches the well-known
vertical eye closure penalty [148, 152]

PpM = 10 log10(M− 1) , (3.44)

expressed in dB. For PAM-4/8/16, this theoretical penalty evaluated at low BER
is 4.8, 8.5, and 11.8 dB, respectively. Equation (3.44) holds for PAM orders at the
same symbol rate. Therefore, the bit rate of the higher-order PAM orders increases
with a factor log2 (M). If the data rate is kept constant, the symbol rate can be
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reduced. In this case, assuming the thermal noise limit and that the bandwidth of
the receiver is adapted accordingly for each symbol rate, the RMS noise current
scales with 1/

√
log2 M due to the smaller receiver bandwidth, and thus the power

penalty becomes [153]

PpM-equal = 10 log10

(
M− 1√
log2 M

)
. (3.45)

3.4 Intersymbol interference

In ISI energy from a transmitted symbol spreads to neighboring symbols. Multi-
level PAM is more sensitive to ISI than OOK due to the smaller eye opening
compared to the maximum symbol amplitude. This penalty becomes more pro-
nounced at higher-orders of PAM. As it is common to have a transceiver bandwidth
slightly lower than the symbol rate, this hinders higher levels of PAM. ISI can have
several causes, including bandwidth limitations of the transmitter/receiver and
fiber dispersion.

The power penalty due to ISI in a multi-level modulated system with band-
width limitations can be visualized by considering a system with a Gaussian
impulse response. If the system’s impulse response r(t) can be approximated as

r(t) =
1√

2πσc
exp

(
−t2

2σ2
c

)
, (3.46)

where t is the time and σc is the rms width of the impulse response, the penalty in
received optical power due to ISI is [152]

PISI = 10 log10

(
1

M · h(0)−M + 1

)
. (3.47)

Here h(0) is the fraction of actual achieved signal level at the sampling instant
relative to the signal level that would be achieved without ISI effects if a pulse
with consecutive symbols (0, M− 1, 0) is transmitted. In the Gaussian system h(0)
is [152]

h(0) = erf
(

T√
8σc

)
, (3.48)

where T is the symbol duration. The rms pulse width σc of the Gaussian pulse can
be expressed in terms of the 10-90 % pulse rise time Tr [154]

h(0) = erf
(

T√
8σc

)
= erf

(
bgT
√

8Tr

)
, (3.49)

where bg is 2.563 for Gaussian responses. Figure 3.10 shows the power penalty
due to ISI for OOK and PAM-4/8 as a function of the rise time-symbol rate ratio.

The above Eq. (3.47) only holds for ISI effects in a PON caused by transceiver
bandwidth limitations, optionally compensated for the filter shape. In practice, ISI
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Figure 3.10: Power penalty due to ISI for PAM-2/4/8.

effects in a single-mode PON are caused by both transceiver bandwidth limitations
and dispersion. The above Eq. (3.47) does not accurately describe dispersion in
a single-mode system, as this equation only holds for a short-range multimode
system, with a laser linewidth much larger than the signal bandwidth. In such
a system, both bandwidth limitations and fiber dispersion can be modelled as
Gaussian impulse responses [155]. However, if the contribution of the chromatic
dispersion is relatively small, the above expression can give a reasonable estimate
for the power penalty due to ISI caused by bandwidth limitations. For a more
detailed expression taking both dispersion and bandwidth limitations into account,
such as performed in [156] for OOK modulation, filter shapes, noise characteristics,
and dispersion should be considered.
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CURRENTLY deployed PONs use a single static modulation format throughout
the network, without any link adaptation. In previous chapters, it has been

discussed that link adaptation is mandatory in various non-optical networks. Be-
sides, there has been interest in link adaptation in optical networks, mainly metro
and long-haul networks. Furthermore, it has been shown that link adaptation is
well suited to PONs because they exhibit a broad range of channel qualities.

Therefore, this chapter discusses a flexible modulation scheme in which OOK
modulation is used in parts of the PON, but a more comprehensive PAM format,
in particular 4- and 8-level PAM, is used in the less lossy parts. This enables
the network operator to access various benefits. First, doubling, or tripling, the
data rate for the better-positioned optical network units (ONUs), which thus
can use multi-level PAM, while maintaining the data rate for those ONUs that
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only support OOK. Thus, this flexible modulation provides the ability to deliver
premium services to select (business) users, requiring a higher data rate than the
rest of the network. Second, keeping the same data rate for PAM-capable ONUs
as for the OOK ONUs, and thus giving every ONU a higher data rate.

In this chapter, we focus on adaptive modulation to increase the aggregated
data rate in intensity modulated - direct detection (IM-DD) PONs with the use of
standard hard-decision forward error correction (HD-FEC) requiring a pre-FEC
BER of 10−3 [157]. Statistics from the commercially deployed PONs in Section 2.4.2
are used to examine the impact of the adaptive modulation on their overall perfor-
mance with respect to the aggregated throughput.

The selection of the modulation format for a particular ONU is envisioned to be
adaptively and automatically made by the network management, independently
for the up- and downstream directions, hence changes should be made in the
management layer. The decision on modulation format can be based on the
received optical power at the ONU and OLT, as already reported by the ONU and
OLT. Optionally, the quality of this decision can be enhanced by the estimated
BER as provided by the FEC in the receiver. Adaptive selection of the modulation
format over time is desired to counteract any changes in the network, e.g., any
component aging.

In addition, we explore the interaction between flexible modulation and the
distribution of time slots inside a single PON. A distinctive feature of PONs is
that multiple ONUs are connected to the same OLT port. Due to the dynamic
bandwidth allocation (DBA) protocol in power splitter-based TDM-PONs, the
OLT has control over the length of a time slot that is assigned to a certain ONU.
Allocating longer time slots to those ONUs that only support OOK will increase
the equally distributed throughput among the different users, thus increasing
fairness.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: First, the suitability of multi-
level PAM for flexible modulation in TDM-PONs is discussed. Next, the techniques
used for experimental verification and the experimental setup are explained. The
next sections describe three experiments that have been performed. First, two
downstream experiments with a PIN-PD and APD-based receiver. Then, a burst-
mode APD-based upstream experiment. Finally, the impact of these results on the
network performance of a deployed PON is estimated.

4.1 Pulse amplitude modulation for flexible modulation

Multi-level PAM is deemed an economically attractive method for increasing
the data throughput in a PON, while keeping the symbol rate the same and
without significantly increasing the costs of the ONU and OLT. The optics, i.e.,
BOSA (bi-directional optical sub assembly), account for more than one third of a
single-family-unit ONU’s cost-price, and utilizing them to their full extent brings
significant benefits. However, using PAM will likely not add significant cost
to the PON ASIC (application-specific integrated circuit) in the OLT and ONU.
Compared to OOK modulation, multi-level PAM formats require transceivers with
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Figure 4.1: Histogram of received optical downstream power of Dataset B, with theoretical
penalties according to Eq. (3.44).

Table 4.1: Fraction of ONUs in Dataset B that support PAM-M, based on Eq. (3.44), and
the aggregated network throughput, assuming all supported PAM orders up to M are used.

PAM-M Fraction Throughput
(%) (Gbps)

PAM-2 99 10.0
PAM-4 86 18.6
PAM-8 36 22.2
PAM-16 5.6 22.8

better linearity. The electronic components should be non-clipping, i.e., without
limiting amplifiers. Given the current interest in PAM-4 and adoption in standards,
more cost-effective solutions are expected to arise here [158, 159]. Because using
PAM introduces additional optical power penalties when compared to OOK, and
given the maximum allowed differential received optical power, the use of PAM-16
(with a theoretical penalty of 11.8 dB relative to OOK) and higher formats is not
considered feasible for an economically attractive PON.

The combined use of multi-level PAM and OOK keeps the symbol rate, and
thus the clock frequency of the signal, the same for each modulation format.
Furthermore, in the downstream direction each format is transmitted by the same
transmitter at the OLT, so no frequency or phase jumps are to be expected between
the various modulation formats at the ONU. Therefore, clock recovery is possible
at the same frequency at the ONUs. This is in contrast to a multi-rate system.
Depending on the particular implementation of the clock recovery, the recovery
might be more complex due to the difficulty in detecting the distinct signal levels.

As shown in Section 2.4, PONs typically show a broad range of received
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optical powers. Each and every ONU has to be guaranteed a working connection,
therefore many ONUs receive more power than is necessary to decode the received
data below the FEC limit. Based on Dataset B and on the theoretical power penalty
from Eq. (3.44) a first theoretical approximation can be made as to which fraction of
the ONUs will be able to use a higher-order PAM format, and consequently what
the throughput increase of the network can be. Dataset B consists of 45,000 ONUs
from the networks of INEA and is further described in Section 2.4. As several
factors are not considered in Eq. (3.44), this should be considered as an upper limit
to the fraction of ONUs that will be able to decode these higher PAM orders for
this network. The fraction of ONUs that can use a certain modulation format is
shown in Fig. 4.1, the resulting throughputs are shown in Table 4.1. As can be
seen, a substantial number of ONUs in this examined network will be able to use
a higher-order modulation format. In the table, the fraction of users supporting
PAM-2, equivalent to OOK, is calculated to be 99%. The remaining 1% are users
with a reported received power level below the standardized sensitivity level.
In practice, communication with these users is possible (after all, they reported
their received power to the OLT), so this reveals a flaw in the calculation based
on received optical powers. Plausible causes are that these ONUs report a lower
received power than they actually receive, or have a receiver outperforming its
standardization class, making communication at this lower power level possible.

Generalization to Guassian distribution – If the distribution of received opti-
cal power is generalized to a Gaussian distribution, as was done in Fig. 2.16 in
Chapter 2, a general expression for the throughput T of a network utilizing flexible
modulation up to order M can be derived by a summation of the fraction of users
that utilize a certain PAM-M order times the data rate for this PAM-M order.

T(M, POOK, µ, σ) =
M

∑ FPAM−M · RPAM−M , (4.1)

FPAM−M is the fraction of ONUs utilizing PAM-M. This is the fraction of ONUs
that receive enough power to support PAM-M minus the fraction of ONUs that
support enough power to support the even higher-order modulation format
PAM-2M

FPAM−M =
1
2

erfc
(

POOK + PpM − µ

σ
√

2

)
− 1

2
erfc

(
POOK + Pp2M − µ

σ
√

2

)
, (4.2)

where POOK is the power required to decode OOK, PpM is the PAM-M power
penalty from Eq. (3.44), and the data rate for a given PAM-M order at symbol rate
(and equivalent data rate for OOK) R is

RPAM−M = R log2 M . (4.3)

With this generalization, the throughput increase can be estimated for a net-
work where only the mean excess power and standard deviation are known,
obviously with a level of accuracy that is lower than when the entire data set is
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Figure 4.2: Theoretical performance of PON with support for flexible PAM-2/4/8 modu-
lation as a function of mean additional received optical power relative to PAM-2 for two
example σ values. (a) shows the fraction of ONUs that deploy PAM-4 or PAM-8. (b) shows
the resulting throughput of the PON.

Table 4.2: Fraction of ONUs in a Gaussian distribution with mean and standard devia-
tion equal to Dataset B or the published dataset of Orange that support PAM-M, based
on Eq. (3.44), and the aggregated network throughput, assuming all supported PAM orders
up to M are used.

PAM-M
Dataset B Orange Network [99]

Fraction Throughput Fraction Throughput
(%) (Gbps) (%) (Gbps)

PAM-2 100 10.0 100 10.0
PAM-4 84 18.4 79 17.9
PAM-8 36 22.1 5.1 18.4
PAM-16 5.7 22.6 0 18.4

known. The resulting evaluation is shown in Fig. 4.2 for two example standard
deviations.

In Table 4.2, the mean received power and standard deviation of Dataset B,
or the published dataset of the networks of Orange [99], are used to estimate
throughput increase. It can be seen that the two networks can have roughly the
same increase in performance for flexible PAM-4. The throughput gain for higher
PAM orders is lower for the Orange network. The link losses in Orange’s PON
show less variation, and thus leave less room for higher-order modulations in the
link budget.

4.2 Optical transmission

Three types of experiments have been done to verify the performance of flexible
modulation. These are the downstream (transmission from the OLT to the ONU)
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Figure 4.3: (a) Experimental setup (b) Received trace of time-interleaved OOK, PAM-4
and PAM-8. (c) Eye diagram of PAM-4 after 20 km (d) Eye diagram of PAM-8 after 20 km.

experiment based on a PIN-PD receiver, a downstream experiment with an APD
receiver, and an upstream (transmission from ONU to the OLT) experiment. These
experiments are explained in more detail in the next sections. In this section, a
general description is first given of the general setup for signal transmission and
reception used for all experiments. The experimental setup for the downstream
measurement is depicted in Fig. 4.3.

4.2.1 Signal transmission

Commercially deployed optical transceivers are tailored for a specific application
without adaptability; making them ill suited to experimental lab work. Therefore,
the experimental setup is based on offline processing of the signals. A computer
running MATLAB [160] is used to generate the digital driving signals by the
functions shown in Fig. 4.4a. After reception, signals are stored for calculation of
the BER, at a later time, on a computer with the functions shown in Fig. 4.4b.

The task of the transmission encoder is to generate PAM modulated data,
preceded by an OOK modulated header. The header contains a preamble, an indi-
cation of the modulation format used and the target ONU. The multi-level PAM
stream is generated by multiplexing log2(M) pseudorandom binary sequence
(PRBS) OOK streams, decorrelated by shifting each PRBS stream by a certain num-
ber of symbols, as shown in Fig. 4.4c. Unless otherwise noted, the PRBS streams
used in this work have a repetitive length 215 − 1. Because the OOK PRBS streams
are identical, decorrelation between the OOK streams is necessary to achieve a
correct multi-level stream.

Furthermore, for transmission experiments where the time-interleaved trans-
mission of multiple modulation formats is tested, the various modulation formats
are interleaved with a pre-set time slot length. In this case, no header is inserted
between the various packages to be able to observe any effects from the change in
modulation format, as is shown in Fig. 4.4d. In this respect, the frame structure is
a simplified version of the GEM structure as discussed in Section 2.3.2.

The digitally generated signals are converted to electrical driving signals by an
Arbitrary Waveform Generator (AWG), acting as a DAC. The AWG generates the
electrical driving signals, driving a Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM). This MZM
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Figure 4.4: (a) DSP functions for the transmitter. (b) DSP functions for the receiver.
(c) PAM multiplexing: Multi-level PAM-4/8 generation from 2 or 3 OOK PRBS sequences.
(d) Frame structure for TDM transmission.

is used to intensity-modulate light from a CW laser. As shown below, the transfer
curve of a MZM is nonlinear. This especially impacts multi-level modulation
formats, so therefore the code pre-compensates the nonlinear transfer curve of
the MZM. Because only IM/DD modulation formats are used, the same system
can also be used to drive a directly modulated laser (DML) or electro-absorption
modulated laser (EML). In the experiment we only used a MZM.

A MZM consists of two arms in which the effective refractive index of the
material can be changed by applying a voltage across a phase shifter, creating a
phase shift ϕ in the optical field. The optical field at the output of a single arm of
the MZM is given by

Eout(t) = Ein(t)ejϕ(t) = Ein(t)e
j u(t)

Vπ
π , (4.4)

where ϕ(t) is the phase shift generated in the MZM arm by the applied voltage
u(t), and Vπ is the required voltage to achieve a phase shift of π radians. After the
two arms recombine, the optical fields interfere, and the transfer function of the
optical fields is

Eout

Ein
=

1
2

(
ejϕ1(t) + ejϕ2(t)

)
, (4.5)
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Figure 4.5: Power and field transfer curve of a Mach-Zehnder modulator.

where ϕ1,2(t) is the phase shift in arm number 1,2. The optical power transfer
function is relevant for IM-DD systems, such as access networks. For a zero-
chirp, single-drive MZM, the single driven voltage is applied to each arm equal in
amplitude but inverse in sign, the power transfer function T(u(t)) is

T(u(t)) =
Pout

Pin
=

1
2
+

1
2

cos(∆ϕ) =
1
2
+

1
2

cos
(

u(t)
Vπ

π

)
, (4.6)

where ∆ϕ is the phase difference ϕ1 − ϕ2 in the MZM arms. This transfer function
is shown in Fig. 4.5. To achieve intensity modulation, a MZM is typically operated
with a bias voltage at the quadrature point −Vπ/2. As can be seen from this
equation, the transfer function of the MZM is nonlinear. Therefore, the generated
levels of the PAM symbols are pre-compensated for the MZM transfer curve by:

û(t) =
2Vπ

π
arcsin

(
u(t)

α

)
, (4.7)

where α scales u(t) if the MZM is not driven over the entire Vπ range.

4.2.2 Signal reception

After reception of the signal by a PIN-PD or APD receiver, the signal is captured
by a real-time oscilloscope and stored for further offline processing. This oscil-
loscope acts as an ADC. The goal of the receiver offline DSP is to process the
signals received from the real-time oscilloscope and calculate the BER for the
various modulation formats. The functions performed are low-pass filtering, clock
recovery, frame synchronization, equalization, demodulation, deinterleaving, and
BER calculation. Some of these functions are described in more detail below.

4.2.2.1 Clock recovery

The approximate symbol rate of the received signal is known at the receiver.
However, due to imperfections in the clocks of the transmitter and the recovered
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Figure 4.6: Block diagram of digital timing synchronization, as used in the Gardner
algorithm. For the Gardner algorithm the fixed clock needs to run at least at twice the
symbol rate.

clock, these two will not be exactly equal. Furthermore, for a digital receiver such
as a real-time oscilloscope, the ADC has no knowledge of the phase of the received
signal and takes samples at a non-defined phase of the incoming symbols. An
interpolator compensates for these random phases, as show in Fig. 4.6.

Several clock recovery algorithms have been proposed in the literature [161],
e.g. Mueller-Müller [162], Square Timing Recovery [163], or the early-late algo-
rithm [164]. In this work, the synchronization of the recovered clock with respect to
the transmitted clock is performed by the Gardner algorithm, originally proposed
for RF transmission [165], but also suitable for baseband transmission [161].

The Gardner algorithm needs at least two samples per symbol. The algorithm’s
goal is to minimize the error signal generated by the timing error detector

e(k) = y(k− 1/2)[y(k)− y(k− 1)] , (4.8)

where y(k),y(k − 1/2), and y(k − 1) are interpolated versions of the sampled
signal. k represents a time duration of 1 symbol. At the ideal sampling instant,
y(k) thus represents the signal to be decoded and y(k− 1/2) is located exactly
at the transition between two symbols. A downside of the Gardner algorithm is
the higher self-noise for multi-level signals; there are prefiltering techniques for
minimizing this influence [166]. Self-noise is the deviation of the recovered clock
to the transmitted clock if the signal itself is not contaminated by noise, therefore
it originates in the clock recovery process itself.

4.2.2.2 Equalization

The main purpose of an electronic equalizer in telecommunications is to cancel
the effects of intersymbol interference (ISI) due to dispersion in the channel and
limited bandwidth of the components. In coherent communication, both the phase
and the amplitude of the signal are received. In this case, optical dispersion has
an all-pass filtering characteristic on the signal and can, in principle, be fully
compensated. In a direct detection system, such as that used in PONs, this is
not the case. Because only the power of the received optical signal is measured,
the phase information is lost, and a full reconstruction of the amplitudes of the
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transmitted signal before dispersion is no longer possible [167]. Nevertheless, for
limited amounts of dispersion, equalizers can reduce the ISI crosstalk in direct-
detection receivers, and therefore increase the receiver sensitivity [168]. For larger
values of dispersion, there are techniques for approximating the phase based on the
received power and knowledge of the channel characteristics [169]. Although this
approximated phase is not required to decode the symbols, it helps in mitigating
the ISI.

Equalizers can be categorized by their design goal. These categories are the
maximum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE), zero-forcing (ZF) equalizer,
and minimum mean squared error (MMSE) equalizer.

Maximum likelihood sequence estimation – MLSE has the best performance
of the three equalizers in terms of improving receiver sensitivity [170]. The oper-
ation is based on finding the maximum likely transmitted data sequence given
a sequence of received symbols in a trellis diagram through the Viterbi algo-
rithm [171]. The complexity of this process increases exponentially with the length
of the channel response, and can thus quickly reach a prohibitive level of complex-
ity. MLSE is generally not considered to be a practical solution for current PONs,
where cost-efficiency is the key driver. Therefore, the maximum likelihood equal-
izer is not addressed any further in this work. Even so, MLSE might be considered
for future high bit rate PONs operating with low-bandwidth components, where
bandwidth impairments are more influential [172–175].

Zero-forcing equalizer – The goal of the zero-forcing equalizer is to fully equal-
ize the spectrum, and thereby provide a flat end-to-end frequency response. That
is

Htotal( f ) = 1 . (4.9)

If the channel has a frequency response Hch( f ), the equalization filter needs to
have a frequency response

F( f ) =
1

Hch( f )
. (4.10)

The disadvantage of the zero-forcing equalizer is that it can lead to strong noise
amplification. If the channel is strongly attenuated at certain frequencies, the zero-
forcing equalizer will perform strong amplification on these frequencies, including
the noise present on these frequencies.

Minimum mean squared error equalizer – The goal of the MMSE equalizer is
to minimize the mean squared error between the equalizer’s output ŷ and the
correct signal y. Therefore, both the channel’s frequency response and the noise
power needs to be taken into account. The frequency response of the optimal
MMSE equalizer for a channel with Gaussian noise is [170]

F( f ) =
1

Hch( f ) + N0
, (4.11)

where N0 is the noise contribution.
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Figure 4.7: Feed-forward equalizer.

4.2.2.3 Equalizer structure

The zero-forcing and MMSE equalizer can be realized as a decision feedback
equalizer (DFE) or as a feed-forward equalizer (FFE). This section will discuss
both options briefly, and afterwards will discuss the MMSE FFE in more detail.
There it will be considered that in practice the channel response is not known in
advance. Therefore, an adaptive equalizer is required that estimates the channel
response through the measured error.

Decision feedback equalizer – The DFE works by adjusting the decision
threshold of the bit to be detected based on the result of previously detected bits.
As previously discussed, the result of chromatic dispersion is a linear all-pass filter
on the signal. However, due to the direct-detection-based receiver, the influence
on the received samples is nonlinear. As the DFE is a nonlinear structure, it is
better able to compensate for dispersion in a direct-detection-based receiver [176].
The benefit of this structure compared to the FFE, described in the next section,
is that no noise enhancement takes place. Downside of the DFE is that only
ISI caused by symbols received before the current symbol can be compensated.
The decoding decisions of previous symbols are required for the decision of the
current symbol. This makes the DFE more prone to error propagation; an error
may cause subsequent errors due to the feedback. Furthermore, this dependency
on previous decoded symbols makes DFEs ill suited for highly parallelized
DSP implementations. In these implementations, the result of a certain symbol
becomes only known after many symbols have already been received [177].

Feed-forward equalizer – The least complex equalizer is the FFE, which for
cost-efficiency reasons in PONs is the equalizer employed throughout this work.
An adaptive FFE consists of a finite impulse response (FIR) filter, or transversal
filter, in which the filter weights w1 . . . wN can be adapted, and which is therefore a
linear filter. The structure of a symbol spaced FFE is shown in Fig. 4.7. The output
value of the equalizer for the current symbol is a linear combination of the values
of past, current, and future decoded symbols.
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The performance and complexity of an FFE are related to the number of taps,
their spacing, and the algorithm that updates the filter weights. Better performance
can be achieved with fractional spaced equalizers, e.g. taps spaced by half the
symbol width, at the cost of a higher required number of tabs and sampling
frequency. The error in the output of the equalizer can be learned in three ways.

The first is the training sequence-based, in which a training sequence that is
pre-known by the receiver is sent by the transmitter before and between actual
data transmissions. The equalizer at the receiver can thus train itself on the
channel characteristics by comparing the sequence actually received to the known
transmitted symbols. The downside is that some overhead must be allocated for
the transmission of the training sequence, which is accomplished at the expense of
actual data transmission to the user.

Second, the error can be estimated in a decision-directed mode. The decoded
symbol is assumed to be the correctly decoded symbol, and the equalizer then
trains itself by comparing the decoded symbol level with the received symbol
level. This makes the use of a training sequence and its accompanying overhead
unnecessary. However, especially for high BER cases, the decided symbol is
often incorrect; therefore, the performance of the equalizer may be worse and
convergence of the equalizer may be bad [178].

Finally, in blind operation, the error is not based on the difference between the
received and the correct symbol, but on a different metric that does not require the
symbol to be decoded. The constant modulus algorithm (CMA), is a well-known
blind equalizer often used together with modulation formats based on phase
modulation. The CMA algorithm takes advantage of the constant amplitude of
the transmitted symbols [179], therefore any deviation in the received amplitude is
known to be an impairment due to the channel. The benefit of the CMA algorithm
is that it requires no training sequence and does not need to decode the symbols;
the downside is its slow convergence.

In the remaining of this section, only training sequence-based and decision-
directed algorithms are considered for the FFE. The error rk in the output of the
training sequence-based or decision-directed equalizer is the difference between
the output ŷk of the equalizer and the target value yk, which can be derived from
either the training sequence or the decoded data.

rk = yk − ŷk . (4.12)

Minimum Mean Squared Error – As described above, the final goal of the
MMSE equalizer is to find the weights that minimize the mean squared error of
the cost function [180]

J = E{r2
k} = E{(yk − ŷk)

2} . (4.13)

Filling in the terms of J and rewriting with the signals as expressed in the FFE
structure in Fig. 4.7, this can be expressed as [180]

J = E{y2
k} −wTd− dTw + wTRw , (4.14)
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where w =
[
w1 · · · wN

]T is the column vector of the weights, T de-
notes the transpose, and R is the autocorrelation matrix of the input vector
xk =

[
xk · · · xk−N

]T

R = E{xkxT
k } , (4.15)

and d is the cross correlation vector of the input and desired output

d = E{ykxk} . (4.16)

At the minimum of the cost function the gradient of J is zero, and thus

∇J =
dJ
dw

= −2(d− Rw) = 0 . (4.17)

The solution to this equation that finds the optimum weights is

w = R−1 · d , (4.18)

This leads to two problems. First, there is typically no statistical information
about the channel and its output available, that is, E{·} is unknown. Second,
Eq. (4.18) involves the calculation of the inverse of the autocorrelation matrix,
which is computationally intensive. Therefore, an adaptive equalizer tries to
estimate the statistical information and iteratively updates the weights such that
Eq. (4.18) is approached with less computationally intensive calculations. There
are various versions of adaptive equalizer algorithms available that have their
own way of approximating Eq. (4.18). Now, two algorithms are discussed that
estimate the minimum mean squared error by two different recursive methods.

LMS algorithm – An algorithm with practical relevance is the least mean
square algorithm (LMS), originally proposed by Widrow and Hoff in 1960 [181].
The LMS algorithm tries to find the filter weights that minimize the instantaneous
error. That is, the cost function for the LMS algorithm is

J = r2
k = (yk − ŷk)

2 . (4.19)

The LMS algorithm is based on the steepest gradient descent method; the fil-
ter weights are iteratively updated by making a small step α/2 negative to the
instantaneous estimate of the gradient [180]

w = w− α

2
∇̂ , (4.20)

where the instantaneous estimate of the gradient is

∇̂ = −2(ykxk − xkxT
k w) = −2xkrk . (4.21)

Thus, filling in Eq. (4.21) in Eq. (4.20) the weight adapting function for the LMS
algorithm is

wk+1 = wk + αxkrk , (4.22)
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where α is a small coefficient controlling the amount by which the weights can be
adapted per iteration. The coefficient α is chosen as a trade-off. A larger α leads to
a smaller convergence time and tracking error due to changing channel conditions.
A smaller α leads to smaller steady state fluctuations around the optimal weights,
and the maximum value of α is also limited to ensure stability of the equalizer.

Generally speaking, the LMS algorithm has a low computational complexity,
but a relatively large convergence time before the weights approach their final
value. The weights never reach a final constant value, but fluctuate around their
optimal value.

RLS algorithm – An alternative algorithm is the recursive least squares (RLS)
algorithm, the RLS algorithm tries to minimize the cost function

Jk =
k

∑
i=0

γir2
k−i , (4.23)

where 0 < γ ≤ 1 is named the forgetting factor. Thus, the RLS algorithm aims to
minimize the current error between the output of the equalizer ŷk and its target
output yk, and all the previous errors with an exponentially decaying weight
γ [170].

Similar to Eq. (4.18) the solution for the weights that minimize this cost function
is

wk = R−1
k dk , (4.24)

where Rk is the correlation matrix of the input signal defined as

Rk =
k

∑
i=0

γk−ixixT
i , (4.25)

and Dk is the cross-correlation vector of the input and the correct output

dk =
k

∑
i=0

γk−ixiyi . (4.26)

Again, Eq. (4.24) is impractical to calculate in real-time operation, as the inverse
of the autocorrelation matrix has to be calculated in each iteration. A common
practical implementation of the RLS algorithm is through the fast Kalman algo-
rithm [182], which calculates the weights recursively. It can be shown [170] that
the weights can be calculated recursively based on the Kalman gain vector Kk,
and the inverse correlation matrix Pk = R−1

k .
The iterative process of calculating the weights is then given by [170]

Kk =
Pk−1xk

γ + xt
kPk−1xk

, (4.27)

Pk =
1
γ

[
Pk−1 −Kkxt

kPk−1
]

, (4.28)

wk = wk−1 + Kkrk . (4.29)
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Figure 4.8: BER performance for PAM-4/8 on APD-based receiver with 31-tap FFE for
(a) LMS and (b) RLS adaptation algorithms with various step sizes and forgetting factors
respectively. The experimental setup operates at 10 Gbaud and is further discussed in
Section 4.4.

The iterative RLS algorithm is more complex than the iterative LMS algorithm,
and the number of calculations for the fast Kalman RLS algorithm increases
with O(9N), whereas the LMS algorithm scales with O(2N) [170]. Generally,
the RLS algorithm converges quicker than the LMS algorithm. Whereas in the
LMS algorithm the single coefficient α controls the updating of all the weights,
in the RLS algorithm each tap weight is controlled by one of the elements of the
Kalman gain vector, therefore, a more rapid convergence of the weights can occur
compared to the LMS algorithm. Typically, a smaller steady state error can be
achieved with the RLS algorithm, because both the current error and all previous
errors are taken into account.

Performance of the LMS and RLS algorithms – The experimental perfor-
mance of the two algorithms discussed is shown in Fig. 4.8 in terms of the BER
achieved by the LMS equalizer (Fig. 4.8a) and the RLS equalizer (Fig. 4.8b) in
steady state after training on a training sequence is completed. After training,
the equalizer operates in decision-directed mode. The coefficient α for the LMS
algorithm is set at 5 · 10−4 during training, and changed afterwards for the actual
data decoding. The amplitude of the target constellation is between −1 and +1,
the amplitude of the pre-equalized symbols also lies roughly between −1 and +1.
For the RLS algorithm, γ is kept constant during training and decision-directed
mode. The lab setup used for these results is the APD-based receiver setup
discussed in Section 4.4. It can be seen that for this lab setup, where the majority
of the ISI is caused by low-pass filtering due to the electronic components, the
best results are achieved for small α or big γ. This suggests a constant channel
response, as the algorithm can adapt only slowly to channel changes with small α
or big γ. The constant nature of the channel response of the setup is emphasized
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even more by the fact that the best performance is achieved by α = 0, that is,
when the adaptation of the weights stop after training on the training sequence
is complete. For γ = 1 the RLS equalizer weights all errors from the point of
initialization equally strongly; this infinite memory equalizer also generally has
the best BER performance among the RLS equalizers. When the combination of
step size α, or forgetting factor γ, and noise on the received signal becomes too
large, the algorithm loses its stability and no meaningful decoding is possible.
This is seen in the figure by a jump in the BER.

It can be seen that in this setup, the LMS and RLS equalizers perform almost
equally in steady state for their respective best settings. This is expected because
the channel is constant and there is no tracking error between the equalizer and
the actual channel response. As only noise causes a deviation from the optimal
weight settings to the weight settings realized, the best performance is obtained
for the equalizer with a heavy averaging. In this limit, both equalizers perform
comparable for steady-state error. As the steady-state performance of both algo-
rithms is equal, and the LMS algorithm requires fewer computational operations,
the LMS algorithm with a step size of 5 · 10−4 during training, and 5 · 10−5 during
final operation is used in this work. This combination of a smaller step size during
operation, and a larger step size during training ensures that the convergence
time is still reasonably short. Convergence time for both equalizers has not been
investigated more closely. The RLS algorithm would be expected to converge
more quickly.

In TDM-PONs, different users communicate in different time-slots in the
downstream direction. This will not influence the behavior of the equalizer. Each
ONU has its own equalizer which operates on its own channel and continually
receives data from the same transmitter. In the upstream direction, the OLT
receives TDMA bursts from different receivers over possibly different channels.
Therefore, the equalizer will have to be retrained in each time-slot, which puts
additional requirements on the conversion time, because training time increases
overhead.

4.2.2.4 Data-aided equalization with zero overhead

As shown in the previous section, the updating of the weights of the LMS or
RLS algorithm through Eq. (4.22) or Eq. (4.29) depends on the error rk. This
error can be based either on a training sequence-based method or on a decision-
directed-based method. Each has its own disadvantage. Training sequence-based
equalization causes additional overhead for the training sequence, whereas in a
decision-directed equalizer the value of rk will be wrong at a fraction of the time
equal to the BER. This leads to worse performance and possibly conversion to a
local minimum of the cost function for the decision-directed equalizer. However, it
is possible to prevent both disadvantages in the specific situation of a downstream
PON with flexible modulation.

Taking advantage of the structure of a flexible PON where multiple modulation
formats coexist, it is possible to replace the training sequence in a data-aided equal-
izer with decoded data of lower-order modulation formats transmitted over the
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Figure 4.9: Performance of equalization of PAM-4/8 with training either on PAM-2 or the
modulation format itself. PIN-PD measurement at 10 Gbaud with the setup of Section 4.3.

same link. In a power splitter-based PON all the ONUs receive all the downstream
traffic. The theoretical minimum power penalties for PAM-4/8 to OOK are 4.8 and
8.5 dB. Given these relative sensitivities of an ONU that is capable of receiving
PAM-8 after equalization will receive OOK and PAM-4 virtually error-free before
equalization. Therefore, the decoded stream of OOK and PAM-4 packets can
function as a training sequence for the equalizer, virtually guaranteeing that no
decision error is made for rk, allowing for correct convergence without additional
training overhead. Depending on the specific loss distribution in the PON, not all
modulation formats might be actively used. However, OOK is always used in the
header of the different packets, thereby guaranteeing availability of OOK signals
to train the equalizer.

Taking this approach does mean that the equalizer is trained on a signal with a
constellation diagram (namely OOK or PAM-4) that differs from the constellation
diagram that the equalizer ultimately needs to decode. However, under assump-
tion of a linear channel, the performance of both equalizers should be equivalent,
as the spectrum of the various orders of PAM are nearly identical.

The negligible influence of equalization on lower-order modulation formats
versus equalization on the actual modulation format is visualized in Fig. 4.9. This
figure shows the average BER results for the first 2000 PAM-4/8 symbols with
an equalizer that had converged its training process either on OOK or on the
same PAM-M modulation format. The setup used is discussed in the following
Section 4.3.

We only have demonstrated the zero-overhead equalizer for downstream
transmission. A similar approach can be taken for upstream communication.
Equalization of burst-mode upstream packets requires the insertion of an addi-
tional preamble to train the equalizer, apart from the standard preamble for OOK
burst mode operation. Instead of dummy signals, this preamble could be filled
with OOK-modulated user data, thereby lowering the impact of the overhead.
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Figure 4.10: (a) Experimental setup (b) Received trace of time-interleaved OOK, PAM-4
and PAM-8. (c) Eye diagram of PAM-4 after 20 km (d) Eye diagram of PAM-8 after 20 km.

4.3 PIN-based downstream transmission experiment

Three types of experiments have been done to verify the performance of flexible
modulation. In this section, the downstream (transmission from the OLT to
the ONU) experiment based on a PIN-PD receiver is described. A downstream
experiment with an APD receiver and an upstream (transmission from ONU to
the OLT) experiment are described in subsequent sections.

4.3.1 Experimental setup

The experimental setup for the downstream transmission with PIN photodiode
receiver is depicted in Fig. 4.10. In the PIN-PD-based downstream transmission
experiment, the arbitrary waveform generator is a 7.5 GHz, 12 GSa/s capable
AWG, operating at 10 GSa/s. The CW laser is a DFB laser operating at 1550 nm.
The modulated signal is measured either in a back-to-back (B2B) case or after
transmission through 20 km of standard single-mode fiber. The photodiode
utilized is a 10 GHz PIN photodiode with an integrated transimpedance amplifier
(TIA). The TIA has a specified noise figure of 3 dB, transimpedance of 500 Ω, and
a low cut-off frequency of 30 kHz.

Downstream BER measurements have been conducted separately for OOK,
PAM-4, and PAM-8 transmission. Additionally, to examine any penalty of TDM
transmission, OOK, PAM-4, and PAM-8 packets are interleaved and transmitted
with a period of 128 symbols. For time-interleaved transmission with equalization,
the zero-overhead equalizer discussed in the previous section is used. For trans-
mission of a single modulation format with equalization, the traditional training
sequence-based equalizer is used. In both cases, the equalizer used is the least
mean squares, feed-forward equalizer (LMS-FFE).

4.3.2 Experimental results

Figure 4.11 depicts the BER measurements for B2B and 20 km fiber, both in a
time-interleaved transmission and with a single modulation format at 10 Gbaud.
For PAM-4 transmission without equalization over 20 km fiber, the difference in
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Figure 4.11: BER measurements. (a) B2B transmission vs. transmission through 20 km
of fiber. Transmission consists of time-interleaved packets of 128 symbols. (b) 20 km
transmission of a single modulation format vs. time-interleaved transmission with a packet
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Figure 4.12: Penalty in received optical power required for PAM-4 and PAM-8 compared
to OOK for the BER 10−3 level as a function of the number of symbol spaced taps for the
zero-overhead data-aided equalizer.

received optical power for the BER = 10−3 FEC limit between a single modulation
format and time-interleaved transmission of PAM-2/4/8 is < 0.1 dB. For PAM-8,
the same comparison leads to a difference of < 0.2 dB. Transmission of PAM-4, time-
interleaved with PAM-2/4/8 without equalization over 20 km of fiber compared to
back-to-back transmission shows a difference of < 0.1 dB. PAM-8 with equalization
over 20 km compared to B2B shows a difference of 0.1 dB for the same comparison.
Therefore, the influence of time-interleaving and propagation through 20 km
fiber is found to be negligible in these measurements. At the 10−3 BER level,
the measured optical power penalties of PAM-4 and PAM-8 without equalization
relative to OOK are 5.1 dB and 11.4 dB, respectively. With zero-overhead data-
aided equalization, the penalties become 4.7 dB and 9.0 dB, for PAM-4 and PAM-8,
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Figure 4.13: Phase estimated by the Gardner algorithm with an error gain of 5 · 10−3. In (e)
and (f) the transition in reception from PAM-2 to 4 and 8 is shown by the low/middle/high
level of the orange line.
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Figure 4.14: Phase estimated by the Gardner algorithm with an error gain of 5 · 10−2. In (e)
and (f) the transition in reception from PAM-2 to 4 and 8 is shown by the low/middle/high
level of the orange line.
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respectively.
In the cases where an equalizer is used in the above-mentioned measure-

ments, this consists of a least mean squares feed-forward equalizer with 15 symbol
spaced taps. Figure 4.12 shows how the number of symbol-spaced taps of the
zero-overhead data-aided equalizer influences the difference in required received
optical power for a BER of 10−3 for PAM-4 and PAM-8 relative to B2B transmission
of OOK. Although the required received optical power keeps decreasing, even
beyond the 30 investigated taps, the gain is marginal after the first few taps. The
additional penalty for using only a 3 tap FFE compared to the chosen 15 tap FFE is
less than 0.1 dB for PAM-4 and 0.5 dB for PAM-8.

Clock recovery – Figure 4.11b showed that the difference in the BER between
the time-interleaved transmission and the transmission with a single modulation
format is negligible. Figure 4.13 and 4.14 show a more detailed look at the per-
formance of the Gardner clock recovery for OOK, PAM-8, and time-interleaved
transmission of PAM-2/4/8, all of these are shown for a low and high received
optical power. The first part of an acquisition is shown, to show to show the
number of symbols that is required to attain a stable estimated phase. Figure 4.13
shows the estimated phase difference, normalized between 0 and 1, between the
received clock signal and the receiver’s clock for an error gain of 5−3, this is the
same gain as used for the generation of above BER graphs. Figure 4.14 shows the
same estimated phase, but with a 10 times larger error gain of 5−2. The larger error
gain ensures a quicker convergence of the phase, at the cost of a larger variance
in the phase. It is emphasized that for a successful clock recovery the magnitude
of the phase difference is not relevant, but an estimated phase that varies in time
suggests either poor performance of the clock recovery algorithm, or timing jitter
on the clocks.

The following observations are highlighted. A larger number of symbols is
required before a stable phase estimation is reached with reception of PAM-8,
especially at −22 dBm (Fig. 4.13c). This can be explained because PAM-8 has less
zero-crossings than OOK. Once the phase is estimated the variance in phase is
larger for PAM-8 than for OOK, this is however not large enough to lose clock
synchronization, not even at −22 dBm. In Fig. 4.13e-f and Fig. 4.14e-f the phase
for PAM-2/4/8 TDM reception is shown. It can be seen that a drift in estimated
phase occurs synchronized to the TDM slots. This is mainly visible at −10 dBm.
As seen in Fig. 4.11b this drift does not seem to influence the BER performance.

4.4 APD-based downstream transmission experiment

The second experiment performed to verify the flexible modulation scheme is
conducted with an APD-based receiver. The APD-based experiment is performed
on a similar setup as the PIN-PD experimental setup, as shown previously in
Fig. 4.3, with the only modification that an APD receiver is used instead of a PIN
receiver. The APD receiver is rated for 10 Gbps OOK transmission, and has an
approximate bandwidth of 7 GHz. The APD is set to the maximum avalanche
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gain of ~7. The TIA has a specified transimpedance of 500 Ω, and a low cut-off
frequency of 30 kHz. The results are shown in Fig. 4.15.

Figure 4.15a shows the results for B2B and 40 km transmission of OOK, PAM-4,
and PAM-8. It is apparent that, for PAM-8, an error floor appears above the BER
= 10−3 limit for successful FEC decoding. In Fig. 4.15b, the same experiment is
shown, but now processed by a 31-tap FFE LMS equalizer (step size 5 · 10−5).
For PAM-4, performance improves by about 1 dB at BER level 10−3. For PAM-8,
the performance improvement is much more significant. The rise of the error
floor in the results without equalization can be partly explained by the failure to
find the optimal sampling time in the receiver. For the APD-based receiver, the
horizontal eye opening is small compared to the symbol duration, and the eye is
asymmetrical in time. The maximum eye opening lies 0.1 symbol duration before
the halfway point between symbol transitions. The Gardner algorithm employed
for the CDR works as expected and finds the sampling instant halfway between
two symbol edges, as shown in the eye diagrams in Figs. 4.15e and 4.15f. However,
as the eye is now asymmetrical, this sampling instant in the middle of the symbol
leads to a suboptimal BER. In Fig. 4.15c, the BER results are shown for a receiver
with optimal sampling instant. It can be seen that, especially for PAM-8 the results
improve.

The suboptimal sampling point lies in the transition from one symbol to the
next. Therefore, this suboptimal sampling point translates to a more pronounced
ISI effect. Performance with the use of the equalizer is still superior, as this
cancels both the ISI caused by the suboptimal sampling point and the ISI by other
causes, for example due to bandwidth limitations and dispersion. The optimal
sampling point as shown in the results of Fig. 4.15c is found by a brute-force like
approach, somewhat similar to the blind phase search carrier recovery algorithm
for coherent receivers published in [183]. First, the Gardner process finds the
middle of the symbol, and compensates for any frequency deviation or timing
jitter. Subsequently, a constant phase delay is added before actually sampling the
symbol. The phase delay is adjusted until either the lowest BER or the lowest
variance for the constellation levels is found. Minimizing on either the BER or
the variance leads to comparable results. For the receiver with the 31 tap FFE no
significant improvement can be obtained by additionally determining the optimal
sampling point in a brute-force manner, as the FFE already mitigates the sampling
point-induced ISI.

The influence of the number of FFE taps on the performance is shown in
Fig. 4.15d. For PAM-4, the majority of the sensitivity improvement is obtained
with the first 7 taps. PAM-8 requires more taps to achieve the best sensitivity.
Comparing the required number of taps in this APD measurement to the number of
taps in the PIN-PD measurement, as shown in Fig. 4.12, it can be seen that the APD
receiver requires a larger number of taps for optimal results. The probable reasons
are the different frequency response of the APD receiver and the aforementioned
suboptimal sampling instant, causing additional ISI.

Finally, to summarize the power penalty between OOK and PAM-4/8 at the
BER 10−3 level: Without equalization, the power difference for the same BER for
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Figure 4.15: BER results for PAM-2/4/8 received with an APD receiver. (a) Normal
reception (b) Reception with 31 tap FFE (c) Normal reception with bypass of the CDR.
(d) Penalty in received optical power required for PAM-4 and PAM-8 compared to OOK
for BER 10−3 as a function of the number of symbol spaced taps for the zero-overhead
data-aided equalizer. (e) PAM-8 eye diagram, CDR sampling instant visualized by the
vertical blue line. (f) PAM-8 eye diagram, CDR bypassed.
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Figure 4.16: Burst-mode receiver, designed and fabricated by University of Ghent [184].

PAM-4 is 6.8 dB, PAM-8 has an error floor. With equalization, the power penalty
for PAM-4 is 5.9 dB; for PAM-8 this is 12.1 dB.

4.5 Burst-mode upstream transmission experiment

The concept of flexible modulation is applicable for PONs in both the downstream
and the upstream direction. As discussed in Section 2.2.3.1, upstream communica-
tion requires burst mode reception at the OLT due to the different received signal
amplitude and different frequency and phase of the received clocks. Experimental
verification of the burst-mode performance is carried out with a 10 Gbps burst-
mode receiver (BM-RX), designed and fabricated by University of Ghent [184,185],
shown in Fig. 4.16. The receiver consists of an APD with a bandwidth of ∼ 7 GHz
and a 10 Gbps linear BM-RX IC. The linear BM-RX IC consists of a TIA stage, a
variable gain amplifier (VGA), and a linear output buffer. At the beginning of
each burst, the Automatic Gain Control (AGC) sets the TIA and VGA gain level
according to the incoming power level to one of three possible gain levels. After
this initial adaptation, the gain is locked to prevent further fluctuations during
reception of the burst. The linear BM-RX was designed for a high linearity (no
internal hard decisions) for the whole operating range. In addition, a coarse DC-
offset compensation block sets the balanced signal to keep the amplifier circuit
working near the middle of the linear range. The simulated total harmonic distor-
tion (THD) was always below 10% for the whole testing operation range. THD is
defined as the ratio between the power of the fundamental harmonic and the total
power of the higher-order harmonics generated due to nonlinearities.

Single and selectable 4-tap FIR filter – Compared to OOK, equal baud rate
PAM-4 transmission is more susceptible to linearity impairments and requires a
slightly larger bandwidth of the transmitter and receiver for optimal operation.
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Figure 4.17: (a) Experimental setup. (b) Transmitted bursts.

In the experiment performed, the power penalty between OOK and PAM-4 can
be significantly reduced when a symbol spaced static 4-tap FIR filter is utilized to
compensate for the distortions, as is shown in Fig. 4.18a. The weights of the taps
are pre-computed and non-adaptive. This fixed FIR filter is used for all received
powers and particularly improves the performance for higher received powers.
Furthermore, the bandwidth of the receiver is slightly different for each gain mode
of the BM-RX. Therefore, alternatively, a different set of fixed filter weights can be
selected depending on each gain mode of the receiver. For a particular gain level,
the same weights are used for all upstream measurements in this work. Due to the
non-adaptive nature of both filters, real-time implementation is deemed readily
possible. In the selectable FIR filter case, selection of the FIR weights is envisioned
together with the AGC algorithm in the BM-RX to be readily implemented through
a look-up table and programmable gain amplifiers.

4.5.1 Experimental setup

Fig. 4.17 depicts the experimental burst-mode setup. A 7.5 GHz, 10 GSa/s AWG
drives two Mach-Zehnder modulators, each fed by a 1550nm DFB laser source.
The outgoing light is alternately gated by two Acousto-Optic Modulators (AOMs),
controlled by the AWG to emulate TDMA transmission. After transmission
through 20 km fiber, the signal is received by the burst-mode receiver and captured
by a real-time oscilloscope. Each burst consists of a payload of 3.3 µs, and starts
with a preamble of 100 ns. Between two bursts, a gap of 300 ns is inserted to
facilitate the switching of the AOMs. After reception, the data is further processed
offline with the above mentioned single or selectable FIR filter. The filter weights
are shown in Table 4.3. The BER of the payload is assessed with constant decision
thresholds. To compensate for the AC-coupled amplifier between the TIA and
real-time oscilloscope, a varying DC level is employed in decoding.

4.5.2 Experimental results

Performance of FIR filter – Figure 4.18a shows the difference in upstream B2B
BER results when the fixed FIR filter is applied and when no FIR filter is applied
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Figure 4.18: Burst mode 10 Gbaud BER results with unequal power for the OOK and
PAM-4 packets. PAM-4 always has an equal or higher power than OOK. To better visualize
the results, the OOK and PAM-4 results are illustrated in two different figures.
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Table 4.3: Fixed FIR weights used in the equalizer for the upstream burst measurements

FIR Filter Set w1 w2 w3 w4

Single set 1.000 0.012 – 0.111 – 0.017
High powers 1.000 0.106 – 0.123 – 0.035
Low powers 1.000 – 0.083 – 0.100 0.000

apart from the standard 7.5 GHz LPF filter. The filter weights are the low power set
in Table 4.3. An error floor around BER 10−3 appears for the PAM-4 transmission
w/o FIR filter. The influence of the filter on OOK transmission is negligible,
compared to the influence on PAM-4. Without the FIR filter, the power penalty
between OOK and PAM-4 is 12.5 dB, due to the rising error floor.

Performance of selectable FIR filter – Fig. 4.18b depicts the burst-mode BER
measurements for alternating consecutive bursts of OOK and PAM-4 with equal
magnitude for both B2B transmission, and transmission over 20 km of fiber. The
weights of the selectable fixed FIR filter are set depending on the gain mode of
the receiver. The weights are the same within a gain region for both B2B and
20 km transmission, as shown in Table 4.3. At the BER 10−3 FEC limit, PAM-4
with a selectable fixed FIR filter, compared to OOK, has an optical power penalty
of 6.1 dB. For OOK, performance after 20 km of fiber measures about 0.2 dB better,
whereas PAM-4 with selectable FIR filter has a 0.4 dB fiber penalty over 20 km.

Comparing PAM-4 with a single fixed FIR filter to PAM-4 with a selected fixed
FIR filter depending on the selected BM-RX gain stage, it is seen that the selectable
FIR filter outperforms the single filter. At BER 10−3 the differences are 1.5 and
2.7 dB for B2B and 20 km, respectively. More pronounced is the effect on the
dynamic range of the receiver. In both cases, a BER floor is observed between
−22 dBm and −18 dBm , which is attributed to a sub-optimized DC threshold
that causes saturation in the BM-RX. For even higher input powers, the BM-RX
becomes linear again, as it switches to a lower gain. The error floor is, however,
approximately an order of magnitude lower for the selectable FIR filter scenario.

Dynamic range – BER measurements for consecutive bursts with a soft/loud
ratio of unequal powers up to 16 dB are shown in Fig. 4.18c-f. The soft packets are
OOK modulated (Fig. 4.18c & e), while the loud packets contain PAM-4 modulated
data (Fig. 4.18d & f). For both B2B and 20 km transmission, the soft OOK packets
experience a penalty of up to 1 dB for a dynamic range up to 13 dB when the loud
packet is still in the same gain range of the amplifier. When the loud packet is in
the decreased gain setting of the BM-RX, the penalty decreases again. In Fig. 4.18e
this is observed for the line representing 16 dB power difference. Between −31
and −30 dBm for the OOK packet, the high power PAM-4 packet switches gain
level (thus between −18 and −17 dBm for the PAM-4 packet). As a result, the BER
performance at −30 dBm improves. For the measurement with 16 dB difference
between the two packets, the BM-RX is switched to a lower gain stage for the loud
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Figure 4.19: Distribution of capacity over the ONUs with equal length time slots.

packet for the entire displayed range. This behavior is believed to originate from
the dynamic range itself, and not to be specific to the PAM-4 content within the
package.

The BER results show little influence of unequal burst powers on the loud
PAM-4 packets, especially in the B2B measurements. In the 20 km measurements
the results show a limited improvement in PAM-4 performance of up to 0.4 dB for
larger power ratios.

4.6 Network performance with flexible modulation

The previous section discussed the experimental verification of flexible modulation
for PAM-2/4/8 in PIN-PD-based downstream, APD-based downstream, and APD-
based burst mode upstream transmission. This showed that flexible modulation is
experimentally realizable in PONs and provides an experimentally verified value
for the power penalty between PAM-4/8 and OOK. The experimentally verified
penalty gives a more reliable value than to the theoretical best-case value given
in Section 3.3. In the next section the attainable increases in capacity due to the
introduction of flexible PAM-4 and PAM-8 in the network are discussed, as well as
the distribution of this capacity among the users. As previously noted, we use the
optical power penalty of PAM-4/8 with respect to OOK transmission, and not the
absolute received optical powers in order to make a fair comparison between the
experimental setup and the GPON deployed networks discussed in Section 2.4.2.

4.6.1 Distribution of additional throughput

The distribution of the extra achievable data rate among the different users on the
network is considered in two scenarios. It will be up to the network operator to
decide on the use of these schemes. The first straightforward implementation is
to allocate PAM-4/8 to all ONUs that support this based on their received optical
power. This was also the approach in the theoretical model discussed in Section 4.1.
Assuming an equal traffic load of all the ONUs, each ONU is allocated an equal
portion of the available time; in other words, a PAM-4 or PAM-8 capable ONU
can transmit two or three times the number of bits in their time slot. This leads to
the maximum increase in aggregated data rate for the entire network.

Equal time slot length scenario – In this equal time slot length scenario, the
length of a time slot Ti is a constant fraction of the length Tf of the frame divided
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by the number of active ONUs N, as shown in Fig. 4.19

Ti =
Tf

N
= Ts . (4.30)

The capacity in a time slot Ci is

Ci = DmiTi , (4.31)

where D is the symbol rate and mi is the number of bits per symbol for ONUi. The
total capacity in a frame Ctot is

Ctot =
N

∑
i

Ci =
N

∑
i

DmiTi , (4.32)

= D
Tf

N

N

∑
i

mi , (4.33)

(4.34)

Thus, in this equal time slot length scenario the total aggregated data rate Rtot of
the PON is given by

Rtot =
Ctot

Tf
= D · 1

N

N

∑
i=1

mi , (4.35)

This shows that the total aggregated data rate is the base rate times the arithmetic
mean of the bits per symbol.

Equal data rate scenario – Second, it is possible to redistribute the available
data rate among the different users on a single OLT port. A distinctive feature
of PONs is that multiple ONUs are connected to the same OLT port. Due to the
dynamic bandwidth allocation protocol in TDM-PONs, the OLT has control over
the length of time slots that are allocated to certain ONUs. Fairness among users
in a flexible modulation-based PON is increased by allocating the same capacity to
each ONU located at a single OLT port, and thus allocating time slots that are 2 to 3
times shorter to those ONUs that support PAM-4 or PAM-8. This increased fairness
does come at the cost of a smaller increase in network throughput compared to
the scenario in which TDM time slots are not redistributed. As OOK ONUs are
allocated longer time slots, a larger portion of the time is spent transmitting at a
slower data rate.

In this second equal data rate scenario, the length of a time slot Ti is variable,
while the capacity in a time slot is constant to Cs

Ci = Cs = DmiTi , (4.36)

thus the length of a time slot is

Ti =
Cs

Dmi
. (4.37)
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Figure 4.20: Aggregated data rate for a network with an OOK base rate of 10 Gbps and
application of an equal time slot length per ONU scenario in (a) and an equal data rate per
ONU scenario in (b).

The sum of all time slots is equal to the frame length

Tf =
N

∑
i

Ti =
N

∑
i

Cs

Dmi
, (4.38)

Tf =
Cs

D

N

∑
i

1
mi

, (4.39)

rewriting to Cs gives

Cs = D
Tf

N
∑
i

1
mi

. (4.40)

As the capacity of each time slot is equal, the total capacity is

Ctot = NCs . (4.41)

Thus, in this second equal data rate scenario, the total aggregated data rate of the
PON can be expressed as

Rtot =
Ctot

Tf
= D · N

N
∑

i=1

1
mi

. (4.42)

This shows, that the aggregated data rate in this second scenario is the base rate
multiplied by the harmonic mean of the bits per symbol.

Figure 4.20 shows the aggregated data rate for a network connected to a
single OLT port, operating at a symbol rate of 10 Gbaud. Figure 4.20a shows
this according to Eq. (4.35) as a function of the fraction η of ONUs that support
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Figure 4.21: Histogram of received optical powers of Dataset B, showing the fraction of
users that is allocated PAM-2/4/8 based on the PIN-PD experiment.

PAM-4/8. Therefore, ηPAM-8 > ηPAM-4 does not exist. The ONU will use the
highest supported modulation order, thus the fraction of ONUs operating on
PAM-4 is ηPAM-8− ηPAM-4. ONUs that support neither PAM-4 or PAM-8 operate on
OOK. The figure shows that, in the equal time slot length scenario, the throughput
increases linearly with the fraction of ONUs supporting a higher-order modulation
format. Figure 4.20b shows the throughput according to Eq. (4.42). In the limit
cases, where the factor of ONUs supporting a higher-order modulation format
is 0 or 100%, there is obviously no difference in supported aggregated data rate.
For other support factors, the aggregated data rate is always lower, as the lower-
order modulation formats are assigned longer time slots. For a 10 Gbaud PON
supporting PAM-2/4, the maximum difference between Eq. (4.35) and Eq. (4.42)
occurs when 58% of the ONUs support PAM-4, with the difference in this case
being 1.7 Gbps. Considering both PAM-4 and PAM-8, the maximum difference is
5.4 Gbps, attained when 63% of the ONUs use PAM-8, and no ONUs PAM-4.

4.6.2 Network performance for PIN-PD-based downstream

Using the previously obtained penalties with respect to OOK, based on the ex-
periment with the PIN photodiode in Section 4.3, of 5.1 dB for PAM-4 (w/o
EQ), and 4.7 dB and 9.0 dB for PAM-4 and PAM-8 (w/ EQ) respectively, and
cross-referencing these penalties with the statistics of Dataset B Section 2.4.2, the
network throughput is obtained. First, for the scenario with equal time fraction
TDM, it is seen that using flexible OOK and PAM-4 modulation (w/o EQ) can
increase the aggregated data rate by up to 83%. Using flexible OOK, PAM-4, and
PAM-8 (w/ EQ) increases the aggregated data rate by up to 115%.

The fraction of users that can be allocated PAM-2/4/8 is shown in Fig. 4.21.
Without equalization, 83% and 7% of the users can use PAM-4 and PAM-8, respec-
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(b) PAM-4/8 w/ EQ
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Figure 4.22: Histogram of maximum data rate as observed by the ONUs when TDM
redistribution is enabled.
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(b) PAM-4/8 w/ EQ
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Figure 4.23: Cumulative sum of the aggregated data rates. Shown is the percentage
of users that experiences the aggregated data rate on the y-axis or higher for a network
without TDM time slot length redistribution, where a distinct number of data rates is
possible, and with TDM time slot length redistribution, where the differences between
experienced speeds are smoothed out.

tively. With equalization 87% and 28% of the users can use PAM-4 and PAM-8,
respectively. For the scenario in which the available throughput is shared equally
among the users connected to an OLT port, the statistics have to be evaluated on a
per port basis. Doing so, and taking the varying number of users per OLT port
into account, the aggregated data rate experienced by each user can be obtained.
Figure 4.22a shows a histogram of the resulting data rates for the use of flexible
OOK and PAM-4 (w/o EQ). Figure 4.22b shows the resulting data rates for the
use of flexible OOK, PAM-4, and PAM-8 modulation (w/ EQ).

In order to summarize the aggregated data rates seen by the entire network,
and to compare the two previously described scenarios, a cumulative sum of the
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aggregated data rates is shown in Fig. 4.23. Figure 4.23a depicts this for flexible
allocation of OOK and PAM-4 without equalization. It shows which percentage
of users experience a certain aggregated data rate or higher. For the non-TDM
redistributed scenario it shows the binary situation of the network, attainable
data rates are either 10 or 20 Gbps. 83% experience a doubling of the data rate
to 20 Gbps (denoted in Fig. 4.23a as point A), while the other 17% see a data rate
of 10 Gbps. The resulting average data rate is 18.3 Gbps (denoted in Fig. 4.23a
as the dashed blue line), or an increase of 83%. For a TDM redistributed flexible
network, 26% of the ONUs see an aggregated data rate of 20 Gbps (denoted as
point B). 50% of the network see an aggregated data rate of 18.6 Gbps or higher
(C), and 90% see an aggregated data rate of 13 Gbps or higher (D). The average
data rate is 17.6 Gbps in this case.

Figure 4.23b shows the attainable data rates for flexible OOK, PAM-4, and
PAM-8 with equalization. In the non-TDM redistributed scenario, 28% experience
30 Gbps (point E in Fig. 4.23b), 58% experience a 20 Gbps data rate (point F),
and the remaining 13% a 10 Gbps data rate. Resulting in an average data rate of
21.5 Gbps (denoted in Fig. 4.23b as the dashed blue line), or an increase of 115%.
In the TDM redistributed scenario, 4% of the ONUs experience 30 Gbps (G), 50%
experience 20 Gbps or higher(H), and 90% see an aggregated data rate of 14.7 Gbps
or higher (point I). The resulting average data rate is 20.4 Gbps. Emphasizing
that with TDM redistribution the number of users that see an increased data rate
increases, albeit to a lesser extent than when no TDM redistribution is employed.

The experimental lab results show a negligible influence of fiber dispersion for
all the PIN-PD, APD, and upstream-based experiments. Therefore, the OLT-ONU
distance in the network of Dataset B does not have any impact on the estimated
throughput increase. It would be expected that if the experiment were done
with a DML-based transmitter, there would be some influence of dispersion for
the downstream 1.5 µm wavelength. This would show as power penalty to the
receiver sensitivity. The GPON and XG-PON standards define a maximum optical
path penalty of 1 dB in the downstream direction. This includes the effects of
reflections, intersymbol interference, mode partition noise, and laser chirp.

4.6.3 Network performance for APD-based downstream

In the APD-based downstream experiment, the penalties between OOK and
PAM-4/8 where higher than in the PIN-PD-based setup. This has its impact
on the fraction of users that can utilize PAM-4/8. The additional received power
for PAM-4 without equalization is 6.8 dB; enabling equalization, decreases this to
5.9 dB. PAM-8 is not supported below the FEC limit without equalization, with
equalization the penalty is 12.1 dB. When no TDM redistribution is enabled in the
network of Dataset B, the aggregated throughput of the network increases with
62% when only flexible PAM-2/4 without equalization is deployed; this increases
to 74% with equalization. Due to the high additional penalty of PAM-8, additional
support of PAM-8 has limited effect in this case. The throughput increases with
an additional 5% to 17.9 Gbps. The fraction of users that can support PAM-4/8 is
shown in Fig. 4.24.
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Figure 4.24: Histogram of received optical powers of Dataset B, showing the fraction of
users that is allocated PAM-2/4/8 based on the APD experiment.

The scenario with TDM redistribution is shown in Fig. 4.25. The data rates ex-
perienced can be read from this figure, similar to the explanation given previously
for the PIN-PD-based receiver. This figure, especially Fig. 4.25e, clearly shows the
limited benefit of additional support for PAM-8 in the network compared to only
support for flexible PAM-2/4. For a network with a larger surplus in link margin,
PAM-8 would have a larger benefit. With the TDM redistribution, the average
throughput for PAM-4 without equalization becomes 15.4 Gbps (16.7 Gbps with
equalization). Again, this lower average throughput is the price that is paid for
a more balanced distribution of the throughput among the users. The average
throughput for PAM-8 is 17.0 Gbps.
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(b) PAM-4 w/o EQ
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(d) PAM-4 w/ EQ
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(f) PAM-4/8 w/ EQ
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Figure 4.25: Histogram and cumulative sum of maximum data rate as observed by the
ONUs when TDM redistribution is enabled for the downstream APD-based receiver.
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Figure 4.26: (a) Histogram of received optical powers of Dataset B, showing the fraction of
users that is allocated PAM-2/4/8 based on the burst mode upstream experiment. (b) Frac-
tion of ONUs supporting upstream PAM-4 as a function of the distance at which a Class C+
OLT is used instead of a Class B+ OLT.

4.6.4 Network performance for APD-based upstream

A similar approach can be taken for the burst mode upstream results, as for the
PIN-PD and APD-based results discussed above. As mentioned in Section 2.4.2,
the upstream loss-statistics of the deployed network have some defects to calculate
the support for flexible PAM-4 in the upstream direction. The network ONUs are
all Class B+ ONUs; some of the OLTs for the longer PONs, however, are Class
C+ OLTs. As the ONUs all have the same receiver sensitivity, this mix of OLT
classes has no effect on the fraction of support for higher-order modulation in the
downstream direction for a certain received optical power level. It does hinder
accurate predictions in the upstream direction, as the Class C+ OLTs have a 4 dB
better receiver sensitivity. Furthermore, 13% of the upstream received powers
are not reported by the OLT for an unknown reason, while downstream received
powers are reported for every ONU.

Therefore, the upstream throughput increase is approximated by two different
methods. First, by assuming that the link margin is identical for up- and down-
stream. Although upstream and downstream signals are transmitted at different
wavelengths (1.3 µm vs 1.5 µm), with associated different fiber losses, the ODN
link loss budgets in up and downstream direction are identical. However, the
possibility that the link margin in the upstream direction will be lower in a PON
cannot be ruled out when the majority of the link loss is due to fiber attenuation
and not due to power splitter losses. Second, based on the upstream wavelength
dataset we can provide a range of estimates on the throughput increase as a
function of the distance at which a Class C+ OLT is used instead of a Class B+ OLT.

Based on the first method, the approximated fraction of ONUs that can support
PAM-4 in the upstream direction is shown in Fig. 4.26a. The received optical
power penalty of PAM-4 without any filter in the receiver apart from the LPF is
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(b) PAM-4 w/o filter
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(d) PAM-4 w/ single filter
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(e) PAM-4 w/ selectable filter
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(f) PAM-4 w/ selectable filter
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Figure 4.27: Histogram and cumulative sum of maximum data rate as observed by the
ONUs when TDM redistribution is enabled, based on Dataset B. 10 Gbaud upstream
measurement based on burst mode receiver.
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12.5 dB. With a single constant FIR for all received optical powers, the penalty
decreases to 7.6 dB. With a selectable FIR filter, selectable through a look-up table
depending on the gain stage of the receiver, the penalty decreases further to 6.1 dB.
Without TDM redistribution, the increases in aggregated data rate are 3, 49, and
72%, respectively.

Based on the second method, Fig. 4.26b shows the fraction of ONUs that can
operate on PAM-4 as a function of the distance at which a B+ OLT is changed for a
Class C+ OLT. This is based on a penalty of 6.1 dB relative to 10 Gbps OOK with
the selectable FIR filter. In this case the support for PAM-4 lies between 42% and
85%.

Figure 4.27 shows the influence on network performance with TDM redistribu-
tion based on the first method. The average aggregated data rate increases for the
aforementioned three FIR cases are 2, 42, and 64%, respectively.

4.7 Overall impact of flexible modulation on the network

In this chapter, the use of flexible modulation in PONs has been proposed to
maximally exploit the available power budget. Allocating more comprehensive,
but cost-effective, modulation formats to ONUs in better, i.e., lower-loss, locations
allows the aggregated data rate of the PON to be increased. Keeping to IM-DD
modulation and constant symbol rate avoids the need to make extra investments
in expensive optics. The use of PAM-4, in particular, is considered a cost-effective
solution for increasing the flexibility and performance of real PON deployments.
Introducing PAM-8 increases the network performance even more, although this
comes at the cost of further increasing the requirements on the linearity and
bandwidth of the components.

The performance of flexible multi-level PAM in PONs is examined based on
three types of receivers: a PIN-PD-based receiver and an APD-based receiver for
downstream communication, and a burst-mode APD-based receiver for upstream
communication. Table 4.4 gives a summary of the additional required received
optical power versus OOK for these receiver types, and provides an estimate of
the throughput increase that can be attained by using flexible modulation instead
of fixed OOK modulation for all ONUs, irrespective of their received signal quality.
In a PIN-PD-based receiver system, PAM up to and including the 8th order can
have a meaningful advantage for the system in terms of increased throughput.
In an APD-based receiver, the additional penalty to decode PAM-8 limits the use
of PAM-8 to a relative small fraction of the network. Therefore, in a system that
requires an APD, the additional benefit of adding flexible PAM-8 on top of flexible
PAM-4 is limited. The large dynamic range of upstream reception, together with
PAM-4, puts extra constraints on the linearity and bandwidth of the receiver.
Implementing a selectable, but fixed-value, FIR filter in the receiver successfully
eases these extra constraints. Flexible PAM-2/4 modulation is feasible in both the
up- and the downstream direction of the PON.

Network operators can choose to employ the available extra performance in
various ways. In this chapter, two options have been examined. In the first, ONUs
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Table 4.4: Summary of optical received power penalty for 10 Gbaud PAM-4/8 with various
receivers and increase in network throughput with flexible modulation. The calculation of
the throughput of PAM-8 assumes that PAM-4 is also deployed.

Receiver Mod. Format Rx penalty (dB) Throughput Increase (%)

w/o TDM w/ TDM
redistr. redistr.

PIN-PD
PAM-4 w/o EQ 5.1 83 76
PAM-4 w/ EQ 4.7 87 81
PAM-8 w/o EQ 11.4 90 82
PAM-8 w/ EQ 9.0 115 104

APD
PAM-4 w/o EQ 6.8 62 54
PAM-4 w/ EQ 5.9 74 67
PAM-8 w/o EQ - - -
PAM-8 w/ EQ 12.1 79 70

Burst-mode
PAM-4 w/o FEQ 12.5 3 2
PAM-4 w/ Single FEQ 7.6 49 42
PAM-4 w/ Select FEQ 6.1 72 64

that support multi-level modulation are allocated the same amount of time in a
TDM frame as their OOK-only counterparts. In the second, the same throughput
is allocated to all ONUs, and a amount of the unallocated time from multi-level
supported ONUs is redistributed to those that only support OOK.

In the first case, flexible allocation of modulation formats based on an APD
receiver can increase the throughput of the examined network in Dataset B by
between 62% and 79%, ranging from the utilization of standard PAM-4 to the
combined use of PAM-4/8 with equalization. To eliminate the increased penalty
due to ISI, the use of a data-aided equalizer is proposed and demonstrated without
the need for training overhead in downstream power splitter-based PONs.

The second case redistributes the length of time slots to those ONUs that only
support lower-orders of modulation, thereby ensuring that every ONU connected
to a single OLT port gets the same increased data rate. In this scenario, the flexible
allocation of PAM-4/8 with equalization can increase the data rate for practically
every user in the network by a certain amount, and the total capacity of the
network increases by 70%.

Implementation of flexible modulation in a commercial system will require the
collaboration and agreement of multiple vendors. A group of vendors will need to
agree on the protocol to be used, thereby targeting backward compatibility. That
is, modules with flexible modulation should still be able to operate in a system
with non-supporting modules, although obviously at lower data rates. Optionally,
flexible modulation can also be included in an upcoming standard. A recent
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proposal in the 100G-EPON Working Group [93] suggested the use of multi-rate
systems for 25 and 50 Gbps line rates.

The MAC layer must be adapted. The OLT must keep track of the powers
received by the ONU, and which ONUs can operate on which modulation format.
The modulation format actually generated can depend on the QoS agreements
and the network load. Decisions on these factors have to be communicated to
the ONUs. Therefore, the header must be changed, which will require additional
overhead and will slightly decrease the efficiency of the protocol, this overhead
is expected to be only a fraction of the additional available throughput. When a
new ONU is added to the PON, the OLT has to extend the discovery process to
include determination of supported modulation formats. The DBA algorithm can
be kept almost the same, although it must be adapted to take the varying number
of bits per symbol into account. The support for a modulation format by an ONU
will be fairly static and can be updated over a longer time-scale, easing the DBA
adaptations. A certain part of the bandwidth pool cannot be allocated to ONUs
that do not support higher-order modulation formats. It could be consider to only
assign higher-order modulation formats when the network load so requires. As
OOK-based communication will have a lower BER level and might not need FEC,
or could suffice with a lower complexity FEC, this can reduce power consumption.

This chapter focused on using PAM-4/8 to increase network capacity given the
standard power budget. Given the current research interests in using modulation
formats other than OOK in PONs, it is important to note that the use of flexible
modulation can be extended to networks with PAM-4 as basic modulation. Re-
taining OOK support, or including PAM-8 support, for a PAM-4 based PON will
allow more flexibility in the network design phase in which splitting ratio, reach,
and aggregated capacity can be traded off against each other in order to achieve
the design objectives. Opting for a higher-performance ONU or OLT transceiver
will not only increase system margins, but will increase the aggregated data rate
supported by the network, as more ONUs will be able to support PAM-4/8. In
other words, if an operator is facing bandwidth shortage on a PON port, it will
have the option of replacing class B+ optics with class C+ optics, providing a larger
power budget, and thereby, with flexible modulation, increasing the data rate on
this port. Although a higher class of optics will be more expensive, it will be less
expensive than deploying an entirely new standard, e.g. upgrading from GPON
to XG-PON.

Three alternative deployment strategies with flexible modulation can be ex-
plored. First, a select number of business users can be provided with high-
performance ONUs, while the residential users keep to OOK modulation. The
additional available bandwidth can be dedicated as a fixed bandwidth to the pre-
mium users, guaranteeing them performance even when the network experiences
a high load by residential users. However a time slot will still have to be scheduled
for these business users, which can be critical for latency-sensitive applications.
Non-uniform PAM, described in the next chapter, can provide a solution for this.

Second, two/three premium users can have multi-level-interleaved commu-
nication with PAM-4/8. Each user is allocated one bit of the multiple bits in a
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multi-level symbol. This will provide these two/three users with a dedicated
virtual PtP link. In the downstream direction, this would guarantee a low-latency
transfer, as apart from timing synchronization, all protocol features could be vir-
tualized to a specific link. In the upstream direction, a TDMA protocol is still
required. Whether using a relatively complex OLT for such a low number of users
is more efficient than using a select number of PtP links has to be determined.
However, because parts of the downstream communication now occur over a
dedicated virtual link, several parts of the OLT — such as the downstream DBA
algorithm — can be simplified.

In a third approach, it would be beneficial for the fairness in the network, to
have the ONUs that do not support higher-order modulation spread out among
the various OLT ports. This would enable them to benefit from the lower network
load due to other ONUs using higher-order modulation. In a PON where the
power splitter is located in the remote node, the distribution of ONU powers is
fixed and cannot be easily changed. However, in a situation in which the power
splitter is located directly inside the central office, the network operator can plan
the network in such a way that high-power and low-power ONUs are connected
to the same splitter by patch cords. This will provide the network operator with
an additional tool for planning the network throughput.
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THE previous chapter introduced flexible modulation in PONs. As discussed,
flexible modulation allocates higher-order modulation formats to those ONUs

that receive enough optical power to support these formats, and at the same
time allocates lower-order modulation formats to the other ONUs. This enables
an improvement in network throughput, leading to a decrease in congestion
probability. Nevertheless, this flexible modulation scheme still does not utilize the
available network capacity to its full extent. The modulation formats considered,
being PAM-4 and PAM-8 with uniformly spaced modulation levels, require at
least an additional 4.8, and 8.5 dB more received power, respectively, relative to
OOK to decode at the same BER. Thus, only links that receive at least 4.8 dB of
additional optical power are able to benefit from the proposed flexible modulation
scheme, which is a relatively high threshold to reap the benefits of multi-level
PAM. The previous chapter showed that even more power is typically required to
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Figure 5.1: Multi-level interleaving with decoding of Gray-encoded PAM-4 (top) and
PAM-8 (middle). Furthermore, non-uniform PAM-4 eye diagrams with three levels of
compression (bottom). At higher compression levels the inner constellation levels move
more towards the outer constellation levels. S1 · · · S7 represent the output of the slicers in
the lowest to the highest sub-eye.

decode PAM-4. In this chapter, non-uniform PAM constellations are introduced to
transmit data through a constellation with unequal Euclidean distances between
the constellation levels. This enables efficient communication to ONUs that receive
different levels of optical power. As a result, non-uniform PAM can enable multi-
level PAM transmission to certain ONUs in the PON that are not receiving the full
4.8 dB of additional optical power.

In this chapter, first, the principle and design of non-uniform PAM is discussed,
followed by simulation and experimental verification of non-uniform PAM-4/8
on PIN-PD and APD receivers. Next, the increased influence of signal-dependent
noise on non-uniform PAM constellations is discussed. Algorithms for deriving
a non-uniform PAM constellation optimized for signal-dependent noise are pre-
sented, and their performance is verified by analysis and experiments based on
APD and SOA-PIN-based receivers. Finally, the effects of non-uniform PAM on
the network performance of the deployed PON is discussed.

5.1 Non-uniform PAM

In downstream PONs, the use of multi-level PAM allows multi-level interleaving
[147]. With multi-level interleaving, the multiple bits per PAM symbol are assigned
to different users. For interleaved PAM-4, for instance, the receiver decodes the
most significant bit (MSB) with a slicer having its threshold in the middle eye.
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Assuming Gray coding, the least significant bit (LSB) can be decoded by two slicers
having their thresholds in the upper and lower eye, respectively, and a subsequent
XOR operation as shown in Fig. 5.1. That is,

MSB = S1 ,
LSB = S0 ⊕ S2 ,

(5.1)

where Si is true when the received signal is higher than the slicer location shown
in Fig. 5.1, otherwise Si is false. Although Gray coding simplifies the decoding of
the LSB, and requires only 2 slicers, a regular binary mapping can also be decoded
as MSB and LSB by the following logic operations [153]

MSB = S1 ,

LSB = S2 + S0 · S1 .
(5.2)

The same principle can be extended to higher modulation orders, by having a
cascade of logical gates, as shown in Fig. 5.1 for PAM-8. The three Gray-encoded
bits in a PAM-8 symbol are decoded by

bit 0 = S3 ,
bit 1 = S1 ⊕ S5 ,
bit 2 = (S0 ⊕ S2)⊕ (S4 ⊕ S6) .

(5.3)

Multi-level interleaving can simplify the electronics of the receiver by reducing
the data rate to be processed, while still providing the same aggregated capacity
of the PON as a normal PAM scheme would do.

The concept of flexible modulation, i.e. using a different order of modulation
for different users within the same network depending on their received signal
quality, and multi-level interleaving of ONUs can be combined to the concept of
non-uniform PAM. Non-uniform PAM has unequally spaced modulation levels.
In non-uniform PAM-4, for example, the distance between the inner two levels
is greater than the distance between the outer two levels and the inner ones.
Therefore, the MSB of a received symbol can be successfully decoded at a lower
received optical power at the expense of higher received power needed to decode
the LSB. This is advantageous in a PON which utilizes flexible modulation and
which, due to its layout, has a large spread in the received powers by ONUs
connected to a particular OLT port. By means of non-uniform PAM, an ONU that
does not receive enough optical power to decode a standard PAM symbol, can
successfully decode the MSB of a non-uniform PAM-4 symbol. This is achieved
by multi-level interleaving it with other ONUs, connected to the same OLT port
that have a surplus in received optical power. While it does not increase the
peak data rate of that ONU, it does enable multiplexed transmission of multiple
data streams, and thereby increases the aggregated data rate and decreases the
congestion probability of the PON.

The increase in the aggregated data rate is dependent on the distribution of
ONUs that request data to be transmitted. The increase in aggregated data rate is
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.2: Simulated 10 Gbaud upstream PAM-4 eye diagram; generated by two OOK
modulated transmitters. (a) No delay between OOK signals, wavelength spacing 1 THz.
(b) Delay of 0.5 symbol between the OOK signals, wavelength spacing 1 THz. (c) No delay
between OOK signals, wavelength spacing reduced to 14.5 GHz. The eyes are simulated
with VPIphotonics, fiber length is 20 km, the two OOK transmitters emit around 1550 nm,
linewidth is 1 MHz. The receiver has a LPF at 7.5 GHz.

optimal if the OLT can combine packets to all ONUs. In practice, the buffer length
in the OLT needs to be limited, so a trade-off will have to be made. In this chapter,
we assume an equal load distribution of data traffic among the ONUs, and thus
that all ONUs connected to an OLT port are requesting transmission.

Although upstream non-uniform communication is feasible in principle, it
would be complicated by the reception of signals from multiple ONUs at a single
receiver at the OLT. Upstream non-uniform PAM will require synchronization of
the received signals at a sub-symbol time scale, which is non-trivial to realize in a
PON. This is different from a regular PON where only a single signal is received
at a given moment and the CDR can lock on this received signal. Figure 5.2
shows a simulated eye diagram of a recombined signal generated by two 10 Gbps
OOK transmitters. The transmitted power of one OOK transmitter is half of the
transmitted power of the other. After combination of the two signals without any
relative delay between the two the eye diagram in Fig. 5.2a looks like a regular
PAM-4 eye. Figure 5.2b shows the distorted eye when one of the two signals has a
delay of half the symbol length.

Additionally, if the multiple transmitters generate nominally the same wave-
length, the frequency difference between the lasers would produce optical beat-
noise interference, impairing communication. Figure 5.2c shows the resulting
simulated eye diagram for a wavelength separation of 14.5 GHz. A further compli-
cation is the frequency drift of lasers during burst-mode operation [186,187]. When
separated wavelengths are used, the system requires additional spectrum and
would deviate from the PON standards. For these reasons, upstream non-uniform
PAM is not addressed any further in this chapter. Although, tight wavelength
control and tight timing control could make upstream non-uniform PON feasible
in the future.
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5.1.1 Related work

The principle of non-uniform PAM can be traced back to the work of Cover in 1972,
based on broadcast systems [188]. In his work, every user is guaranteed a basic
form of communication, whereas certain users in a better situation, e.g., having
less distortion in the channel, can benefit from receiving additional information.
Therefore, a low resolution and a high resolution digital video stream can be super-
imposed on each other by modulating each of them with a different modulation
order [189]. The low resolution stream can be received by decoding only the lower-
order modulation format, while the high resolution stream requires decoding of
the higher-order format. This results in a more efficient broadcast transmission
than time division multiplexing of low- and high-complexity constellations. In
an adapted form, called hierarchical modulation, it has also been adopted in the
DVB-T standard for the terrestrial transmission of video signals [190].

An alternative concept to adapt the data rate used to the channel quality can
be realized with adaptive FEC [191, 192]. A more complex FEC, with greater
computational complexity and overhead can be used for channels with a lower
SNR. In this case, the gross data rate stays the same, but the net data rate available
for the users decreases if the more complex FEC is enabled. A downside of this
approach is that each ONU should be able to perform these more computationally
intensive operations, regardless of whether or not the FEC is enabled [193].

An interesting approach is the use of multi-level coded modulation [194],
where the coding of the signal and the modulation format are designed together
to achieve best capacity. In multi-level coded modulation the multi-level symbol
is split into various bits. Each bit can be coded with a different FEC overhead. A
downside of this approach is again that the cost-sensitive ONUs must be able to
perform the more complex FEC operations.

In [195], the authors present work on an OFDM-PON, where they use hierar-
chically modulated QAM constellations for each OFDM subcarrier to improve the
power margin of the system.

Work, somewhat related to non-uniform PAM for optical fronthauling is found
in [196]. Here the quality of the transmitted radio signal is improved by mapping
the bits that have more influence on the constructed radio signal to the non-
uniform PAM-4 MSB bit.

Another technique that should be mentioned is bit stacking [197], which was in-
vestigated as a candidate for NG-PON1 [198] to ease requirements for co-existence
with previously deployed GPON networks. Bit stacking has been suggested as a
single and a double wavelength solution. Single wavelength bit stacking consists
of two electrically multiplexed OOK signals at 2.5 and 10 Gbps. The relative
modulation depth of the 10 Gbps signal is reduced to about 30% of the 2.5 Gbps
signal, degrading the 10 Gbps receiver sensitivity. The 2.5 Gbps data stream is
selected at the ONU by electrical low-pass filtering the signal. The 10 Gbps signal
is recovered by multi-level decoding. Double wavelength bit stacking is similar,
with the difference being that the two OOK signals are transmitted by two different
OLT lasers with sufficient wavelength spacing. The 2.5 Gbps data stream is still
selected at the ONU by electrical low-pass filtering the signal. The 10 Gbps signal
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Figure 5.3: NOMA system example. (a) System model in a radio over fiber link. (b)
Principle of power-domain NOMA and resulting constellation diagram. (c) Adaptation to
NOMA proposed by the authors of [201]. BBU: baseband unit, RRH: remote radio head.
Source: [201]

is selected by filtering out the low data rate wavelength with an optical blocking
filter. This technique is somewhat related to non-uniform PAM, but has a different
goal. Furthermore, it differs in implementation as it depends on the operation at
two different, fixed, clock rates with sufficient frequency spacing to split the two
received signals.

Non-orthogonal multiple access – Finally, power-domain non-orthogonal mul-
tiple access (NOMA) has been introduced as a technique for future radio access net-
works [199, 200]. The principle behind NOMA and non-uniform PAM is strongly
related. In NOMA multiple users are multiplexed by superposition coding (SPC)
in the (wireless) power-domain at the transmitter. At the receiver successive in-
terference cancellation (SIC) demultiplexes the multiple data streams. Figure 5.3a
shows an example of a wireless NOMA system consisting of a near user (NU)
and far user (FU), while Fig. 5.3b shows the generation principle [201]. In this
example, the data streams for both users are modulated as QAM-4 for each user
independently, after which they are superimposed. The FU is allocated a larger
power than the NU. As such, the resulting constellation has 16 constellation points.
At the FU receiver, the NU signal is treated as white noise and only the FU signal
is demodulated. At the NU receiver, the SIC receiver first demodulates the FU
signal. The estimated FU signal is subtracted from the received signal, afterwards
the NU signal can be demodulated. Thus, successful decoding of the NU signal is
dependent on successful decoding of the FU signal. Apart from power-domain
NOMA, also code-domain NOMA implementations exist, who achieve multi-
user multiplexing by non-orthogonal coding [202], code domain-NOMA is not
addressed further here.

The downside of NOMA is the complexity of the SIC receiver. As explained
above, the receiver of a data streams with lower power allocations needs to succes-
sively decode the data streams of all the higher power allocations. Furthermore,
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this means that NOMA is sensitive to error propagation in the SIC. This is espe-
cially relevant for modulations with a higher number of bits per symbol and for
scenarios where the differences in channel quality among the users is not so large.

The difference between NOMA and the above-mentioned hierarchical mod-
ulation [188] lies in the dynamic allocation of the constellation levels in NOMA.
Hierarchical modulation, as it has been implemented by the DVB-T standard is
used for broadcast channels without feedback and has fixed constellation levels in
all the time slots [203].

NOMA is considered for inclusion in the 5G standard [204], thereby showing
the potential for NOMA, non-uniform PAM, and hierarchical modulation-based
systems. Differences between NOMA and non-uniform PAM are first of all their ap-
plication area, the use of amplitude modulation only in non-uniform PAM instead
of QAM, and the requirement for a less-complex receiver in non-uniform PAM.
Gray-encoded non-uniform PAM does not require a SIC decoder at the receiver,
each bit can be decoded independently from the others. Therefore, non-uniform
PAM requires a less-complex receiver that is not hindered by error propagation.
Furthermore, wireless channels experience variation in channel properties on a
much shorter time scale than fiber-based access networks. Therefore, the required
scheduling algorithms and associated overhead for NOMA are more complex than
that is required for non-uniform PAM.

Recently, an adaptation to NOMA has been proposed to also simplify the
receiver structure and to prevent error propagation [201]. This adaptation, based
on a multilevel coding (MLC), is shown in Fig. 5.3c. Instead of a superposition
of multiple QAM symbols, this adaptation is based on bit interleaving and non-
uniform QAM symbol mapping. Because the resulting QAM-16 constellation
maintains Gray coding, both the FU and the NU can be decoded independently.

5.1.2 Signal generation

Non-uniform PAM-4 is generated at the transmitter by generating a constellation
diagram T as a function of the requested compression factor β,

T = [−3 , −1−(2β) , +1+(2β) , +3] , (5.4)

with 0 ≤ β < 1. The factor β describes by which amount the inner constellation
levels move toward the outer constellation levels. The constellation levels are
equal to uniform PAM for β = 0. When β = 1, the inner levels completely overlap
with the outer levels and PAM-4 degenerates to PAM-2.

Similarly, non-uniform PAM can be utilized with PAM-8. In this case, three
bits are available in a symbol (annotated by bit b0, b1, and b2), which can be
transmitted to up to three different ONUs. In non-uniform PAM-4, allocation of
more constellation space for one bit automatically means a reduction in available
constellation space for the second bit. With constellation space we mean the
fraction of the constellation that is relevant for decoding of one of the bits in a
multi-level symbol, as discussed in section 3.2. Due to the three bits in non-uniform
PAM-8, more intermediate forms are available. In this work, we explore three
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Figure 5.4: Constellations of non-uniform PAM as a function of compression factor β.
From left to right: PAM-4 based on (5.4), PAM-8 with minimum bit 1 space based on (5.5),
PAM-8 with constant bit 1 space based on (5.6), PAM-8 with maximum bit 1 space based
on (5.7). The vertical arrows annotate which fraction of the constellation space are relevant
for decoding of b0, b1, and b2.

options. For each option bit b0 is allocated the largest part of the constellation
space, and bit b2 is allocated the smallest part. The constellation space for bit b1 is
set to follow either bit b0, b2 or to be kept constant. The transmitted constellation
for PAM-8 with minimum bit 1 space is defined as

T = [−7 , −5− 2β , −3− 4β , −1− 6β ,
+1 + 6β , +3 + 4β , +5 + 2β , +7] ,

(5.5)

with 0 ≤ β < 1. The constellation of PAM-8 with constant bit 1 space is

T = [−7 , −5 + 9β

1 + β
, −3 + 7β

1 + β
, −1 + 9β

1 + β
,

+
1 + 9β

1 + β
, +

3 + 7β

1 + β
, +

5 + 9β

1 + β
, +7] .

(5.6)

Furthermore, the constellation for PAM-8 with maximum bit 1 space is defined as

T = [−7 , − 5 + β

1− β/7
, − 3− β

1− β/7
, − 1 + β

1− β/7
,

+
1 + β

1− β/7
, +

3− β

1− β/7
, +

5 + β

1− β/7
, +7] .

(5.7)

The relative position of the transmitted constellation levels Eq. (5.4)–Eq. (5.7) are
visualized in Fig. 5.4.

In the experimental work conducted, a 10-bit DAC is used to generate the
transmitted constellations. If required, this configuration can be adjusted to a com-
bination of two-level pulse generators for non-uniform PAM-4. Two synchronized
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Figure 5.5: Non-uniform (a) PAM-4 and (b) PAM-8 generation with 2/3 pulse generators.
v0, v1,and v2 are the gray-to-binary converted versions of b0, b1,and b2.

binary pulse generators with an adjustable output voltage, combined with a power
splitter, are sufficient to generate any non-uniform PAM-4 constellation that is
symmetrical around the middle of the symbol. Two generators with output levels
A and B, with A>B, will generate a constellation with levels [0 B A A+B], and
are thus suitable for standard non-uniform PAM-4 constellations. For non-uniform
PAM-8, three pulse generators will be required, as seen in Fig. 5.5. Therefore, it
may be beneficial to investigate whether any cost benefits can be obtained from
such a setup. One might consider relaxing the time constraints on the settling
time of the adjustable DC voltage source; this means that, on the protocol side, a
preamble should be inserted between packets with different compression factors.

5.1.3 Signal reception and ONU grouping

On the ONU side of the network, the receiver has to be able to adapt the threshold
levels of the slicers. Decoding of bit 0 can easily be done with a slicer at a threshold
level in the central eye, which corresponds to the middle of the received symbol,
irrespective of the compression factor β. The slicer threshold for decoding bit 1
and 2 is dependent on β. The location of a slicer threshold is

Si =
1
2
(Ti + Ti+1) , (5.8)

when no signal-dependent noise is present, where Ti is the ith level in the constel-
lation T as expressed in Eq. (5.4)–Eq. (5.7).

Non-uniform PAM transmits multiplexed data to multiple ONUs simulta-
neously. For non-uniform PAM-4 pairs of ONUs are made for simultaneous
transmission, in non-uniform three PAM-8 ONUs are grouped together. On the
MAC layer, algorithms have to be implemented to optimize this grouping process.
These algorithms will have to group ONUs with low received power together
with ONUs that receive high powers, thereby maximizing the number of possible
groups for an acceptable BER value.

A basic algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1, assuming OOK and PAM-4. At
a given time, the queued packets to be sent to the ONUs are assessed and the
transmission configuration is set up in two steps. First, ONU groups are formed,
independent of the required compression factor. Second, the compression factor
β to be used is decided upon. First the ONU group forming. The OLT lists the
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Algorithm 1 Basic ONU Grouping Algorithm. Fast ONU grouping with average
β

1: Given K ONUs in buffer to be served data

. ONU Grouping:
2: Sort ONUs from low to high ROP
3: Translate ROP to β-support list for MSB and LSB
4: for ONU k := 1 to K do
5: Find first ONU with common supported β
6: end for

. Final β Calculation:
7: for possible groups m do
8: MSB := ONU with lowest ROP
9: LSB := ONU with highest ROP

10: β1 := min supported β of MSB
11: β2 := max supported β of LSB
12: βm := mean(β1, β2)
13: end for

ONUs by increasing received optical power (ROP). The ROP of an ONU translates
to two list of supported β factors that can be used to transmit a MSB or LSB to this
ONU. The OLT attempts to group the ONU with the lowest ROP with other ONUs
in order of increasing ROP. As ONUs with a higher ROP are a potential group-
candidate for a larger number of ONUs, this order of selecting ONUs ensures
that only the minimum number of ONUs are left without a transmission partner.
Once the ONU groups are formed, the β factor for this group is decided. The
ONU with the highest ROP is always assigned the LSB. A straightforward strategy
is to reduce the average BER of both ONUs, without complicating calculations.
Therefore, β is chosen midway between the minimum β factor required for the
MSB ONU, and the maximum β factor supported by the LSB ONU. Because
the relation between the BER and the β factor is not linear this method will not
produce the minimum average BER, but the BER will always be below the FEC
limit.

The above-mentioned strategy can have two alterations. The first alteration
gives a lower average pre-FEC BER, at the expense of increased algorithm com-
plexity. The aggregated data rate does not change. In this case, the lowest ROP
ONU is grouped to the highest available ROP ONU (instead of the ONU with
the lowest ROP possible) while not preventing other ONUs unnecessarily from
forming possible groups. This makes the algorithm more complex as the OLT
must now have an overview of all the possible combinations of all the ONUs
active in the queue, whereas in the standard version the OLT can linearly process
the queue. Thus, line 4 in Algorithm 1 becomes:
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Algorithm 2 Second adapted ONU grouping algorithm. Fast ONU grouping with
constant slicers

1: Given K ONUs in buffer to be served data

. ONU Grouping:
2: Sort ONUs from low to high ROP
3: Translate ROP to β-support list for MSB and LSB
4: for ONU k := 1 to K do
5: Find first ONU with common supported β
6: end for

. Final β Calculation:
7: for possible groups m do
8: MSB := ONU with lowest ROP
9: LSB := ONU with highest ROP

10: βm := max supported β of LSB
11: end for

4: Find ONU with highest ROP, that is not the sole grouping candidate for
another ONU

Second, no specific investigation of the practical implementation of the receiver
structure is performed, but one could imagine that this gets more complex when
the received constellation levels frequently change, as this leads to a change of
the decision thresholds levels. In the above-mentioned strategies, every time an
ONU group changes, the compression factor changes. The ONU grouping can
be expected to change frequently, for example when a different subset of ONUs
requests data to be transmitted. A simpler reception by the ONU can be facilitated
by changing the β selection algorithm. In this alternative algorithm, ONUs will not
experience the minimum possible BER, but will have a BER that is only guaranteed
to be below a certain level, e.g., the FEC threshold level. The adapted algorithm
is shown in Algorithm 2. After ONU groups have been made, the maximum β
supported by the LSB ONU is selected for each group. This in contrast to the
normal algorithm, where the average β of the supported values of the different
ONUs in the group is selected. The ONU with the lowest ROP is still assigned the
MSB.

This small change means that each ONU either has to decode the MSB (with a
slicer in the central eye, and thus constant in the middle of the received symbol),
or has to decode the LSB with only one single compression factor β, irrespective
of the other ONU with which this ONU is grouped. Therefore, from the ONU’s
perspective, a single slicer threshold location is sufficient to enable communication
with all possible ONU groups. This means that no adaptation of the slicer threshold
location is needed for either the MSB or LSB. Only when the distribution of
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.6: Schematic ONU grouping. ONU 1 can form a correct group with ONUs 2
through 7 in this example. (a) Optimal BER grouping (b) Simplified receiver structure
grouping, where the decision thresholds need not be adapted on the fly.

received optical powers among the ONUs changes, e.g., due to installment of a
new ONU or component ageing, must the LSB slicer threshold location be adapted.

This principle is illustrated in Fig. 5.6. Figure 5.6a shows the standard strategy
from Algorithm 1 for the case when ONU 1 needs to be grouped with one of the
other ONUs. It is assumed that the ROP of ONUs A and B is too low to form a
group with ONU 1. ONU 1 can form a group together with ONUs 2–7. A different
optimal compression factor β exists and is selected for every group.

Figure 5.6b shows the alternative strategy from Algorithm 2. Again, ONUs A
and B will not be able to group with ONU 1. The other available ONUs are divided
in ONUs with a lower ROP than ONU 1, and in those with a higher ROP. If ONU 1
groups with one of the ONUs with a lower ROP (ONUs 2–4), the same β factor will
be used for all three possibilities. The chosen β factor for these three cases is the β
supported the group ONU(1,2). Thus ONU 1, which decodes the LSB, only needs
to decode with one specific decision threshold, irrespective of the group. If ONU 1
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groups with either ONU 5, 6 or 7, each combination will have a unique β factor.
However, for this situation, the roles are reversed and ONU 1 decodes the MSB
with a single slicer threshold in the middle of the received symbol, irrespective of
the compression factor set, and thus at a constant location. Thus, in the alternative
strategy, each ONU either decodes the MSB with a slicer location in the middle
of the received symbol irrespective of the set β factor, or the ONU decodes the
LSB with a slicer location belonging to one specific β. This alternative strategy
only applies to the standard non-uniform PAM, not for the signal-dependent
noise-optimized non-uniform PAM, a variance that will be discussed later.

Algorithms that are more complex can be envisioned where, depending on
the service agreement of the service provider with e.g. residential or business
subscribers, ONUs of the latter get priority over the former in the formation of
ONU groups. This will allow the service provider to offer a higher quality of
service to premium customers.

5.2 Theoretical analysis of non-uniform PAM

Figure 5.7 shows the theoretical possibilities of non-uniform PAM in a thermal
noise limited receiver. The figure shows the ROP penalty relative to OOK mod-
ulation that is required to decode a bit from the non-uniform PAM symbol suc-
cessfully at the BER 10−3 level using the analytical BER calculation. The BER
calculation was extensively discussed in Section 3.2.3, which resulted in the BER
expression Eq. (3.41). With this expression the BER for each bit bi is calculated
as a function of the ROP and β factor. This produces for each bit and β a ROP
corresponding to the BER 10−3 level. For larger β, a larger unbalance is found in
the ROP at BER 10−3 between the bits in a multi-level PAM symbol; this difference
has been defined as the ROP unbalance (ROPu). The top and bottom x-axis of
Fig. 5.7 express the relation between β and ROPu. Finally, the ROP for the BER
10−3 level is plotted, normalized to the OOK BER 10−3 level, for each bit bi.

Figures 5.7a-d are based on the constellations T from Eq. (5.4)–(5.7), respec-
tively. The ROPu is defined as the difference in ROP required for bit 0 at the BER
10−3 level and the ROP required for the highest bit in the symbol at that same BER
level. A ROPu greater than one (positive numbers in dB scale) is thus achieved by
positive values of β. This analysis only considers thermal noise; signal-dependent
noise and intersymbol interference effects (including dispersion) are neglected.
Under these assumptions, it can be observed that for PAM-4, the required power
to decode the MSB can be brought asymptotically close to the power required to
decode OOK; simultaneously, the power required to decode the LSB increases
accordingly. Note that the same principle of non-uniform PAM can also be applied
for a negative β factor in Eq. (5.4)–(5.7). For a negative β the inner constellation
levels move more towards each other. Therefore, the MSB needs a larger ROP
to be decoded, while the LSB can suffice with a lower ROP. This is unique for
Gray-encoded non-uniform PAM. If a binary encoding would be used, successful
decoding of the MSB is mandatory for decoding of the LSB. However, as the
figure shows, the results for negative β are much less favorable than those for
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(a) PAM-4: Eq. (5.4)
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(b) PAM-8 minimum bit 1 space: Eq. (5.5)
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(c) PAM-8 constant bit 1 space: Eq. (5.6)
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(d) PAM-8 maximum bit 1 space: Eq. (5.7)
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Figure 5.7: Analytical results for non-uniform PAM-4/8. The ROPu is defined as the
difference in received optical powers required for bit 0 at the BER 10−3 level and the
received optical power required for the highest bit in the symbol at that same BER level.
The relationship between the ROPu and compression factor β is shown by the top x-axis.
The markers are only intended to provide visual guidance, and do not represent a specific
data point.

positive β, as a small increase in constellation space allocated for the LSB eyes
mean a larger decrease in the allocated constellation space for the MSB eye. This
can be understood when filling in the constellation T and constant noise σ for
non-uniform PAM-4 from Eq. (5.4) in the simplified BER formula for the two bits
of PAM-4 in Eq. (3.29) in Chapter 3:

BERMSB =
1
4

erfc
(

C
(T2 − T1)

2σ
√

2

)
,

BERLSB =
1
4

[
erfc

(
C
(T3 − T2)

2σ
√

2

)
+ erfc

(
C
(T1 − T0)

2σ
√

2

)]
,

(5.9)
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(a) Throughput std. adaptive PAM, theory
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(b) Throughput non-uniform PAM, theory
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Figure 5.8: Average throughput of two ONUs with excess received power relative to the
power required to decode OOK in a (a) standard adaptive PAM-4 scheme and with (b)
non-uniform PAM-4. Each ONU is allocated 50% of the time slot. ROP required to decode
PAM-4 is based on Fig. 5.7. The standard OOK data rate is 10 Gbps.

where C is a factor describing the magnitude of received current depending on the
ROP and photodiode sensitivity and technology. Filling in the values of T gives

BERMSB =
1
4

erfc
(

C
2 + 4β

2σ
√

2

)
,

BERLSB = 2 · 1
4

erfc
(

C
2− β

2σ
√

2

)
.

(5.10)

Here, the LSB decoding is dependent on the slicer in two eyes, whereas the MSB
decoding is dependent on only one eye, hence the larger contribution of the β
factor for the MSB than for the LSB.

Furthermore, it is emphasized that, under these assumptions, the average
BER for the various bits combined is at its minimum value when the multiple
PAM levels are equidistant, i.e. uniform. The use of non-uniform PAM is thus
only beneficial if a PON is present where a spread in received optical powers is
observed. This is typically the case in practical PON deployments.

The theoretical effect of non-uniform PAM-4 on the aggregated throughput of
a PON with 2 ONUs is visualized in Fig. 5.8. With standard adaptive PAM, PAM-4
support for an ONU is independent of the excess power of the other ONU. Both
ONUs operate at 10 Gbps OOK when they both receive less than 4.8 dB excess
power relative to what is required for OOK (ref. Eq. (3.44)). When both ONUs
receive more than 4.8 dB excess power, both operate at 20 Gbps PAM-4. If one
ONU receives more, and the other ONU receives less power than that is required
for PAM-4 one ONU will deploy PAM-4 (20 Gbps) and the other ONU deploys
OOK (10 Gbps). The average throughput with TDM interleaving is then 15 Gbps.

With non-uniform PAM-4, PAM-4 can be deployed for both ONUs if both
ONUs receive excess powers above the lines in Fig. 5.7a for any value of β. This
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Figure 5.9: The experimental setup. The receiver in the ONU consists either of I) a PIN
photodiode, II) an APD, or III) a SOA-PIN receiver with optical band pass filter. VOA:
Variable Optical Attenuator.

in contrast to standard PAM, where β is limited to 0. Thus, the deployment of
PAM-4 for one ONU can be enabled if the other ONU has a large excess power.
As a result, a larger fraction of the ONUs connected to an OLT port will support
PAM-4.

5.3 APD-based experiment

Next, two experiments with non-uniform PAM are discussed. First, APD-based
experiments, and then PIN photodiode-based experiments.

The downstream experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5.9. In terms of hardware,
a similar setup is used as in the downstream experiments of Chapter 4. A 7.5 GHz
arbitrary waveform generator is used to generate PAM signals with a constellation
as given by Eq. (5.4)–Eq. (5.7) for various β. The PAM signal is used to modulate
light from a 1550 nm CW DFB laser with a MZM. After optional transmission over
20, or 40 km of SSMF, the signal is received by an APD, rated for 10 Gbps OOK
and with a reported bandwidth of 7 GHz. This signal is captured by a real-time
oscilloscope and stored for offline processing. The various bits in the multi-level
symbol are decoded separately, and the location of the slicers’ thresholds is halfway
between two adjacent transmitted constellation levels. Optionally, if an equalizer
is used, the signal is equalized by a least mean squares feed-forward equalizer.
Because the APD receiver is the same as the receiver in Section 4.4, the same
number of equalizer taps is used, namely 31 symbol spaced taps.

Figure 5.10 shows the measured BER graphs for B2B PAM-4 for β = 0, thus
equidistant PAM, and for an exemplary value of β. β = 0.34 is chosen as an
example as it clearly shows the influence of non-uniform PAM. As expected, the
power required to decode the MSB for β = 0.34 decreases, while the power to
decode the LSB increases. Figure 5.11 depicts the experimental BER results by
showing the required received optical power to decode each of the bits contained
in the multi-level PAM-4/8 symbol at a BER level of 10−3, as a function of the
β factor of the transmitted constellation diagram. Performance of non-uniform
PAM-4 is shown in Fig. 5.11a with and without the equalizer; the results are
shown for B2B and 40 km transmission. A close-up of the same results for small
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Figure 5.10: Experimental BER results with the APD receiver for OOK and PAM-4, B2B,
EQ. Two values of β are shown.

β is shown in Fig. 5.11e. The power required to decode both PAM-4 bits in an
equidistant constellation with an average BER below 10−3 is −23.1 dBm without
an equalizer, and −24.1 dBm with the 31-tap FFE, thereby, requiring 6.7 and 5.6 dB
more optical power than is required to decode OOK signals. The influence of the
equalizer on the performance of the MSB is negligible, however the influence is
much more pronounced for the performance of the LSB for higher compression
factors. Whereas the FFE improves the performance of equidistant PAM-4 with
1.0 dB, the benefit can be greater in a non-uniform system due to the non-linear
relation between β and the required ROP. E.g., in a PON where an ONU with
−15 dBm received optical power is available for the LSB, non-uniform PAM-4 w/o
FFE can decode the MSB at −26.9 dBm. If the FFE is utilized, a higher β factor can
be used, due to the better performance of the LSB with the FFE, and therefore the
MSB can instead be decoded at −29.0 dBm, an improvement of 2.1 dB compared
to the system w/o FFE. A similar trend is visible for the influence of the fiber
transmission distance. It is negligible for the MSB of PAM-4, but it does show a
slight influence for the LSB. As the data was modulated with a MZM, we expect
to see a more pronounced influence of dispersion if the signal is transmitted with
a DML or EML. In the current setup the equalizer has an influence, but the fiber
distance has a much smaller influence. Therefore, it can be concluded that the ISI
is caused by other factors than dispersion. The most likely cause of the ISI is the
limited bandwidth of the components.

The performance of the three versions of non-uniform PAM-8, with the middle
bit allocated the minimum, constant, or maximum part of the constellation space
is shown in Fig. 5.11b-d, respectively. A close-up of Fig. 5.11c is shown in Fig. 5.11f.
Decoding all three bits of 30 Gbps PAM-8 at an average BER level of 10−3 with
the FFE requires −17.9 dBm, 11.9 dB more than 10 Gbps OOK. Decoding PAM-8
without an equalizer at a BER level below 10−3 is not feasible due to the appearance
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(c) PAM-8: bit 1 const. space, Eq. (5.6)

(e) Close-up of (a)

(d) PAM-8: bit 1 max space, Eq. (5.7)

(f) Close-up of (b)

(a) PAM-4: Eq. (5.4) (b) PAM-8: bit 1 min space, Eq. (5.5)

Figure 5.11: APD-based receiver experimental results showing the required received
optical power to decode a bit at a BER level of 10−3. The symbol rate is constant at
10 Gbaud. (a) PAM-4 w/ and w/o EQ both B2B and over 40 km. (b) PAM-8 with minimal
constellation space for bit 1, B2B. (c) PAM-8 with constant constellation space for bit 1, B2B
& 40 km (d) PAM-8 with maximum constellation space for bit 1, B2B only. (e) Close-up
of the same results in (a) for small β. (f) Close-up of the same results as in (c) for small
β. TDM-interleaved transmission with a blocklength of 128 symbols is shown for a select
number of β as a red +.
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(a) PAM-4: equation (5.4) (b) PAM-8: bit 1 min space, Eq. (5.5)

(c) PAM-8: bit 1 const. space, Eq. (5.6) (d) PAM-8: bit 1 max space, Eq. (5.7)

Figure 5.12: Comparison of APD-based experimental result with the analytical model.
Experimental results are measured B2B with an equalizer.

of an error floor above this level, regardless of whether a non-uniform constellation
is used or not. Fig. 5.11c shows the influence of the fiber distance on the BER
results: similar to PAM-4, the fiber distance influence mainly shows in bit 2.

We also measured a time-interleaved transmission, where the compression
factor was changed after each block of 128 symbols. We observed negligible
influence of this time-interleaved transmission, relative to continuous transmission
with the same compression factor β. The results for time-interleaved B2B PAM-4
and time-interleaved PAM-8 with constant bit 1 spacing are shown as a red + in
Fig. 5.11a and Fig. 5.11c, respectively.

The comparison of the experimental results to the APD analytical model is
shown in Fig. 5.12. The analytical simulation is similar to the one shown above in
Fig. 5.7, with the addition of shot noise due to the APD receiver. The experimental
result are measured B2B and with an equalizer. It can be seen that the experimental
results show the same trend as the analytical simulation. However, the penalty
of bit 2 increases faster for increasing β than would be expected from the model.
Bit 2 has the smallest constellation space, and therefore any impairments in the
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Figure 5.13: Experimental average throughput of two ONUs with excess received power
with non-uniform PAM, based on the B2B results.

that are not dependent on the ROP will have a more pronounced effect on bit 2.
Therefore, noise on the electrical driving signal from the AWG, ISI, and non-linear
effects will have a more pronounced effect on bit 2.

The effect of non-uniform PAM-4 on the average throughput of 2 ONUs is
shown in Fig. 5.13a without FFE and in Fig. 5.13b with FFE. This clearly shows
that with the equalizer enabled, less excess power relative to 10 Gbps OOK is
required for the two ONUs combined to support PAM-4.
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Figure 5.14: (a) Experimental BER results with the PIN-PD receiver for OOK and PAM-4,
B2B, EQ. Two values of β are shown. (b) Eye diagram at β = 0.34 B2B at −12 dBm ROP. (c)
Histogram of samples before decoding with β = 0.34 at −17 dBm ROP.

5.4 PIN photodiode-based experiment

The PIN photodiode-based experiment is similar to the APD-based experiment,
only the ~7 GHz APD is replaced with a 10 GHz PIN-PD. The integrated TIA of
both photodiodes is similar. Therefore, discussion on the PIN-PD results can be
brief.

Figure 5.14a shows the BER results of OOK, equidistant PAM-4 (β = 0), and
non-uniform PAM-4 (β = 0.34) based on the PIN photodiode receiver. Figure 5.14b
shows the eye diagram of PAM-4 with β = 0.34, measured B2B at −12 dBm.
Figure. 5.14c shows a histogram of the samples before decoding at β = 0.34
measured at −17 dBm.

Figure 5.15 shows the required power to decode at a BER level of 10−3 with the
PIN-PD receiver. The figures are similar to the figures in the APD measurement,
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(c) PAM-8: bit 1 const. space, Eq. (5.6)

(e) Close-up of (a)

(d) PAM-8: bit 1 max space, Eq. (5.7)

(f) Close-up of (b)

(a) PAM-4: Eq. (5.4) (b) PAM-8: bit 1 min space, Eq. (5.5)

Figure 5.15: PIN-PD-based receiver experimental results showing the required received
optical power to decode a bit at a BER level of 10−3. The symbol rate is constant at 10 Gbaud.
(a) PAM-4 w/ and w/o EQ both B2B and over 40 km. (b) PAM-8 with minimal constellation
space for bit 1, B2B. (c) PAM-8 with constant constellation space for bit 1, B2B & 40 km
(d) PAM-8 with maximum constellation space for bit 1, B2B only. (e) Close-up of the same
results in (a) for small β. (f) Close-up of the same results as in (c) for small β. TDM-
interleaved transmission with a blocklength of 128 symbols is shown for a select number of
β as a red +.
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(a) PAM-4: equation (5.4) (b) PAM-8: bit 1 min space, Eq. (5.5)

(c) PAM-8: bit 1 const. space, Eq. (5.6) (d) PAM-8: bit 1 max space, Eq. (5.7)

Figure 5.16: Comparison of PIN photodiode-based experimental result with the analytical
model. Experimental results are measured B2B with an equalizer.

and we refer to the description of the APD experiment for an explanation of the
figures. The average BER 10−3 crossings of the uniform constellations are as
follows: −22.2 dBm for OOK, −17.2 dBm for PAM-4 w/o EQ, for −17.4 dBm
for PAM-4 w/ EQ, −11.3 dBm for PAM-8 w/o EQ (not shown in the figure), and
−13.4 dBm for PAM-8 w/ EQ.

Figure 5.16 shows the comparison of the PIN photodiode-based experimental
results with the PIN-PD analytical model. Similar as to the APD-based experiment
the results show the same trend, although bit 2 in PAM-8 has the largest deviation
from the model.
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Figure 5.17: ROP to decode Non-uniform PAM-4 at BER level 10−3 for both the PIN-PD
and APD receiver, normalized on the respective power required for equidistant PAM for
each method.

Comparison between PIN-PD and APD-based transmission – Figure 5.17
compares the performance between the PIN-PD and the APD. As the two receivers
obviously have a different receiver sensitivity, the results are normalized on the
respective required power to decode equidistant PAM. The equalizer has a less
pronounced effect on the PIN-PD performance than on the APD performance, as
can be seen in the figure. This is because, similar to equidistant PAM transmission,
the APD-based transmission is impaired due to the lower bandwidth and offset in
sampling instant, as discussed in Section 4.4. The PIN-based transmission does
not have these impairments. Furthermore, the PIN-PD-based transmission has
a smaller difference between the MSB and LSB powers compared to the APD
results with the same β. As explained in Chapter 3, this can be attributed to
the larger impact of shot noise in the APD-based receiver. In a thermal noise
limited PIN-PD receiver, the SNR scales with the square of the ROP, see Eq. (3.13);
whereas in a shot noise limited APD receiver the SNR scales linearly with the
ROP, see Eq. (3.14). In Fig. 5.17, the MSB results without equalizer have a lower
normalized received power than the same results with equalizer. Although
this might seem counterintuitive at first, this is due to the normalization on the
required power for reception of equidistant PAM. Less reduction in required
power is obtained relative to equidistant PAM because the equalizers work less
efficiently for the MSB at high β factors due to the higher noise levels.

5.5 Network performance

To examine the effect that non-uniform PAM can have on the aggregated capacity
of a PON, the experimental results are cross-referenced with Dataset B from
Section 2.4.2.
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(b) PIN: non-uniform PAM
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Figure 5.18: Normalized histogram of received optical downstream powers from Dataset
B, Section 2.4.2. (a) Shows the fraction of ONUs that can decode non-uniform PAM-4/8,
based on the APD receiver. (b) Shows the fraction of ONUs that can decode non-uniform
PAM-4/8 successfully below the FEC limit for the PIN photodiode.

Table 5.1: Percentage of ONUs in the INEA network that can decode standard (equidistant)
PAM and non-uniform PAM based on the presented measurements. Additionally, the
attainable throughput increase compared to 10 Gbps OOK.

Receiver Mod Format Support (%) Throughput Increase (%)

Non-
Std. uniform Standard Non-uniform

APD
PAM-4 w/o EQ 64 75 64 75
PAM-4 w/ EQ 77 87 77 87
PAM-8 w/o EQ - - - -
PAM-8 w/ EQ 5 7 83 94

PIN-PD
PAM-4 w/o EQ 84 92 84 92
PAM-4 w/ EQ 86 94 86 94
PAM-8 w/o EQ 10 12 94 104
PAM-8 w/ EQ 31 39 116 132

The ONUs able to receive non-uniform PAM-4/8 are shown in Fig. 5.18a and
Fig. 5.18b based on the APD and PIN photodiode receiver, respectively. This
assumes an equal capacity demand by all users.

The achievable increase in aggregated data rate depends on the distribution
of received optical powers in the network, especially the spread per OLT port.
Based on the experimental results of the APD or PIN-PD receiver and the loss
distribution of the deployed network, the percentage of ONUs that can operate
with standard and non-uniform PAM-4/8 is shown in Table 5.1. The same table
also shows the resulting throughput increase compared to a system deploying
fixed 10 Gbps OOK modulation.

The maximum throughput increase in an APD-based system utilizing non-
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uniform compared to a system with standard 10 Gbps OOK is 94%, thus this 10G
rated system achieves a throughput of 19.4 Gbps with non-uniform PAM. For
a PIN photodiode-based system, the throughput increases with a maximum of
132%, thus to 23.2 Gbps. On average, the deployment of non-uniform flexible PAM
instead of equidistant flexible PAM increases the network throughput by 11%,
with an outlier for the PIN-PD receiver and PAM-8 w/ EQ; here, the improvement
is 16%.

The majority of the capacity increase for the APD-based receiver can be
achieved by the use of PAM-4, in either an equidistant or a non-uniform form. In
the network examined, the additional improvement in capacity by using PAM-8 is
substantially smaller due to the need for a significant amount of extra received
optical power. Using non-uniform PAM would be expected to have a substantial
influence on networks with an increased spread in received optical powers per
OLT port.

It should be noted that the results presented here are for PAM-8 with bit 1
allocated the maximum constellation space. The percentages of ONUs that can
use non-uniform PAM-8 where bit 1 has the minimum or constant constellation
space are virtually identical.

5.6 Recent related work on non-uniform PAM

Authors of the Tyndall Institute presented work similar to non-uniform PAM
in PONs in [205]. Their work is based on transmission by a Electro-Absorption
Modulator (EAM) and reception by a PIN-based receiver for further offline pro-
cessing. Transmission of 25 Gbps hierarchical PAM-4 demonstrated support for
a differential power budget of 7.5 dB between the MSB and LSB. As the authors
used a higher symbol rate, 12.5 vs 10 Gbaud, and EAM-based transmission at
1550 nm, a more pronounced effect of dispersion is seen. Similar to our work,
the MSB is more dispersion tolerant than the LSB. The EAM bias is optimized for
25 km SMF transmission, with this bias setting the MSB transmission is possible
up to 40 km SMF, while LSB transmission is supported up to 25 km SMF.

Recently, authors from Orange Labs have proposed a convergence scenario
between mobile and fixed access networks, which is related to non-uniform PAM
and multi-level interleaving [206]. In their real-time downstream demonstration of
25 Gbps PAM-4 transmission users can be provided with a standard off-the-shelf
small form-factor pluggable+ (SFP+) transceiver for decoding of the 12.5 Gbps
MSB. Only high-end users requiring the full 25 Gbps throughput are provided
with a PAM-4 transceiver. It is noteworthy to realize that the authors opted for a
binary encoding of the bits instead of Gray encoding. Therefore, the successful
decoding of the LSB is dependent on successful decoding of the MSB, as can be
seen from Eq. (5.2). Therefore, the trade-off in required power for MSB and LSB
decoding can only be made to a lesser extent.
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Figure 5.19: Calculated pdf of the equidistant constellations levels of PAM-4/8 signal
received with a SOA-PIN-receiver with noise characteristics as shown in Fig. 3.4c. The BER
will be dominated by the errors at the upper constellation levels. ID denotes the optimal
decision threshold.

5.7 Signal-dependent noise optimized non-uniform PAM

In scenarios in which a larger power budget is required than is feasible with an
APD-based receiver, a SOA-PIN-based receiver can be used [207]. A SOA-PIN
receiver combined with an optical bandpass filter typically shows better perfor-
mance than an APD-based receiver [208]. However, as shown in Section 3.1.8, the
noise variance σ2 in a PON with a SOA-PIN-based receiver shows stronger signal-
dependent characteristics than in systems utilizing APD or PIN-PD receivers, due
to the amplified spontaneous emission.

In a signal-dependent noise dominated transmission, the BER will be domi-
nated by the errors on the upper constellation levels, as seen in Fig. 5.19. This is
true for every transmission, but it has a more pronounced effect in non-uniform
PAM transmissions.

Therefore, the following sections show three different methods for constructing
the non-uniform PAM constellation levels, optimized for the presence of signal-
dependent noise. First, a constellation is optimized to be received at a single power
level by all the ONUs. Next, a constellation is constructed where the ONUs that
have to decode bits from the non-uniform PAM symbols have different received
optical powers. Finally, for the third method, the second method is adjusted to use
a numerical fit instead of analytical noise assumptions. This is done for an APD
and a SOA-PIN receiver.

5.7.1 Optimal constellation at a single received power

A lower BER can be achieved in the signal-dependent noise regime by transmitting
the lower constellation levels closer to each other, giving more room to the higher
constellation levels, as the higher levels experience more noise. As was shown
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in Section 3.2, under Gaussian approximation, the error probability at decision
threshold IDk is

P(k) =
1
2

erfc
(

Qk√
2

)
, (5.11)

where
Qk =

Ik+1 − Ik
σk+1 + σk

, (5.12)

where Ik is the received signal level at the kth constellation level, and σk is the root
mean square value of the noise. Therefore, if the target Qk are known (within the
limitations of the optical power received), it is possible to calculate the required
received signal levels to achieve a certain target BER by iteratively evaluating

Ii
k = Ii

k−1 + Qk

[
σk−1

(
Ii
k−1

)
+ σk

(
Ii−1
k

) ]
(5.13)

over iterations i until the change in consecutive iterations is smaller than a pre-set
error ε:

(
Ii
M−1 − Ii−1

M−1

)
/Ii

M−1 < ε . Subsequently, the optimal decision thresholds
IDk can be chosen by the well-known expression

IDk =
σk Ik+1 + σk+1 Ik

σk + σk+1
, (5.14)

as previously explained in Chapter 3.
Ho and Kahn [209] developed an algorithm that iteratively calculates the re-

quired constellation levels to achieve a certain Q factor, and thus BER, at each
decision threshold. This algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3. Here, δ is the extinc-
tion ratio of the modulator used, such that δ = I0/IM−1. The algorithm is iterative,
as the position of a constellation level is dependent on the signal-dependent noise
of that constellation level, which in turn is dependent on the location. Furthermore,
the limited extinction ratio of the modulator requires additional iterations to be
taken into account.

Creation of an optimal constellation to receive the multiple bits in a PAM sym-
bol, each at their requested BERs, can be performed relatively straightforwardly
at a single common received optical power by using this algorithm. By entering
different Qk for the different bits, this algorithm will give the required received
constellation levels to decode the bits at the requested BERs. The average of the
constellation levels will give the mean received optical power: the ROP.

5.7.2 Optimal constellation at multiple received powers

However, the target application in this work is a PON with a broad range of
received optical powers, where the multiple bits in a single multiplexed PAM sym-
bol are decoded simultaneously at equal BERs, thus at equal Qk, but at different
ROP. Thus, the relative importance of the signal-dependent noise to the constant,
thermal noise varies for the different ONUs: one ONU can be in the thermal noise
limit, while another ONU is in the signal-dependent noise limit. Ideally, a different
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Algorithm 3 Original Algorithm. Calculation of optimal constellation levels for a
required BER at a single power level

1: Define Qk for each decision threshold k
Qk =

√
2 erfcinv

(
M2−bBERk

)
2: Choose initial values I0

0 := I0
M−1 := 0

3: Choose a small positive number ε as stopping condition
4: Set iteration index i := 0
5: while

(
Ii
M−1 − Ii−1

M−1

)
/Ii

M−1 > ε do
6: i := i + 1
7: Ii

0 := δIi−1
M−1

8: for constellation level k := 1 to M− 1 do
9: Ii

k := Ii
k−1 + Qk

(
σk−1

(
Ii
k−1

)
+ σk

(
Ii−1
k

))
10: end for
11: end while

constellation would be created for each ROP at which the constellation is received.
However, this is obviously not possible for multiplexed communication. Therefore,
a single constellation has to be created which, when evaluated at multiple ROPs,
will lead to the optimal sub-constellation around the applicable decision threshold
IDk for the applicable bits. A sub-constellation is considered optimal if the target
Qk is achieved with a minimal Ik.

The algorithm is adapted to take these considerations into account. The prin-
ciple of the construction is to merge multiple sub-constellations. The levels Ik of
each sub-constellation are set depending on the ROP levels at which they will be
decoded. As seen in Fig. 5.1, each decision threshold IDk is only relevant for a
single bit, and thus for a single ROP level. First, the average ROP χb are defined at
which the constellation needs to be optimal for the various bits. That is, the MSB
of PAM-4 is being evaluated at power level χ0, the LSB is considered at power
level χ1. Further, an array X is defined, that for each decision threshold defines
the ratio of the ROP for the bit that is being decoded at this threshold relative to
the ROP for the MSB decoding. For PAM-4, χ1

χ0
is equal to the received optical

power unbalance: ROPu. The relationship between the 3/7 decision thresholds
for PAM-4/8 and the various bits in the symbol is shown in Fig. 5.1. The array X
for PAM-4 is defined as

X =
[

χ1
χ0

1 χ1
χ0

]
. (5.15)

Equivalently, for PAM-8

X =
[

χ2
χ0

χ1
χ0

χ2
χ0

1 χ2
χ0

χ1
χ0

χ2
χ0

]
, (5.16)
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Algorithm 4 Multi-Power version. Calculation of optimal constellation levels for
a required BER at a specific power level for each bit

1: Define Qk for each decision threshold k:
Qk =

√
2 erfcinv

(
M2−bBERk

)
2: Choose initial values I0

0 := I0
M−1 := 0

3: Choose a small positive number ε as stopping condition
4: Set iteration index i := 0
5: while

(
Ii
M−1 − Ii−1

M−1

)
/Ii

M−1 > ε do
6: i := i + 1
7: Ii

0 := δIi−1
M−1

8: for constellation level k := 1 to M− 1 do

9: Ii
k := Ii

k−1 +
Qk
Xk

[
σk−1

(
Xk Ii

k−1

)
+ σk

(
Xk Ii−1

k

)]
10: end for
11: end while

and the array X for PAM-16 would be

X =
[

χ3
χ0

χ2
χ0

χ3
χ0

χ1
χ0

χ3
χ0

χ2
χ0

χ3
χ0

1 χ3
χ0

χ2
χ0

χ3
χ0

χ1
χ0

χ3
χ0

χ2
χ0

χ3
χ0

]
.

(5.17)
Subsequently, the actions represented in Algorithm 4 are performed. In contrast
to the original algorithm, the RMS noise is a function of the power level, scaled
by the appropriate X factor. This algorithm creates the constellation diagram
guaranteeing a BER corresponding to Qk for a given unbalance in received powers.

5.7.3 Optimal constellation at multiple received powers: noise fit

Finally, a third version of the algorithm is presented. In practice, the noise power
does not follow the analytical formulas perfectly. The noise power is observed
to be dependent on both the mean ROP and the received optical power of a
specific constellation level. Therefore, in the subsequent experimental work, a
two dimensional quadratic fit of the measured σ2 is used to form an expression of
(σfit)2 as a function of the optical power level of the received constellation level,
as well as to the mean ROP. This algorithm is shown in Algorithm 5.

For the sake of completeness, we emphasize that Eq. (5.4)–(5.7) should not be
used to describe the constructed noise-optimized constellation; instead we refer
to the constructed constellations by their resulting ROPu between the lowest and
highest bit.

5.8 Implications on the MAC layer

The actions in the above-described algorithms need to be performed in the OLT,
which should have enough computational capacity to perform these calculations.
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Algorithm 5 Multi-Power Fitted Sigma version. Calculation of optimal constella-
tion levels for a required BER at a specific power level for each bit

1: Define target Qk for each decision threshold k:
Qk =

√
2 erfcinv

(
M2−bBERk

)
2: Set initial values I0

0 := I0
M−1 := 0

3: Set a small positive number ε as stopping condition
4: Set iteration index i := 0
5: while

(
Ii
M−1 − Ii−1

M−1

)
/Ii

M−1 > ε do
6: i := i + 1
7: Ii

0 := δIi−1
M−1

8: for constellation level k := 1 to M− 1 do

9: Ii
k := Ii

k−1 +
Qk
Xk

[
σfit

k−1

(
Xk Ii

k−1, Xk Ii−1
avg

)
+ σfit

k

(
Xk Ii−1

k , Xk Ii−1
avg

)]
10: end for
11: end while

Typically, less than 6 iterations are required to achieve an equilibrium constellation
with an error ε < 1%. In practice, the OLT can create a look-up table (LUT) with
the results of this algorithm. When communication to an ONU group is required,
the LUT can be accessed to determine whether communication is possible at the
respective ONU powers, and if so, which constellation will give a BER of maximal
the value belonging to the Qk’s. To alleviate the calculation requirements on the
OLT further, this LUT can alternatively be calculated in advance and not during
runtime. In this case, actual performance may not be optimal, as e.g., differences
in performance characteristics among specific transceivers cannot be taken into
account.

Typically, the BER for every ONU should be the same and as small as possible.
The maximum achievable Qk is not known a priori. Therefore, the target Qk is to
be set such that the BER is below the FEC limit of the system. The constructed
constellation will be optimal at the BER belonging to Qk, and will have a lower
BER if more power is received. If the system is to be optimized any further,
a new iteration with higher Qk can provide a further reduction of the BER for
supported ONUs. Alternatively, the Qk can be set beforehand to a higher value
for a more robust system, at the cost of a smaller number of ONUs that can deploy
non-uniform PAM.

5.9 Analysis of signal-dependent noise

The output levels of Algorithm 4 and resulting received powers to achieve a 10−3

BER level are visualized in Fig. 5.20, based on a PIN-PD, APD and SOA-PIN
receiver with noise characteristics previously presented in Fig. 3.4a–3.4c. The PIN-
PD receiver shows almost no signal-dependent noise, and the algorithm produces
the same constellation as standard non-uniform PAM. For the APD and SOA-PIN
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receiver larger signal-dependent noise is seen, and hence a larger deviation from
the standard non-uniform PAM constellation.

The minimum ROP required to decode both the MSB and LSB at a combined
average BER level of 10−3 in the thermal noise limit occurs at β = 0, this corre-
sponds to equidistant PAM. The accompanying ROPu is approximately 0. The
ROPu is not exactly zero, as for an equidistant constellation the BER of the LSB is
twice that of the MSB. The exact ROPu is dependent on the slope of the BER graph.
A signal-dependent noise optimized constellation is not equidistant, therefore the
point which minimizes the required power to decode the MSB and LSB combined
is referenced to as ROPu ≈ 0. This is the optimal constellation for systems not
deploying non-uniform PAM.

The PIN-PD receiver is thermal noise limited and therefore has negligible
improvement in receiver sensitivity due to signal-dependent noise optimization,
as seen in Fig. 5.20. In the APD-based receiver both thermal and shot noise
play a role, and thus the APD-receiver has an improved receiver sensitivity at
ROPu ≈ 0 of 0.5 dB. For the SOA-PIN receiver signal-dependent noise plays a
more prominent role, and therefore the improvement in minimum required power
increases to 2.9 dB.

This model only considers Gaussian noise and ignores any distortions that
contribute equally to all constellation levels. In a practical system with, e.g., ISI or
distortions on the electrical driving signal, the difference in the noise variance is
expected to be less. In this respect, the results in Fig. 5.20 should be considered an
upper limit on the influence of signal-dependent noise.
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(b) PIN theoretical ROP for BER 10−3
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(c) APD constellations
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(d) APD theoretical ROP for BER 10−3
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(e) SOA-PIN constellations
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(f) SOA-PIN theoretical ROP for BER 10−3
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Figure 5.20: Constellations and resulting BER 10−3 graphs from signal-dependent noise
optimization through Algorithm 4 versus standard non-uniform PAM for three receivers.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.21: Experimental results showing the required received optical power at the SOA-
PIN receiver to decode a bit at a BER level of 10−3 for standard non-uniform PAM signals
(open markers) and for signal-dependent noise optimized non-uniform PAM signals (filled
markers). B2B and 40 km results are shown as solid, and dot-dashed lines, respectively. Bits
0 and 1 are shown by a circle and diamond, respectively. (a) Shows performance without
the use of an equalizer. (b) Shows performance with a 31 tap FFE.

5.10 Signal-dependent noise optimized experiment: SOA-PIN

The experimental verification of the influence of the signal-dependent noise on
non-uniform PAM constellations is performed in a setup similar to the 10 Gbaud
setup for the APD and PIN-PD-based measurement of standard non-uniform PAM,
as was shown in Fig. 5.9. Only the receiver is replaced by a combination of a SOA,
optical bandpass filter, and PIN-PD. First, the link is characterized by measuring
the noise variance over a range of optical input powers and various standard non-
uniform constellations. To minimize the residual intersymbol interference, and
therefore the over-estimation of the noise variance, the same equalizer is used as
in the APD setup. Next, a two-dimensional quadratic fit is made on the measured
σ2 as a function of mean input power to the SOA-PIN and the received signal
level for a constellation level. The resulting function for σ2 is used to construct the
constellation through Algorithm 4. In the constructed constellation, the probability
of error is equal at each threshold level, thereby minimizing the required optical
power. After calculation of the signal-dependent noise optimized non-uniform
PAM constellation, the BER measurement is performed identical to the experiment
with the APD-based receiver for standard non-uniform PAM.

The experimental results are shown in Fig. 5.21. Non-uniform PAM without
optimization for signal-dependent noise is referred to as standard non-uniform
PAM. This figure shows the required received optical power to decode a bit at
a BER level of 10−3 for an SOA-PIN-based receiver, for a standard non-uniform
PAM-4 constellation, without noise optimization, and a signal-dependent noise
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Figure 5.22: SOA-PIN Measurement. (a) Normalized transmitted constellation for the
standard non-uniform PAM and signal-dependent noise optimized non-uniform PAM as
a function of the measured ROPu for B2B transmission with FFE. (b) Fraction of the LSB
errors that are attributed to the upper and lower decision thresholds.

optimized non-uniform PAM constellation, as a function of the ROPu. Fig. 5.21a
shows the results without the use of the FFE, although it should be noted that the
noise-dependent constellation itself was constructed beforehand with the help
of the FFE. Fig 5.21b shows the results with the FFE enabled. In this SOA-PIN-
based measurement, the power required to decode both the MSB and LSB of
an equidistant PAM-4 constellation with an average BER below the 10−3 level is
−27.3, and −27.7 dBm without and with the FFE, respectively. In this context,
equidistant PAM-4 has a penalty compared to OOK decoding of 7.3 and 6.9 dB,
respectively. With the signal-dependent noise optimized constellation, −28.0 dBm
(w/o FFE), and−28.5 dBm (w/ FFE) is required, thus reducing the penalty relative
to OOK to 6.7 and 6.1 dB, respectively.

The influence of the noise-dependent optimized constellation can be larger for
a non-uniform PAM transmission than for a standard PAM transmission as the
penalty for LSB decoding for high compression factors increases asymptotically.
For example, in a SOA-PIN w/ FFE-based system without noise-dependent con-
stellation, if one ONU only has −32 dBm power available (point A in Fig. 5.21b),
it would have to be grouped with another ONU that receives −22.8 dBm optical
power (point B) to enable both ONUs to successfully decode their respective bits.
In the noise-dependent constellation, a smaller amount of compression can be
applied (point C), due to the better sensitivity of the standard PAM version (with-
out compression, ROPu ≈ 0) of this constellation. The LSB ONU only requires
−25.6 dBm (point D), a decrease of 2.8 dB. The difference in required power be-
tween the standard and noise optimized constellations depends on the amount of
compression (or ROPu) that is required.

Figure 5.22a shows the standard non-uniform PAM constellation and the signal-
dependent noise optimized constellation. Both constellations are shown as func-
tion of the measured ROPu between the MSB and LSB for B2B transmission with
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Figure 5.23: Experimental results showing the required received optical power at the APD
receiver to decode a PAM-4 bit at a BER level of 10−3 after 40 km fiber transmission. The
MSB and LSB are shown by a circle and diamond marker, respectively. (a) Shows results
without EQ (b) Shows results with EQ.

FFE. The higher constellation levels will exhibit more noise. As the target of the
optimization algorithm is to have an identical error rate at each decision threshold
for a respective bit, the lower constellation levels are transmitted with a lower
power than in the standard non-uniform PAM case.

Although the goal of the algorithm is to have an equal error rate due to each
decision threshold, it does not achieve this goal perfectly. Fig. 5.22b shows the
relative number of decision errors at the upper and lower thresholds that led to an
error in the decoding of the LSB. For the standard non-uniform PAM case virtually
100% of all the errors originate from the upper threshold, emphasizing that the
standard non-uniform PAM constellation is not a good fit for a signal-dependent
noise channel. The algorithm reduces the contribution of the upper threshold
to 74% of the errors, on average, thus not reaching the target of 50%. The main
contribution to this is believed to be due to a difference in the result of the 2D
quadratic fit and the actual noise variation. A minor contribution is attributed
to the AC-coupling of the transmitter, which is not compensated for. Due to
this AC-coupling, and the asymmetric constellation, the MZM drive range is not
entirely symmetric around the quadrature point.

5.11 Signal-dependent noise optimized experiment: APD

A similar signal dependent noise optimized experiment is performed with an APD
receiver. Figure 5.23 compares the required power at an APD receiver to decode
a bit below the BER level of 10−3 for a standard non-uniform PAM-4 constella-
tion and a signal-dependent noise optimized constellation. As can be seen the
signal-dependent noise optimized constellation has a slight base sensitivity (with-
out compression, ROPu ≈ 0) improvement of < 0.2 dB compared to equidistant
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Figure 5.24: APD Measurement (a) Normalized transmitted constellation for the standard
non-uniform PAM and signal-dependent noise optimized non-uniform PAM as a function
of the measured ROPu for B2B transmission with FFE. (b) Fraction of the LSB errors that
are attributed to the upper and lower decision thresholds

PAM-4. Thus, in this experiment the benefit of a signal-dependent noise optimized
constellation is smaller than for the SOA-PIN. This is expected, as in Section 3.1
it was seen that the relative contribution of signal-dependent noise to thermal
noise is higher for the SOA-PIN receiver. For the sake of clarity it is emphasised
that, in both cases, the SOA-PIN receiver outperforms the APD-receiver in terms
of absolute receiver sensitivity, it is only the improvement of a signal-dependent
noise constellation compared to an equidistant constellation that is smaller for the
SOA-PIN receiver and to the model as presented in Fig. 5.20.

Figure 5.24a illustrates the different signal levels of the transmitted constel-
lations for standard non-uniform PAM and signal-dependent noise optimized
non-uniform PAM. Fig. 5.24b shows the relative number of decision errors at the
upper and lower thresholds that led to an error in the decoding of the LSB. Com-
pared to the contributions as shown in Fig. 5.22b for the SOA-PIN-based setup, it
can be seen that the contribution of the upper decision threshold is slightly lower
in the standard non-uniform PAM case due to the less severe signal-dependent
noise in this system. Also in the APD case, the algorithm does not reach the target
of 50% of errors for each decision threshold. 79% of the errors that occur for the
LSB are due to the upper decision threshold. Combined with the already lower
contribution of the upper threshold for the standard non-uniform PAM case, this
explains the lower improvement in receiver sensitivity for the APD-based receiver
compared to the SOA-PIN-based receiver.

Recently, the authors of [210] presented a similar signal-dependent noise opti-
mization for PAM-4. They optimized a 50 Gbps PAM-4 signal in a manner similar
to the above presented method, although limited to standard PAM-4 constellations
without the multi-level interleaved non-uniform PAM adaptation. The authors
report a larger sensitivity improvement at the 10−3 BER level of 1 dB for the
APD-based receiver and 1.5 dB for a SOA-PIN receiver. A possible explanation
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lies in the higher received optical power levels and unknown excess noise figure
of their receivers. They report a ROP of −22 to −21 dBm for the APD (with un-
known excess noise figure), and −24 to −22.5 dBm for the SOA-PIN. Furthermore
a likely reason is the imperfection of our quadratic fit. As reported above, our
signal-dependent noise optimization based on a quadratic fit succeeds in reducing
the percentage of errors on the higher thresholds, but does not reach the target
50%.

5.12 Signal-dependent noise optimized network performance

Based on the experimental results with the SOA-PIN receiver, Table 5.2 presents the
percentage of ONUs in the deployed INEA network, as discussed in Section 2.4.2,
that will be able to decode the various formats of PAM-4. As can be seen, adapting
the transmitted constellation to take the signal-dependent noise levels into account
increases the percentage of ONUs that will be able to decode non-uniform PAM-4
by 11%, to 82%. Thus, in a 10 Gbps rated PON network equipped with SOA-PIN
receivers, the aggregated capacity is expected to increase to 18.2 Gbps.

The receiver performance of a SOA-PIN receiver, compared to the APD receiver,
is better for both OOK and PAM-4, but the difference in power required to decode
OOK and PAM-4 becomes greater for the SOA-PIN receiver. The percentages of
users that can decode a higher order modulation format in Table 5.2, is calculated
by comparing the PON loss statistics with the experimentally obtained power
penalty of the higher order modulation format versus OOK modulation. That is,
the added benefit of flexible modulation and non-uniform PAM to a deployed
network is dependent on the power penalty of the higher order PAM compared
to OOK, not on the absolute receiver performance. Therefore, the throughput
increase due to non-uniform PAM in Table 5.2 is lower for the SOA-PIN receiver
than for the APD receiver, although the SOA-PIN has a better absolute receiver
sensitivity. This increased power penalty due to the SOA-PIN receiver can largely
be prevented by using a signal-dependent noise optimized constellation.

Figure 5.25 shows the users that can use PAM-4 with equalization based on the
SOA-PIN measurements with standard non-uniform PAM and signal-dependent
noise optimized non-uniform PAM.

Consistency of measurements – Some measurements were conducted several
times as part of multiple experiments. For example, equidistant PAM with an
APD receiver was measured in Chapter 4 as part of standard flexible PAM, in
this chapter as reference to non-uniform PAM, and again as a reference to noise-
optimized non-uniform PAM. Small measurement differences can lead to different
estimated values of the percentage of users that can use this modulation format. To
keep results consistent within a measurement set, these results are not mixed. The
largest deviation between these measurements is equidistant APD-based PAM-4,
w/ EQ, which is estimated at 74, 77, and 80% of the users. APD-based PAM-8 /w
EQ ranges between 79% and 83%. PIN-based PAM-8 w/o EQ ranges from 90 to
94%. All other differences are less than 2%.
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Figure 5.25: Users that are able to decode PAM-4 with equalization in Dataset B, based on
a SOA-PIN. (a) standard non-uniform PAM (b) noise optimized, non-uniform PAM.

Table 5.2: Percentage of ONUs in the INEA network that can decode various forms of
PAM based on the presented measurements.

Receiver Mod Format Throughput Increase (%)

Standard Non-uniform Noise optimized
Flex.mod. Non-uniform

APD
PAM-4 w/ EQ 80 88 89

SOA-PIN
PAM-4 w/o EQ 54 64 75
PAM-4 w/ EQ 61 71 82

5.13 Overall impact of non-uniform PAM on the network

Non-uniform PAM uses an unequal distribution of the amplitude levels. Therefore,
the MSB in the PAM symbol can be decoded at a lower received optical power level,
while the LSB requires a higher received optical power level. This can be utilized
in real PON deployments where there is a spread in received optical powers
among the ONUs. In a PON with flexible modulation and non-uniform PAM, the
obtainable increase in aggregated data rate depends on the distribution of users in
the PON. Based on the experimental verification with an APD-based receiver, and
the examined loss statistics of a deployed PON of INEA, the aggregated data rate
increases from 10 Gbps to 18.7 Gbps with the use of flexible non-uniform PAM-4.
Additional support for non-uniform PAM-8 increases the aggregated data rate to
19.4 Gbps. This increase is somewhat limited due to the high additional penalty
of PAM-8 relative to the power range that is available in PONs. In addition to a
flexible modulation scheme, non-uniform PAM can help to combat component
ageing to a certain degree. For instance, if a certain ONU’s performance decreases
over time, this can be counteracted by grouping this ONU to another ONU that
yet has to show ageing effects and that still performs better than required.

In systems where signal-dependent noise contributes significantly to the total
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noise level, optimization of the transmitted constellation can improve the per-
formance. At the ONUs, the received signals will then be evaluated at different
received optical power levels, each with their own signal-dependent noise vari-
ances. Based on the experimental work and the loss statistics of the INEA deployed
PON, the aggregated capacity of a PON-system where signal-dependent noise
plays a dominant role can be increased by an additional 11% if this optimization is
performed.

Apart from a straightforward throughput increase of the network, two possible
deployment scenarios can be evaluated. First, high-performance ONUs can be
distributed to a select number of premium users, such that these premium ONUs
can always decode the LSB, irrespective of which ONU the MSB is assigned to. In
this case, the premium users have a virtual link that is always available, irrespec-
tive of the network load of the other users. As the higher-order bits for premium
users are multi-level interleaved with the lower-order bits for residential users,
there is no need for time-interleaving with residential users, which is beneficial
for latency-sensitive services applications. However, business users in particular
require symmetric data rates. Non-uniform PAM has only been demonstrated
for downstream applications; upstream communication is expected to be feasible
but has several drawbacks regarding optical beating noise among the ONU laser
diodes and the requirement for sub-symbol timing accuracy, as mentioned earlier.

Second, some networks are deployed as an intermediate form between PtP and
a PON. In these networks, the power splitter is located in the central office, and
not in the remote node. If a network is deployed in this way, the network operator
has the option to connect both high-loss and low-loss ONUs with patch cords to
the power splitter of a single OLT port. When this spread is designed correctly,
the number of ONUs that can be multi-level interleaved can be optimized, leading
to an increase in throughput of the network.
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THE previous chapters discussed link adaptation, with the restrictions that
all ONUs communicate on the same clock frequency and wavelength. The

change of modulation format provides link adaptation, albeit with a coarse step
size in throughput and channel quality, as shown in Fig. 6.1a. This chapter presents
steps towards a multi-rate, multi-wavelength adaptive link.

The topology of an adaptive multi-rate, multi-wavelength system is shown in
Fig. 6.1c. Within each wavelength, a coarse adaptation step size exists by changing
the modulation format, and all the ONUs operate on the same clock frequency.
Among the wavelength channels, each wavelength can operate on a different clock
frequency, shifting the required channel conditions for the step to the next bit rate.
Also the bit rates themselves are changed. Therefore, looking at the system as a
whole, link adaptation can be realized by smaller step sizes as the total throughput
is based on the virtual sum of all the wavelength channels combined, as seen
in Fig 6.1d. This multi-rate system has the additional benefit that the locations
of the steps can be chosen depending on the actual distribution of user channel
conditions. Additionally, adaptive coding could provide even finer control over
the link adaptation (Fig. 6.1b) at the expense of higher-complexity DSP functions.
Adaptive coding changes the FEC complexity and overhead depending on the
channel conditions. Adaptive coding is not addressed any further here.

In a traditional WDM or TWDM-PON all the clock rates are the same and such
a PON lacks control to group ONUs together on a wavelength depending on their
channel quality.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic depiction of throughput attainable for various channel qualities.
(a) With adaptive modulation and constant clock rate. (b) With adaptive modulation
and variable coding. (c) Topology of a multi-wavelength system, where each wavelength
has a particular clock rate. At the ONU a single wavelength is received by selection
through a tunable filter. (d) Adaptive modulation in a multi-wavelength system, where
each wavelength has a particular clock rate.

The concept of a multi-rate, multi-wavelength system is different from non-
uniform PAM. In non-uniform PAM, the channel quality required to switch to a
higher-order modulation level and the achievable bit rate by a modulation order
remain constant. However, the required channel quality can be shared between
different ONUs. In a multi-rate, multi-wavelength system, the channel quality
required for the next modulation order and the associated bit rate vary by change
of the clock rate.

In this chapter, first, multi-level modulation formats at various clock rates
and in a duobinary format are discussed. Next, a photonic integrated multi-
wavelength transmitter is used for the initial steps toward a multi-wavelength
solution.
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Figure 6.2: Duobinary communication link.

6.1 Duobinary modulation

Link adaptation techniques in this thesis have so far been limited to amplitude
modulation formats on the same clock frequency. Operation on the same clock
frequency for all ONUs in the ODN relaxes the requirements on the CDR. Sup-
porting transmission at multiple clock frequencies enables access to trade-offs in
new areas.

In PON-focused research, various modulation formats have been proposed to
increase the peak and aggregated data rate of the access network, while retaining to
IM/DD formats. Among others electrical duobinary (DB-OOK), PAM, DMT, and
duobinary-PAM-4 (DB-PAM-4) formats have been discussed [211,212]. In PONs in
particular, trade-offs have to be made between capacity, reach, power budget, and
complexity of implementation. Of the above-mentioned modulation formats, DMT
requires the most complex implementation due to sophisticated signal processing.
Less complex DB-PAM-4 offers high capacity, but is limited in both reach and
sensitivity [153,213]. Electrical duobinary is a strong candidate for next-generation
access networks due its simplicity [214, 215]. Electrical duobinary is a modulation
format that has a higher clock rate while retaining similar bandwidths. A benefit
compared to PAM-4 is the reduced linearity requirement of the transmitter and
receiver. The term electrical duobinary is used to differentiate the technique from
optical duobinary modulation, which is mentioned in the last part of this section.

Duobinary is part of the partial response family of modulation formats, first
described by Lender in 1963 [216]. Typical modulation formats exhibit optimal
performance when no ISI is present. Duobinary modulation introduces a con-
trolled amount of ISI. The added ISI is deterministic and can be compensated
for at the receiver [153, 217]. This shifts a larger part of the signal’s spectrum
towards the lower frequencies. Duobinary enables transmission through a smaller
bandwidth than would be possible with standard OOK transmission. An M-level
PAM sequence encoded as a duobinary signal has 2M− 1 levels; each symbol still
contains log2 M bits of information.

A duobinary communication link consists of a precoder, encoder, and decoder,
as shown in Fig. 6.2. The precoder performs differential encoding; required to
prevent error propagation during decoding. If ak is a sequence of PAM-M symbols,
the precoded sequence bk is formed by

bk = (ak − bk−1) mod M . (6.1)
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Figure 6.3: Three available versions of duobinary modulation in optical transmission
links.

The encoder consists of a 1-tap delay-and-add filter. The resulting duobinary
encoded sequence ck is formed as

ck = bk + bk−1 . (6.2)

The resulting signal has 2M− 1 constellation levels that can be decoded to the
original PAM sequence by

ak = ck mod M . (6.3)

Figure 6.3a shows the electrical duobinary constellations levels ck after the
delay-and-add filter that drive the MZM, the resulting optical constellation and
received constellation after reception at a direct-detection receiver. Because the
optical phase is not modulated, the same electrical duobinary signal can also be
generated with an intensity modulated transmitter, such as a directly modulated
DFB or EML.

The strong selling point of electrical duobinary for PONs with bandwidth-
limited components is that the duobinary delay-and-add filter can also be approxi-
mated by a low-pass filter with a −3 dB bandwidth at approximately a quarter of
the symbol rate. This low-pass filtering can be performed at the transmitter, the
channel, the receiver, or a combination of all of these. Receiver-based filtering has
the advantage of additional filtering of the receiver noise. Transmitter-based filter-
ing has better dispersion tolerance, because less energy is transmitted at higher
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frequencies. Figure 6.3b shows the 3-level electrical duobinary signal generated by
low-pass filtering of a 2-level signal. Because the location of the low-pass filtering
can happen at different locations, the point where the 2-level signal transforms into
the 3-level signal can be at different locations. Similar to delay-and-add generation
of electrical duobinary, the MZM can be replaced by a DFB or EML.

An alternative technique is optical duobinary. Optical duobinary drives a
three-level electrical signal on a MZM biased at the null-point with 2Vπ swing,
using the periodicity of the MZM modulation characteristic [214]. The resulting
optical signal has only two intensity levels, but the optical field’s phase of two
alternating sequences of 1’s is inverted. This makes optical duobinary more
resilient to dispersion, and it requires a standard two-level OOK receiver, although
it does not have the decreased bandwidth requirements of electrical duobinary.
Electrical duobinary can be transmitted over both electrical and optical links,
whereas optical duobinary is limited to optical links only. Figure 6.3c shows the
driving signal, constellation, and received signal of optical duobinary. A MZM or
similar transmitter capable of altering the optical phase is mandatory.

Comparison to PAM-4 – Electrical duobinary and PAM-4 can transmit the
same data rate through equal bandwidth. Both modulation formats have been con-
sidered for transmission of 25 Gbps over 10 Gbps rated components in PONs [174].
Typically, duobinary modulation will have a better receiver sensitivity than PAM-4
modulation. Based on a brief general analysis, this can be attributed to the lower
number of three received levels of duobinary, compared to the four levels of
PAM-4. This gives a smaller vertical eye closure penalty of 10 log10(4 − 1) −
10 log10(3− 1) = 1.8 dB for duobinary, as shown in Section 3.3. Furthermore,
the linearity requirements of the transmitter for LPF-based electrical duobinary
are relaxed because the transmitted signal consists of standard OOK. However,
PAM-4 is more resilient to dispersion and requires only half of the clock frequency
for the electronics [174].

6.1.1 Duobinary-PAM-3

To the best of our knowledge, work on electrical duobinary has considered
DB-PAM-2, DB-PAM-4, and higher orders, but has not focused on DB-PAM-3.
With LPF-based DB-PAM-3, 3-level symbols are transmitted and received as 5
electrical levels after the bandwidth-limited receiver frontend. It can offer a good
trade-off for certain applications. At an identical symbol rate, it offers 1.5 times the
capacity of normal duobinary while having better sensitivity than DB-PAM-4. Fi-
nally, the linearity requirements of DB-PAM-3 for the transmitter are significantly
reduced compared to PAM-4 and other higher-order modulation formats, as only
3 levels of regular PAM-3 are transmitted, as shown in Fig. 6.4

The duobinary encoding and decoding process is shown in Fig. 6.5. In contrast
to DB-OOK, DB-PAM-3 needs to map the binary bits to 3-level PAM symbols. A
PAM-3 symbol has an entropy of log2 3 = 1.59 bits; therefore, no integer number
of bits can be mapped to the PAM-3 symbol. To keep complexity for mapping bits
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to the PAM-3 symbols low, a simple 3 binary to 2 ternary (3B2T) coding is used,
resulting in information content of 1.5 bit/symbol. At the expense of a longer and
more complex coding, this can be increased towards the limit of 1.59 bit/symbol,
which is not addressed further here. For regular PAM-3, transmission of Gray-
encoded bits minimizes the bit errors on a single decision threshold. In the
experimental, work the Gray coding in Fig. 6.6a is used [218]. The symbol {1,1}
is not transmitted with this coding, which could be considered in the FEC. In the
experimental work a received {1,1} symbol is mapped to one of the four nearest
possible transmitted sequences, which can result in 2 bit errors.

For DB-PAM-3 transmission the mapping in Fig. 6.6b is used. This mapping
does not generate the sequence {2,2} and ensures that after precoding and encoding,
the occurrence of the 5 signal levels has a symmetrical distribution around the
center level. This coding reduces the error multiplication factor: the number of bit
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Figure 6.7: Experimental setup for PAM and DB-PAM.

errors per symbol error. However, in the 5-level received sequence, some nearest
symbol errors may still produce multiple bit errors.

6.1.2 Experimental setup

The goal of the experimental verification is to measure the trade-offs between the
various modulation formats for a set of symbol rates, bit rates, and transmission
distances. A common 7.5 GHz receiver bandwidth is used for all experiments. In
previous chapters it has been shown that higher bit rate formats require a higher
received power. Therefore, these high bit rate formats can serve the fraction of the
PON users with better channel conditions.

In the experimental verification, PAM-2/3/4/8 have all been measured at
10, 12.5, and 15 Gbaud. DB-PAM-2/3/4 have all been measured at 20, 25, and
30 Gbaud. All sets have been measured over B2B, 20, and 40 km SSMF. With 1,
1.5, 2, and 3 bits per symbol for the various modulation formats, this results in a
wide range of bit rates ranging from 10 Gbps to 60 Gbps, all measured through
this common 7.5 GHz receiver bandwidth. The experimental setup is shown
in Fig. 6.7. Data signals are generated by a 25 GHz, 65 GSa/s AWG (Keysight
M8195A) and drive a high-bandwidth MZM, thereby modulating the light from
a 1550 nm CW DFB laser. The generation of the data varies by the modulation
format used. For DB-PAM-2/3/4, the original data is precoded to prevent error
propagation. In the case of DB-PAM-3, the data is mapped as discussed in the
previous section. For PAM-3/4/8, two/two/three binary sequences are combined
to form the multi-level signal.
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On the receiver side, the receiver consists of a 10 GHz PIN+TIA, subsequently
low-pass filtered to a −3 dB bandwidth of 7.5 GHz during offline processing. The
same effective bandwidth is used for all modulation formats examined. Depending
on the received modulation format, various steps are performed. For the DB-PAM
formats, the low-pass filter characteristic of the receiver performs the majority
of the duobinary encoding. The received 3/5/7 level DB-PAM-2/3/4 signal is
first sliced by 2/4/6 slicers, taken modulo 2/3/4, and subsequently mapped back
to a binary data stream. PAM-3/4/8 is sliced by 2/3/7 slicers and converted to
two/two/three individual binary streams. To keep implementation complexity
low, no pre- or post-equalization is performed to compensate for the channel
response, apart from the standard electrical B2B cable-only calibration of the
AWG.

In the lab setup, CDR is performed by a fourth-order method, which uses
the signal to the 4th power to extract the clock information. Performance of this
method is not optimal [219], and resulted in a constant offset from the found sam-
pling point to the optimal sampling point. In this case, an additional brute-force
like method, as previously discussed in Section 4.4, was applied. All measurements
were conducted as separate experiments; that is, there was no TDM transmission
of different symbol rates simultaneously.

The experiment is focused on PONs in the downstream direction, therefore a
larger bandwidth is allowed at the transmitter due to the less cost-sensitive nature
of the OLT side, as the costs are shared among multiple subscribers. Upstream
burst mode transmission is not considered in this experiment. If upstream trans-
mission were considered, it would make sense to investigate duobinary encoding
with a low-bandwidth transmitter combined with a higher-bandwidth receiver.
The lower bandwidth transmitter is more suitable for the cost-sensitive ONU,
although a penalty might be expected due to additional received noise at the OLT.

6.1.3 Experimental results

Figure 6.8 shows the BER results for the various measurements. Receiver sensitivi-
ties at the BER = 10−3 level can be observed from the figure and are summarized
in Table 6.1, which also shows the bit rates of the various formats.

Three observations are noted. First, 30 Gbps DB-PAM-3 shows 2.0 dB better
receiver sensitivity than PAM-8 at the same data rate. 37.5 Gbps DB-PAM-3 even
offers 7.5 Gbps higher throughput while still having 1.2 dB margin to 30 Gbps
PAM-8. 37.5 GbpsPAM-8 has an error floor above the BER = 10−3 level. Second,
even though we transmit with a MZM, 25 Gbps DB-OOK experiences a severe
dispersion penalty of 6.2 dB after 40 km of SSMF at 1550 nm. Due to the lower
symbol rate of DB-PAM-3 at 30 Gbps, its 40 km SSMF penalty is only 1.6 dB.
Even with the lower B2B base sensitivity of DB-PAM-3, it outperforms normal
duobinary after 40 km of fiber. Third, 20 Gbps DB-OOK has a 1.2 dB improved
sensitivity to 20 Gbps PAM-4; at 25 Gbps DB-OOK outperforms PAM-4 with 2.1 dB.
Eye diagrams for DB-PAM-2/3/4 and PAM-3/4 are shown in Fig. 6.9.
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Figure 6.8: BER graphs for PIN-TIA receiver, sorted by symbol rate. B2B is solid, 20 km
SMF is dashed, and 40 km SMF is shown by a dot-dash line.
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(b) 37.5 Gbps DB-PAM-3
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(c) 25 Gbps DB-OOK, 40 km SMF
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(d) 37.5 Gbps PAM-8
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(e) 25 Gbps PAM-4
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(f) 40 Gbps DB-PAM-4
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Figure 6.9: Experimental, DSP generated eye diagrams of various modulation formats, all
figures are measured at −12 dBm received power. All, but (c) are B2B.
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Table 6.1: Receiver sensitivity at BER 10−3 level, measurements with an error floor above
the BER 10−3 level are shown as -. Measurements that are not conducted are shown as n/a.
Further shown: Percentage of users in a 10 Gbps rated PON that can use a modulation
format at a certain symbol rate, based on the B2B, 20 km SMF, and 40 km SMF measurements,
and network throughput increase (perf. incr.) if this modulation format and 10 Gbps OOK
are deployed.

Symbol Modu- Bit Receiver sensitivity Net Perf
rate lation rate (dBm) work Incr

(Gbaud) (Gbps) B2B 10 km 20 km 30 km 40 km % %

10.0 OOK 10.0 −21.6 −21.6 −21.1 −21.4 −21.4 98 0
PAM-3 15.0 −18.5 −18.5 −18.0 −18.2 −18.2 93 47
PAM-4 20.0 −16.8 −16.8 −16.4 −16.6 −16.6 82 82
PAM-8 30.0 −12.7 −12.0 −11.7 −11.8 −11.7 17 35

12.5 OOK 12.5 −21.5 n/a −21.5 n/a −21.1 99 25
PAM-3 18.8 −18.0 n/a −18.0 n/a −17.1 92 80
PAM-4 25.0 −15.6 n/a −15.6 n/a −13.6 69 103
PAM-8 37.5 - n/a - n/a - - -

15.0 OOK 15.0 −20.7 n/a −20.5 n/a −19.5 98 49
PAM-3 22.5 −15.9 n/a −15.5 n/a - 66 82
PAM-4 30.0 - n/a - n/a - - -
PAM-8 45.0 - n/a - n/a - - -

20.0 DB-OOK 20.0 −18.0 −18.0 −17.5 −17.7 −17.5 91 91
DB-PAM-3 30.0 −14.7 −14.4 −13.9 −13.9 −13.0 46 93
DB-PAM-4 40.0 −12.9 −12.3 −11.6 −11.2 - 16 49

25.0 DB-OOK 25.0 −17.7 n/a −17.3 n/a −11.5 80 119
DB-PAM-3 37.5 −13.8 n/a −13.1 n/a - 35 95
DB-PAM-4 50.0 −11.5 n/a - n/a - - -

30.0 DB-OOK 30.0 −15.9 n/a −14.3 n/a - 51 103
DB-PAM-3 45.0 - n/a - n/a - - -
DB-PAM-4 60.0 - n/a - n/a - - -

6.1.4 Network performance

Similar to Chapters 4 and 5, the measured penalties relative to 10 Gbps OOK are
compared to the network statistics.

The percentage of users that can use a certain modulation format, and the
associated throughput increase of using OOK and a single additional modulation
format is shown in Table 6.1. The measurements with a symbol rate of 10 Gbaud
and 20 Gbaud are conducted B2B and over 10, 20, 30, and 40 km SMF. The other
symbol rates are only measured B2B, 20, and 40 km SMF. The experimental work
in Chapters 4 and 5 showed almost negligible influences of fiber dispersion (the
experiments were MZM-based). At the higher symbol rates in this duobinary
experiment, a fiber penalty is observed. Therefore, the ODN distance becomes
important in the network statistics. The percentage of users that can use a modula-
tion format is estimated by the required power for a BER level of 10−3. Whether a
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Table 6.2: Throughput increase when 10 Gbps OOK and a collection of modulation formats
are used in a flexible link. For brevity’s sake the modulation formats are shown as: Bit rate
in Gbps, Modulation (P for PAM, DB for Duobinary), and order M. The modulations can
have different symbol rates.

Modulation formats % Throughput
increase

OOK set
12.5P2, 15P2 49

PAM set
20P4, 30P8 99
25P4, 30P8 112
15P3, 20P4, 30P8 105
15P3, 18.75P3, 20P4, 25P4, 30P8 134

Duobinary set
20DB2, 30DB3 137
25DB2, 37.5DB3 163
20DB2, 25DB2, 30DB3, 37.5DB3 180
20DB2, 25DB2, 30DB3, 37.5DB3, 40DB4 184

user with an ODN distance between 0 and 20 km can use a modulation format is
based on the 20 km result. For users between 20 and 40 km the support is based on
the 40 km result. Therefore, the number of users that can use a modulation format
will be underestimated. Because not all symbol rates and modulation formats are
measured over 10 and 30 km SMF, these two distances are not considered for the
calculation of percentage of users that can use a modulation format.

The throughput increase for a select number of scenarios with multiple mod-
ulation formats is shown in Table 6.2. As an example, the adaptive deployment
of 10 Gbps OOK, 20 Gbps DB-OOK, 25 Gbps DB-OOK, 30 Gbps DB-PAM-3, and
37.5 Gbps DB-PAM-3 increases the aggregated throughput of the network by 180%
from 10 Gbps to 28 Gbps.

6.1.5 Multi-rate receiver

DB-PAM, and DB-PAM-3 in particular, is an interesting modulation format in itself.
In this work, the emphasis is on the deployment of DB-PAM within an adaptive
link. DB-PAM can enable more efficient use of the PON, although the use of multi-
ple clock rates does raise some challenges, especially downstream. The receiver
CDR needs to handle the multiple symbol rates. In the upstream direction, it is
expected that this would be possible [220]. As upstream communication in TDMA
PONs occurs in burst mode, the OLT’s receiver needs to synchronize its clock upon
every burst. Adaptations for a dual-rate structure have been explored, and several
dual-rate 10G/1G burst-mode receivers have been presented in the past [221]. In
the downstream direction, multi-rate reception might also be plausible, but will
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user/wavelength allocation

Figure 6.10: Users can be allocated to a wavelength with a clock frequency such that a
higher throughput is supported. For each wavelength, this will result in several groups of
ONUs with similar received powers.

require more efforts, and presumably will require the insertion of a preamble in
the downstream direction. Current downstream receivers have a continuous lock
on the incoming clock and are not designed for fast synchronization with the clock;
no preamble is present in downstream communication. In both downstream and
upstream directions, dual-rate reception is expected to be more feasible if the clock
frequencies have a common integer denominator [221], that is, the CDR can lock
on an integer multiple of a base rate.

6.2 Multi-wavelength transmission

An alternative solution for multi-rate adaptive links lies in application in multi-
wavelength systems. Both recent NG-PON2 and 100G-EPON standardizations
deploy multiple wavelengths, and it seems unlikely that future standards will use a
pure TDM technique over a single wavelength. In these systems, each wavelength
can operate independently, and therefore each wavelength can operate at its own
clock frequency. This relaxes the synchronization requirements for the OLT’s
receivers, although the CDR should still be able to adapt to a range of possible
clock frequencies.

Network operators can opt to schedule users to a wavelength depending
on their ODN losses. One wavelength would provide basic connectivity at the
base clock frequency and with different TDM-assigned PAM levels. The other
wavelengths can have a higher clock frequency in addition to the different TDM-
assigned PAM levels. A user with a higher ODN loss will have a lower channel
quality. The throughput of the system is increased if users are allocated to a
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.11: (a) Multi-channel transmitter PIC schematic. (b) Picture of the packaged
TOSA.

wavelength such that the channel quality is just above a threshold that is required
to switch to a higher PAM order. The selection of clock frequencies and allocation
of users to such a clock frequency may be jointly optimized. Figure 6.10 shows that
this results in a wavelength allocation where each wavelength will have several
groups of ONUs with a similar channel quality, while between the groups a larger
difference in ODN losses exists. There can be competing reasons for assigning
users to certain wavelength, e.g., service level separation or load balancing. These
should be considered together with ODN loss distribution.

For the initial steps towards such a system, measurements have been done
on a 10 x 10 Gbps NRZ dense WDM transmitter optical sub-assembly (TOSA)
designed for application in standard form-factor transceivers. An early design
sample of such TOSA was provided by EFFECT Photonics [222]. The entire optical
multi-wavelength transmitter is integrated into a single Indium Phosphide (InP)
chip. The photonic integrated circuit (PIC), based on the so-called DWDM optical
system-on-chip (SoC) technology is shown in Fig.6.11b. The multi-channel PIC
layout, see Fig. 6.11a, comprises several distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) lasers,
each modulated via a MZM and combined with an AWGr for multiplexing. The
chip occupies a small area of approximately 30 mm2, see Fig.6.11b. The DBR
lasers operate within the C-band and are tunable over a few nm to compensate for
fabrication variations. The MZMs have typical values of 1.5 V and 18 dB for the
Vπ and extinction ratio, respectively. The AWGr coupling the modulated signals
into standard single-mode fiber has a 100 GHz channel spacing. The power at the
AWGr’s output is boosted by a SOA. Additional monitor photodiodes are also
connected to the AWGr to track the laser wavelengths. The MZM is designed with
negative chirp in order to mitigate the dispersion of 25 km SSMF.

6.2.1 Frequency response pre-equalization

Measurements of the multi-wavelength chip were conducted on an early design
sample mounted on a custom evaluation board. The frequency response of the
evaluation board was equalized to increase the effective bandwidth, thereby
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greatly improving the performance of the TOSA. As discussed in Section 3.4,
higher levels of PAM modulation are more susceptible to bandwidth limitations
than OOK modulation, and therefore the influence of equalization was especially
visible for PAM transmission.

The transmitted sequence is equalized through pre-emphasis at the transmitter.
Compared to receiver side post-equalization, this has the benefit of less noise
amplification, and, specifically for a PON in the downstream direction, this enables
transferring of functions to the less cost-sensitive OLT.

The impulse response and transfer function of the channel is measured with
Golay sequences [223, 224]. Golay complementary sequences have a combined
autocorrelation that is zero everywhere except at zero delay

Raa(k) + Rbb(k) = 2Nδ(k) , (6.4)

where Raa(k) and Raa(k) are the autocorrelation of sequences a and b given by

Rxy(k) = ∑
n∈Z

x(n)y(n + k) , (6.5)

N is the length of the individual Golay sequences, and δ(k) is the Kronecker delta

δ(k) =

{
1 if k = 0 ,
0 if k 6= 0, k ∈ Z .

(6.6)

Consequently, the power spectrum of a Golay pair is perfectly flat, which is benefi-
cial for estimation of the frequency response of the channel. The impulse response
of the channel h(k) can be obtained by the cross-correlation of the received Golay
pair with the transmitted Golay pair

h(k) =
Râa(k) + Rb̂b(k)

2N
, (6.7)

where Râa denotes the cross-correlation of the received sequence and transmitted
sequence.

Golay sequence generation – The Golay sequences a and b of length 2i are
iteratively constructed by appending the previous iteration of the sequence
through [225]

ai =
[
ai−1 bi−1

]
, (6.8)

bi =
[
ai−1 −bi−1

]
, (6.9)

where the start sequences a0 and b0 are given by

a0 =
[
1 1

]
, (6.10)

b0 =
[
1 −1

]
. (6.11)
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Figure 6.12: Autocorrelation of the a and b Golay sequences in figures (a) and (b), respec-
tively, and the sum of the two autocorrelations in (c).

The autocorrelation of the resulting a and b sequences, with length 256, and the
sum of the auto-correlations is shown in Fig. 6.12. This illustrates that the impulse
response of each sequence is already quite comparable to a Kronecker delta, but
that the impulse response of the two Golay sequences combined forms a perfect
Kronecker delta.

Channel pre-compensation – After the channel response is obtained by the
above described method, subsequent transmitted data is pre-compensated by a
filter F(z), created by zero-forcing equalization

F(z) =
1

H(z)
, (6.12)

where H(z) is the frequency domain representation of the channel impulse
response h(k). The principle of zero-forcing equalization is discussed in
Section 4.2.2.2.

6.2.2 Experimental setup & results

The experimental setup shown in Fig. 6.13 is used for the measurements. The
12 GSa/s capable AWG is connected to an electrical amplifier, bias-tee and connects
to the TOSA evaluation board through standard RF cables. After the TOSA, the
signal goes to an optical isolator, EDFA, and tunable optical filter with a −3 dB
bandwidth of 3 nm. After the fiber link and reception by a 10 GHz PIN-TIA
receiver, a real-time scope saves the signal for offline processing. Transmission
experiments have been conducted with OOK and PAM-4 at 3, 6, 10, and 12 GBaud.
Before transmission, the impulse response is measured by the above mentioned
Golay sequences, the to be transmitted signal is filtered with the inverse impulse
response of the channel. The receiver LPF is adjusted to the symbol rate. The
same channel of the multi-wavelength TOSA is used for all measurements, and
the other lasers are disabled during the experiment.

The BER results and DSP-generated eye diagrams in Fig. 6.14 show that pre-
equalization improves the receiver sensitivity. Especially for PAM-4, the perfor-
mance improves due to its higher susceptibility to bandwidth limitations. The
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Figure 6.13: Experimental setup with the multi-λ TOSA. The optical bandpass filter (BPF)
is tunable.

settings of the transmitter, such as bias voltages on the MZM sections and currents
on the laser sections, have been changed between the B2B and 40 km transmis-
sions, so the difference in BER results between these two distances should not be
interpreted as the fiber penalty. The 40 km results show that transmission over this
distance is possible without the appearance of an error floor within the measured
power range.

Simultaneous modulation on multiple wavelengths, with different clock rates
and modulation formats, has not been done due to limited simultaneous availabil-
ity of components and labtime. Future experiments will be valuable for measuring
the influence of inter-channel crosstalk with the different clock rates and modula-
tion orders.

6.2.3 Network performance

Network performance is shown in Table 6.3. The percentage of users able to
use a particular modulation format is calculated based on the penalty relative to
10 Gbps OOK B2B w/ pre-compensation. Results w/o pre-compensation are not
considered. As mentioned above, 40 km SSMF transmission results should not be
compared directly with the B2B transmission; therefore, the 40 km SSMF results
were not considered when calculating the network performance.

6.3 Conclusions

This chapter demonstrated DB-PAM modulation. Duobinary modulation formats
allow a higher data rate than binary formats through the same bandwidth by the
introduction of a controlled amount of ISI. As this ISI is known, it can be removed
at the receiver. By itself, DB-PAM-3 offers an increase in throughput, while reusing
current 10 Gbps-based receivers, with up to 37.5 Gbps over 20 km. It provides an
interesting intermediate choice between, on the one hand, duobinary-OOK that has
a smaller receiver sensitivity degradation, and, on the other, DB-PAM-4 with high
capacity but poorer receiver sensitivity. Compared with PAM-8, DB-PAM-3 can
provide the same data rate, with 2 dB improved receiver sensitivity, and less strict
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(c) B2B w/ pre-equalization
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(e) 40 km w/ pre-equalization
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Figure 6.14: BER curves and eye diagrams for transmission with one channel from the
multi-wavelength transmitter. B2B and 40 km transmission should not be compared directly.
DSP-generated eye diagrams represent 10 Gbaud signals.
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Table 6.3: Receiver sensitivity, percentage of users in a 10 Gbps rated PON that can use
OOK and PAM-4 at a certain bit rate (% Network), and network throughput increase (%
perf. incr.) if this modulation format and 10 Gbps OOK are deployed.

Modulation Bit rate Rx sensitivity % Net- % Perf
(Gbps) (dBm) work Incr

B2B 40 km

w/o pre-comp.
OOK 3 −22.8 - - -

6 −21.4 - - -
10 −20.4 - - -
12 −18.6 - - -

w/ pre-comp.
OOK 3 −24.4 −22.6 100 -

6 −22.6 −21.0 99 -
10 −21.3 −19.6 99 -
12 −20.1 −18.8 98 20

PAM-4 12 −16.8 −15.0 88 18
20 −15.8 −13.5 79 79
24 −14.5 −12.6 62 87

linearity requirements. Link adaptation with 10 Gbps OOK and DB-PAM-2/3 at 20
and 25 Gbaud can nearly triple the PON throughput by an increase of 180%. In a
less complex system only clock rates at integer multiples are supported: 10 Gbaud
OOK and 20 GBaud DB-PAM-2/3 leads to a PON throughput increase of 137%.
This first outcome does not consider the system implications of having multiple
clocks.

The objective is to work towards a multi-rate and multi-wavelength system,
as shown in the beginning of this chapter in Fig. 6.1c. To that end, we have
demonstrated, on a single wavelength, transmission of 24 Gbps PAM-4 over 40 km
SSMF below the FEC limit using a multi-channel InP PIC. Support for PAM-4
over a range of clock frequencies has been enabled by OLT-based pre-equalization
through Golay sequences.

Several steps remain. First of all, multi-wavelength characterization has to be
performed. Inter-channel crosstalk with the different clock rates and modulation
orders should be measured. Due to the multiple clock rates, clock transitions on
one wavelength will occur in the middle of the symbols on other wavelengths,
and this could have a more pronounced crosstalk effect than edge-aligned signals.
Furthermore, the pre-equalization technique should be improved by using an
Minimum Mean Squared Error (MMSE) approach discussed in Section 4.2.2.2
instead of the implemented zero-forcing approach. Zero-force equalization can be
hindered by excessive noise amplification. Although this is less of an issue at the
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transmitter, taking noise amplification into account is still expected to improve
the results. The pre-compensation filter should be adapted to take the optimal
duobinary channel response into consideration, that is, the filter structure should
be changed to

F(z) =
1 + z−1

H(z) + n
, (6.13)

where n scales inversely with the SNR.
The final scenario can be an adaptive multi-wavelength and multi-rate system.

In the downstream direction, the OLT groups the ONUs to a wavelength according
to the ODN’s loss distribution. Each downstream wavelength deploys multiple
modulation orders and is limited to a single clock rate. In the upstream direction,
transmission is based on burst-mode. There, it is more plausible that multiple
clock rates and modulation formats can be supported on each wavelength. In
the downstream direction, within each wavelength channel, a coarse adaptation
step size exists by changing the modulation format. Among the wavelengths,
each wavelength supports a different clock frequency, providing a shift among the
required channel conditions to enable the step to the next bit rate. Therefore, the
whole system experiences link adaptation with a small step size. In this Chapter,
already significant increases in throughput can be seen when using one or two
wavelengths channels additional to the wavelength providing basic connectivity.
Additionally, the locations of the steps and the allocation of ONUs to a wavelength
can be chosen depending on the actual distribution of ODN loss and reach.



CHAPTER 7

Conclusions & Future Work

THE continuously increasing demand for higher data rates while requiring
lower cost-per-bit is imposing increasingly stringent requirements on access

networks. Fiber optical access is a future-proof topology for these challenges.
Current PONs use a single, static modulation format throughout the network.
Link adaptation can provide a solution for utilizing the deployed equipment more
efficiently. Link adaptation matches the signal parameters, such as modulation,
clock rate, or coding, to the channel properties.

Communication links have unallocated margins, design margins, and system
margins, together making the link margin. PONs are standardized to enable
high-volume production of components and interoperability of vendors. Current
standards allow for 15 dB of differential path losses between the users, causing an
unallocated margin for the majority of the users. Design margins encompass the 3
to 5 dB of variance in transmitted power and receiver sensitivity variance, where
receivers outperform their minimum guaranteed performance level. Additional
system margins account for future performance degradation due to component
ageing. All these margins accumulate, and the worst-case scenario is assumed in
designing a link. This can provide a large and unnecessary over-dimensioning
of the link. Chapter 2 shows that these margins are not only allowed for in the
standards, but that a dataset from a commercially deployed PON actually has
these margins.

In Chapter 3, the performance of multi-level PAM formats in a PON are exam-
ined. To this end, the various constant and signal-dependent noise sources are
reviewed. Furthermore, an exact closed-form expression for the analytical BER is
derived. The accepted approximate method for analytically calculating the BER
for a PAM signal takes only the constellation levels that are closest to a decision
threshold into account. For standard PAM constellations, at BER levels of 10−3

or lower, this method provides accurate results. However, for non-equidistant
PAM constellations, some constellation levels are closer to some levels than they
are to others. This can cause the approximate calculated BER to deviate from the
actual BER. The derived exact expression takes all constellation levels into account,
allows for signal-dependent noise, and supports non-equidistant constellation
levels.

Chapter 4 introduces link adaptation in PONs by flexible PAM formats. Multi-
level PAM enables the reuse of current optics and can operate with a constant
symbol rate. The use of a more complex modulation format for better-positioned
ONUs with fewer losses, while retaining support for OOK increases the through-
put per user. Due to the time-shared nature of TDM PONs, users that are in a
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less-favorable position and have higher losses can also benefit from link adapta-
tion in PONs. This is an important distinction from point-to-point DSL lines. The
attainable throughput increase for a typical APD-based PON for PAM-4 is 74%
based on a data set of a deployed network. In a PIN-based PON and additional
deployment of PAM-8, the attainable throughput increase is 115%, compared to
only 10 Gbps OOK modulation. These attainable throughput increases are based
on the received optical power penalty of PAM-M relative to 10 Gbps OOK, and the
above mentioned commercial loss statistics. This method has some limitations, but
is superior to considering only the receiver sensitivity and loss statistics. Optical
link penalties, such as dispersion, can optionally be included by introducing an ad-
ditional receiver penalty. Receivers that outperform their guaranteed performance
level can increase the throughput in adaptive modulation links above the here
reported numbers. For improved accuracy, a commercial transceiver, as deployed
in the field, should be used. The exact throughput increase in a specific network
depends on the link margin of that network, and might differ from the given val-
ues here. Using the presented calculation methods and experimentally obtained
multi-level PAM penalties presented in this chapter, a vendor or network operator
will be able to calculate the throughput increase for their specific network.

Introduction of flexible modulation will lead to changes in the MAC layer. This
causes some overhead, as the OLT now needs to keep track and communicate
which ONU operates on which modulation format; however, this overhead is
negligible compared to the additional throughput available due to the multi-
level PAM formats. The dynamic bandwidth allocation can be kept almost the
same, with adaptations to accommodate a varying number of bits per symbol
per ONU, optionally only allocating higher-order modulation formats when the
network load is high. Flexible modulation introduces additional flexibility in
the network design phase. Network operators can trade-off splitting ratio, reach,
and aggregated throughput against one another in order to achieve the design
objectives. Opting for a higher performance ONU or OLT transceiver will not only
increase system margins, but will increase the aggregated data rate supported by
the network, as more ONUs will be able to support PAM-4/8.

Chapter 5 presents a solution for bringing the advantages of link adaptation
to more users by means of non-uniform multi-level PAM. Link adaptation imple-
mented by changing the modulation format provides a relatively coarse step in
required power and increased throughput. In a multi-user downstream PON, non-
uniform PAM can redistribute the required channel quality to support a certain
PAM format among the ONUs. Multiple OOK data streams are interleaved to a
non-uniform multi-level PAM constellation. Due to the non-equidistant constel-
lation levels, one ONU can decode its assigned bits at a lower received optical
power, while another ONU will require a higher received power. In a PON with a
wide range of received powers, the received signal format will be adapted more
closely to the actual channel quality. Therefore, non-uniform PAM will increase
the number of ONUs that can work at a higher modulation level. The metric
used for channel quality is the received optical power at the receiver, where any
additional impairments such as ISI, cross-talk can optionally be modelled as an
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additional penalty in received power. Deployment of non-uniform PAM-4 in an
APD-based PON leads to an attainable 87% increase in throughput based on the
network statistics examined. The MAC layer must be adapted. The OLT MAC
forms groups of ONUs that will receive data simultaneously, and controls the
shape of the transmitted constellation levels. The algorithms presented form these
groups such that a maximum number of ONUs can form a group. The efficiency
of this algorithm will depend on the queue length in the OLT, and thus on how
many ONU candidates are available.

Signal-dependent noise plays a more prominent role in non-uniform PAM
because the BER at FEC level is now considered over a wider range for the dif-
ferent bits. We presented an algorithm for the design of the non-uniform PAM
constellation which considers this signal-dependent noise. The locations of the
thresholds that govern a certain bit are optimized for the received power level for
that bit. Signal-dependent noise is especially relevant when the signal has been
optically amplified before detection.

In Chapter 6, steps towards a multi-rate, multi-wavelength system are pre-
sented. Multiple clock rates alone allow for fine control of the throughput and
associated required channel quality. However, a multi-rate system requires sup-
port from the transceivers for transmission and reception of interleaved signals
with different clock frequencies. Especially for the clock recovery in the receiver,
this can be challenging without insertion of additional overhead bits. An alterna-
tive solution lies in a multi-rate, multi-wavelength system. In this system, multiple
clock rates are present, although each wavelength itself operates on a single clock
rate. Therefore, the requirements on the clock recovery process are eased. In steps
towards such a system, duobinary-OOK and duobinary-PAM are demonstrated
separately, on a single wavelength. Duobinary modulation formats introduce a
controlled amount of ISI in the transmitted signal. As this ISI is known, it can be
removed at the receiver. This process enables transmission of signals at a higher
clock rate through a lower bandwidth. DB-PAM-4 allows reception of 50 Gbps
with a 10 Gbps rated PIN photodiode, but has a 10 dB sensitivity penalty to
10 Gbps OOK. DB-PAM-3 is better suited for deployment in a PON constrained
for its power budget. DB-PAM-3 is transmitted with PAM-3 constellation levels,
and the controlled amount of ISI transforms this to a 5-level constellation at the
receiver. Typically, duobinary formats have better receiver sensitivity than PAM
formats at the same bit rate. 30 Gbps DB-PAM-3 has 2 dB better sensitivity than
PAM-8. With a PIN-based receiver a 180% increase in throughput has been demon-
strated by using 2 clock rates and 2 modulation formats in addition to 10 Gbps
OOK. A complete multi-rate, multi-wavelength system has not been demonstrated
yet, and is left for future study.

The non-uniform PAM system and the multi-rate, multi-wavelength system
serve the same purpose: to enable more efficient link adaptation and thus to allow
more ONUs to operate with a higher-order modulation format. However, their
approaches are different. The multi-rate, multi-wavelength approach decreases the
virtual step size in throughput and channel quality, thus achieving a higher channel
throughput than with discrete adaptation steps. Non-uniform PAM enables ONUs
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to work together to reach the required channel quality level. A multi-rate, multi-
wavelength implementation is targeted to high throughput systems, as it operates
on multiple wavelengths. For a definite answer to the question of which of the
two methods is preferred, the impairments in the multi-rate, multi-wavelength
system need to be researched further. This answer also depends on the distribution
of channel qualities connected to a single OLT port. Non-uniform PAM has an
increased impact if the channel qualities vary widely among the ONUs.

7.1 Future work & Recommendations

Several topics should be researched to a greater extent in the following sub-topics.

Link adaptation – Inclusion of link adaptation in a PON requires several adap-
tations to the PON protocols; changes to the startup sequence, the provisioning
of time slots, and implementation of fairness among the ONUs spring to mind.
The OLT and ONU have to negotiate the deployed modulation format, and this
has to be communicated over the network. Management and diagnostic functions
have to be provided. In all cases, compatibility with OOK-only ONUs has to be
guaranteed. As far as we can see, these adaptations will need to be implemented,
but are not expected to cause exceptional difficulties.

Energy-awareness considerations can be included in the protocol. The energy
consumption of the DSP increases with increased complexity. One could consider
reducing the energy consumption of the PON by only using a higher modulation
format when the network has a high load. When traffic demand is low, power is
saved by using a simpler modulation format, perhaps at a lower baud rate and
with fewer wavelengths.

In this work, estimations regarding whether an ONU can support a modulation
format are based on the self-reported received optical power of the ONU, the
measured 10 Gbps OOK receiver sensitivity, and receiver sensitivity with the
higher-order modulation format. This method has limitations, a measurement
error in this reported power may occur, and it does not include other impairments
and variances in receiver performance. Two improvements are foreseen. First,
experiments with field-deployed commercial optics, instead of lab equipment, will
provide a more accurate prediction of the modulation impairments. Second, for
a deployed system, a semi-real-time higher-level metric, such as the BER, would
improve the accuracy of the prediction. The FEC functionality in the receiver can
provide an estimation of the BER.

Adaptive coding — the change of the overhead and complexity of the FEC —
is used extensively in link adaptation in other fields. Adaptive coding by itself
has limited potential to increase the throughput compared to current standard
PONs, while retaining the same modulation format and clock rate. For example,
XG(S)PON uses a Reed-Solomon FEC with an overhead of 13%; disabling FEC
altogether can thus increase the throughput by 13%. However, combined with
other adaptive techniques, it enables finer control for optimizing the channel
throughput given a certain channel quality. As adaptive coding is based purely on
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DSP functions, a small step size in channel quality can be attained. More sophis-
ticated FEC can correct errors at a higher pre-FEC BER levels. The implications
of this higher BER level on other system components should be considered, for
example on the clock-data recovery. When coding assumes a more prominent
role, its design should be optimized simultaneously with the modulation format.
Intermediate PAM orders such as PAM-5/6 have non-integer bits per symbol,
which means that the additional constellation levels and the spreading of a single
symbol over multiple time samples can be considered.

Non-uniform PAM – For non-uniform PAM, as well, adaptations to the pro-
tocols have to be considered. In particular, the performance and complexity of
the algorithm in the OLT that forms ONU groups merit further investigation for
dynamic traffic conditions. In dynamic traffic conditions, the ONUs that have to
be served data will vary, and not all ONUs have to be served with data all the
time. This reduces the possible candidate ONU-groups. Increasing the allowed
latency, and thus buffer size, can mitigate some of these effects. The influence and
applicability of traffic patterns should be investigated.

If signal-dependent noise is to be considered, the estimation of the noise
variance should be improved. The proposed method successfully reduces the dis-
balance in errors among the decision thresholds, but the errors are still not exactly
uniform. Improving this would increase the influence of the level optimization,
and could make the method also valuable for APD-based receivers.

With non-uniform PAM, interleaved communication to different groups of
users is implemented through the various bits of a symbol with multiple ampli-
tude levels. One could consider using the same concept based on two different
physical domains, e.g. amplitude and phase modulation [226, 227]. The BER
sensitivity of the two modulation formats will depend on one another and can be
controlled, e.g., by adaptation of the extinction ratio. As the two domains are not
directly interrelated, it would be possible to change the clock frequency of one
independent to the other. A higher bit rate can be provided to the group of users
that have a better signal quality. This approach is a more rigorous departure from
current PON techniques, and will require different optics. Alternatively, the use of
two modulation formats that occupy different frequency bands of the electrical
spectrum could, e.g., binary and miller coding [228], could be considered.

Multi-rate and multi-wavelength PAM – Of the three topics discussed, multi-
rate PAM has been the least developed. The implications and penalties of a
multi-wavelength system should be investigated further. Apart from the typical
impairments of a multi-wavelength system, an examination should be made of
how multiple clock rates with possible non-edge aligned signals cause additional
impairments.

For optimal use of a multi-rate system, the LPF bandwidth at the receiver has to
be adapted. When pre-equalization is used together with duobinary modulation
formats, the different required frequency response of duobinary formats has to
be taken into account. Finally, the development of a multi-rate transceiver could
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be of interest, although this would require new CDR techniques, especially in the
downstream direction.

General recommendations – The typical traffic pattern in access networks
shows an asymmetry: residential users consume more downstream traffic than
they generate upstream traffic. A survey of mobile traffic shows an estimated
asymmetry level of 1 to 7–8 between up- and downstream data in 2024 [229].
Flexible modulation can be deployed for both up- and downstream, and a greater
throughput increase is attained in the downstream direction, which is suitable for
the higher downstream traffic load. The multi-rate, multi-wavelength system can
also be deployed in both the up- and downstream direction. Non-uniform PAM is
mainly intended for downstream communication.

Non-uniform PAM is an interesting approach for allowing ONUs to help each
other receive a higher-order modulation format. Non-uniform PAM makes an
especially large impact if there is a large spread between ONUs connected to the
same PON.

Multi-rate, multi-wavelength systems require more research to make a credible
argument. Multi-rate adaptation offers a large potential performance increase as
modulation formats can take a duobinary format, but so can be the unforeseen
challenges.

The economic benefits of link adaptation versus the required investments
should be investigated more closely. As with any adaptation to the current pre-
dominant technique, link adaptation will require additional investments and
operational expenditures (CAPEX and OPEX), mainly in the electronics. As link
adaptation increases the supported throughput on a link it will also enable higher
revenues. Link adaptation may also delay the transition from one standard (e.g.
GPON) to the next standard (e.g. XGPON), thereby saving money on new in-
vestments and the prolonged concurrent operation of multiple PON standards
simultaneously.

The industry might be hesitant to adopt link adaptation techniques, as they
make the supported throughput of a system less well known. A system cannot
be sold or purchased at a specific supported throughput; instead, the actual net-
work performance will depend on the topology of the specific ODN. Although
this might give rise to reservations, we have to consider that the network perfor-
mance being demanded is also already statistically distributed, so the performance
margin is unknown even in current systems. Moreover, statistically distributed
throughputs are well accepted within copper, coax, and wireless-based networks.
Most importantly, refraining from over-dimensioning the margins while retaining
required margins will lead to cost savings.

Overall, link adaptation is considered a technically feasible solution with eco-
nomic potential to improve the network performance of current networks. It
improves the network throughput and reduces costly over-dimensioning of the
network. For greenfield deployments, it can provide a powerful tool during net-
work planning. Fiber reach, splitting ratio, and transceiver class can be balanced
with the expected required network performance. Relatively simple link adapta-
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tion techniques are expected to be the most viable ones in the short to medium
term. Link adaptation with modulation formats up to PAM-4 is considered the
most economically attractive in the short term.
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2T3B 2 ternary to 3 binary coding
3B2T 3 binary to 2 ternary coding
4G 4th generation of mobile networks
5G 5th generation of mobile networks
ADC Analog-to-Digital Converter
ADSL Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line
AGC Automatic Gain Control
AOM Acousto-Optic Modulator
AON Active Optical Network
APD Avalanche PhotoDiode
APON ATM Passive Optical Network
ASE Amplified Spontaneous Emission
ASIC Application-Specific Integrated Circuit
ATM Asynchronous Transfer Mode
AWG Arbitrary Waveform Generator
AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise
AWGr Arrayed Waveguide Grating
B2B Back-to-Back
BER Bit Error Rate
BM-RX Burst-Mode Receiver
BOSA Bi-directional Optical Sub Assembly
BPF Band-Pass Filter
BPON Broadband Passive Optical Network, ITU-T G.983
BPSK Binary Phase Shift Keying
CAGR Compound Annual Growth Rate
CDM Code-Division Multiplexing
CDMA Code-Division Multiple Access
CDR Clock-Data Recovery
CMA Constant Modulus Algorithm
CMTS Cable Modem Termination System
CO Central Office
CPRI Common Public Radio Interface
CW Continuous Wave
DAC Digital-to-Analog Converter
DBA Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation
DB-OOK two-level Duobinary
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DB-PAM Duobinary Pulse Amplitude Modulation
DBR Distributed Bragg Reflector
DBRu Dynamic Bandwidth Report upstream
DFB Distributed FeedBack
DFE Decision Feedback equalizer
DML Directly Modulated Laser
DMT Discrete Multitone Modulation
DOCSIS Data-Over-Cable System Interface Specification
DSL Digital Subscriber Line
DSLAM Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer
DSP Digital Signal Processing
DVB-T Digital Video Broadcasting Terrestrial
EDFA Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier
EML Electro-absorption Modulated Laser
EAM Electro-Absorption Modulator
EPON Ethernet passive optical network
FCS Frame Check Sequence
FEC Forward Error Correction
FFE Feed-Forward Equalizer
FIR Finite Impulse Response
FSAN Full Service Access Network Group
FITH Fiber-in-the-Home
FTTB Fiber-to-the-Building
FTTC Fiber-to-the-Curb
FTTH Fiber-to-the-Home
FTTN Fiber-to-the-Node
FTTx Fiber-to-the-x
GEM GPON Encapsulation Method
GPON Gigabit-capable Passive Optical Network, ITU-T G.984
GTC GPON Transmission Convergence
HARQ Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request
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